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Editorial 

Issue 12 of Colloquy: text theory critique publishes the proceedings of 
the conference Be true to the earth, which took place at Monash University 
on March 31-April 1, 2005 and which was co-organized by Colloquy. The 
collection of papers, edited by Samantha Capon, Peter Coleman, Barbara 
Ghattas and Kate Rigby, focuses on eco-criticism and eco-philosophy and 
contains articles on a wide range of topics, from Nietzsche to Patrick White, 
from Orwell to Judith Wright, from landscape and poetry to earth-based 
ethics. A number of people made possible the realization of this issue, first 
and foremost the referees who reviewed the articles and whom the editors 
want to thank. 

Colloquy is presently seeking submissions for Issue 13, a general is-
sue to be published in May 2007. The deadline for submissions is January 
15, 2007. Academic articles, review articles, reviews, translations and crea-
tive writing will be considered. 

Issue 14, to appear in November 2007, will be the proceedings of the 
conference Imagining the Future: Utopia, Dystopia and Science Fiction, 
which was held at Monash University on December 6-7, 2005. It will be co-
edited by Andrew Milner, Matthew Ryan and Robert Savage. 

The present issue is the last one that sees Dimitris Vardoulakis as 
general editor of Colloquy. During the past six years, Dimitris poured an in-
credible amount of time, enthusiasm and passion into the journal, determin-
ing its actual shape and helping raise it to international standards and make 
it one of the leading postgraduate journals in English. He was also able to 
create around the journal a strong group of postgraduate students. We all 
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thank him and wish him all the best for a successful and brilliant career. 
After long months of uncertainty, Colloquy finally has a new web ad-

dress. We all hope that the new site will allow the journal to work smoothly 
and maintain the standard it has achieved so far. 
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Introduction 

Kate Rigby 

This special issue of Colloquy is devoted to the proceedings of last 
year’s Colloquy conference, “Be true to the earth” (March 31-April 1, 2005), 
which was the inaugural conference of the recently founded Association for 
the Study of Literature and the Environment (Australia-New Zealand). As 
the founding President of that Association, I was extremely grateful to 
Dimitris Vardoulakis and the rest of the Colloquy editorial team for offering 
to host our first major international gathering, and I am honoured to have 
the opportunity to guest edit the wonderful issue of the journal that has re-
sulted from it, ably assisted by Peter Coleman, who led the conference or-
ganisation, Samantha Capon and Barbara Ghattas. 

“However the call to ‘be true to the earth’ is to be understood and em-
bodied […], responding to it has almost certainly become more difficult in 
the century or so since the wayward German philosopher [Friedrich 
Nietzsche] first framed it: not only because we inhabit a social world that 
puts people at an ever greater remove from the earth; but also because the 
earth itself seems to be turning against us.” I wrote these words in 2004 in 
extending an invitation to participate in the forthcoming conference. What I 
was referring to in that last clause, of course, was global climate change: 
something that is bound to have catastrophic consequences for a great 
many beings, human and otherwise, on this beleaguered planet. There is, it 
seems, no justice in nature’s retribution, or if there is, it is of the roughest 
kind, akin to that encountered in Greek tragedy, when the chorus of inno-
cents goes down along with the protagonists, whose folly has brought on 
the disaster! 

By the time of the conference itself, however, the earth itself had 
shrugged, as it does from time to time, and hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple, along with countless other creatures, died as a consequence. In ac-
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counting for the magnitude of the human death toll in the 2004 Boxing Day 
tsunami, commentators pointed to a variety of social, ecological and tech-
nological factors, including the overpopulation of vulnerable coastal re-
gions, the clearing of mangrove swamps, and inadequacies in the commu-
nication systems that warn of the tsunami risk from submarine earth-
quakes, while others suggested that paying greater heed to the behaviour 
of free roaming animals might have saved many who were at liberty to run 
while they still could. However that might be, this largely natural disaster 
reminds us that, quite apart from any specifically human folly, life on earth 
is inevitably fraught with apparently random violence, unmerited suffering, 
and the omnipresence of death: life, as Derrida writes, cannot be thought 
rigorously other than as lifedeath; our earthly existence is no less dire than 
(potentially) delightful. 

In view of this dire dimension of earthly existence, is there not some-
thing endearing about the human impulse, one that is admittedly fostered 
more in some cultures than in others, to imagine a world in which life, love, 
and justice finally prevail over violence, suffering and death? Maybe.Yet, at 
least in the history of the West, such otherworldly imaginings, whether 
framed in terms of a heavenly beyond or a techno-scientifically and socially 
transformed future, have created a dominant culture in which the earth is 
commonly construed disdainfully as a place of exile or an object of human 
power/knowledge. In seeking to overcome this flawed quest for transcen-
dence and/or domination of the earth, is it possible to cultivate a properly 
earthian identity, affirming our continuities with and ethical obligations to-
wards, the wider matrix of earth life, while nonetheless holding true to what 
might be a peculiarly human desire for the seemingly impossible: a world of 
peace, love and justice; a world that appears just as remote today as it was 
when, to recall the biblical origins of one powerful version of this utopian 
impulse, Jesus of Nazareth conjured a subversive vision of the kingdom of 
God in a land subjected to the empire of the Romans? 

Or is keeping faith with the earth that which is truly impossible for us 
as human? Do we not betray the earth each time we break into speech and 
enter the realm of the Symbolic, a world of words that are exclusively hu-
man, all-too-human? And have we not always already been cast into this 
realm before we ever even say a word? Or does this construction of the 
fundamentally linguistic nature of human being not rely upon an age-old 
assumption of human apartism that blinds us to continuities between hu-
man speech and the manifold signifying systems of our earth others? A 
human apartism, moreover, that deafens us to those other-than-human 
voices in the parliament of beings, which might be heard calling to us now 
for justice and compassion, or maybe, simply, calling us home? This is cer-
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tainly my view. It is nonetheless clear that much work remains to be done in 
examining the ways in which some modes of speaking and writing have 
been, and continue to be, complicit in certain kinds of culturally specific be-
trayal of the earth, while others have sought to hold open pathways of con-
nection with the more-than-human realm of lifedeath that sustains and en-
folds us. And, whatever else we might get up to, we are certainly going to 
need to use plenty of those slippery human-all-too-human words in order to 
debate what it might mean to be true to the earth in these bleak times of 
escalating armed conflict, ever-increasing social injustice, and global eco-
logical imperilment on a scale that has the potential to radically relativise 
and reframe our current political conflicts and socio-economic woes. As the 
articles in this special issue indicate, this is a debate to which scholars in 
literary and cultural studies have much to contribute. Of the nearly seventy 
papers presented at the conference, it has only been possible to publish 
eleven here, but more will be included in the next issue of PAN (Philosophy 
Activism Nature), while others have already appeared elsewhere. The lead 
article is based on the keynote lecture given by Greg Garrard of Bath Spa 
University, who is the current Chair of ASLE-UK, and there are further arti-
cles by established academics (such as the eminent Judith Wright scholar, 
Veronica Brady and the poet and critic Martin Harrison), alongside others 
by current or recently completed doctoral students in a variety of disci-
plines. In addition, we are very grateful to Sage for allowing us to reprint 
(with minor revisions) an article by ASLE-ANZ member Nonie Sharp, which 
was originally published in Organisation and Environment. 

Many thanks once again to Dimitris and the Colloquy team for support-
ing this venture! 

Monash University 
Kate.Rigby@arts.monash.edu.au 



ARTICLES 

 



Nietzsche contra Lawrence: 

How to be True to the Earth 

Greg Garrard 

What can a man do with his life but live it? And what 
does life consist in, save a vivid relatedness between 
the man and the living universe that surrounds him? 
                                 D.H. Lawrence, Pan in America 

Both Nietzsche and Lawrence have been identified as important fore-
runners and progenitors in the development of an ecocentric, “post-
humanist” worldview. Nietzsche suggested, and Lawrence developed, the 
notion of an anti-mechanistic “gay science”. Both writers rejected the Chris-
tian denigration of nature, the Romantic notion of a “return to nature” and 
the instrumentalisation of nature by industrial rationality in favour of a con-
ception of the good life founded in the body and an almost utopian “ascent 
to nature”. However, since the ascent to nature required an overcoming of 
existing humanity, both Nietzsche and Lawrence faced the task of articulat-
ing a conception of the Over-man – or post-human, as contemporary theory 
would put it – that is not merely a figure of authoritarian brutality. Deep 
ecologist Del Ivan Janik has claimed that Lawrence “saw man as part of an 
organic universe, living best by acknowledging its wonder and rejecting the 
temptation to force his will upon it. In this sense he stands at the beginning 
of the modern posthumanist tradition and of the literature of environmental 
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consciousness.”1 Accurate as this assessment is, however, the struggle 
with questions of power, gender, sexuality and religion that early posthu-
manism involved has tended to be airbrushed out of the dark green reading 
of Lawrence. And Lawrence's personal spiritual and intellectual struggle 
was also a creative conflict with Nietzsche. 

A useful point of departure is Anna Bramwell's comment in Ecology in 
the Twentieth Century on the somewhat surprising ubiquity of Nietzsche in 
ecophilosophical works, as it might be applied with equal force to Law-
rence: 

Nietzsche ... is frequently described as an important figure. Why 
should this be? In reality, he does not conform at all to the model 
ecologist ... Yet Nietzsche still hovers, worrying but relevant.2

I will get on to the worries in due course; for the moment, a few words on 
the relevance of Nietzsche might be in order.  

For one thing, Nietzsche was not much interested in nature per se; 
unlike Lawrence, he never concerned himself with either natural beauty or 
the threat posed to it by late 19th century industrialisation. This may be due 
in part to his actual environment, which was largely congenial, as Robert 
Solomon reminds us: 

From snatches of prose, one might well conclude that Nietzsche 
wants nothing more fervently than the life of Conan the Barbarian, a 
role for which he, in particular, was notoriously ill-suited. "Live dan-
gerously" he tells us, from the posher resorts in Southern Europe.3

It seems reasonable to suggest that if Nietzsche was more fascinated by 
the Provencal art of the troubadours than by the resistable rise of the capi-
talist machine economy, his convalescent exile by the Med, away from the 
industrial heartlands of Northern Europe, may be partly responsible. His 
chief concern is the overcoming of the Christian and moral misreading of 
nature – especially human nature – and the corresponding articulation of 
what HM Robinson calls a “somatic conception of the good life” to replace 
it. However, Nietzsche only calls for such a conception, rather than fully 
elaborating it – let alone living it – so he has “little to say about how human 
intelligence could be so immanent in our physical being as to make our ar-
ticulation of our physical will to power something expressive of a properly 
human nature and not of brute strength.”4 In short, the problem is how to 
distinguish the ideal, noble Overman from the mere thug. We should not 
expect to find the close and often reverent attention to the non-human 
world as such that is an attractive and central feature of Lawrence's writing; 
Nietzsche's interest is lively but essentially abstract.  
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Nietzsche's sustained assault on Christianity coincides in some re-
spects with one of the earliest contributions to ecophilosophical theory, 
Lynn White's famous essay on “The Historical Roots of our Ecologic Cri-
sis”, in which he claims that Christianity was a crucial shaping factor in the 
development of exploitative Western practices of science and technology: 

Man shares, in great measure, God's transcendence of nature. 
Christianity, in absolute contrast to ancient paganism and Asia's re-
ligions (except, perhaps, Zoroastrianism), not only established a du-
alism of man and nature but also insisted that it is God's will that 
man exploit nature for his proper ends.5

I will come back to Zoroastrianism later. Here we should note that both 
White and Nietzsche arrive at the notion that Christianity has engendered 
in Europe and the neo-Europes a dangerous and destructive contempt for 
nature. For Nietzsche, the great crime of the 'religion of the weak' is that it 
has mendaciously substituted another “higher” world for the one in which 
we have our present being. This “moral-optical illusion”6 of dualism has 
brought about a degeneration in the West that is now made all the more 
deadly by the death of the God that guaranteed it; Occidental Christianity 
begot a science which eventually – in Darwin in particular – became its own 
nemesis. For Nietzsche, as for Lawrence, the death of God has as its con-
sequences both the threat of nihilistic decline and the possibility of new life, 
the advent of the Overman.  

One of the most hopeful and cogent of Nietzsche's works is The Gay 
Science (Die Frohliche Wissenschaft), subtitled “la gaya scienza”, in which 
a madman proclaims the death of God to the bemused sceptics in the mar-
ket square, the prophet Zarathustra is introduced, and, according to Laur-
ence Lampert “the new politics of earthly affirmation is tied to a reformed 
and joyous science.”7 Opposed to the deadly bad conscience of the moral-
ity of mores and the self-importance of the tragic hero, is the wise laughter 
of the “gay scientist” who affirms the eternal return of all beings as they are.  

Nietzsche proposes a programme of de-deification of nature, together 
with a naturalization of humanity “in terms of a pure, newly discovered, 
newly redeemed nature.”8 He asks: 

...how could we reproach or praise the universe ? Let us beware of 
attributing to it heartlessness and unreason or their opposites: it is 
neither perfect nor beautiful, nor noble, nor does it wish to become 
any of these things; it does not by any means strive to imitate man. 
None of our aesthetic and moral judgements apply to it. Nor does it 
have any instinct for self-preservation or any other instinct; and it 
does not obey any laws either. Let us beware of saying there are 
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laws in nature. There are only necessities: there is nobody who 
commands, nobody who obeys, nobody who trespasses. Once you 
know that there are no purposes, you also know that there is no ac-
cident; for it is only beside a world of purposes that the word "acci-
dent" has meaning. Let us beware of saying that death is opposed to 
life. The living is merely a type of what is dead, and a very rare 
type.9

Nietzsche’s radical anti-anthropomorphism might seem to rule out nearly 
any statement about nature therefore as an anthropomorphism – including, 
by the way, the one just cited – although clearly only specific types of as-
sertion are the true targets here. Religious or superstitious claims are first 
in the firing line, but contemporary science as a form of mechanistic piety is 
also implicated. Lynn White's essay called for a Franciscan revival in order 
that Christianity might make up for centuries of ecologically destructive, 
anti-natural teaching, but if Nietzsche is right, such a substitution of re-
sponsible stewardship for the human dominion apparently mandated in the 
Bible would leave a mouldering divine corpse propped up in His Heaven, 
powerless to prevent further degeneration into nihilism. Zarathustra advises 
otherwise: 

Remain faithful to the earth, my brothers, with the power of your vir-
tue. Let your gift-giving love and your knowledge serve the meaning 
of the earth. Thus I beg and beseech you. Do not let them fly away 
from earthly things and beat with their wings against eternal walls. 
Alas, there has always been so much virtue that has flown away. 
Lead back to the earth the virtue that flew away, as I do – back to 
the body, back to life, that it may give the earth a meaning, a human 
meaning.10

Such virtue has little in common with environmental ethics, despite the ef-
forts of some to seize on Nietzsche as a progenitor – Nietzsche despised 
the doctrine of equality as applied to humans and would have retched at 
the thought of extending its ideology of resentment to the whole natural 
world.11 Instead he proposes a “going up” (Hinaufkommen) to nature that 
would also involve overcoming humanity. For this hard task, demanding vir-
tue without ethics and reverence without wings, Nietzsche thinks a new 
man (sic) is required who surpasses the man of the present: the free spirit, 
der Ubermensch, the Overman. DH Lawrence is moved by this project and, 
as we shall see, appropriates it in his own particular idiom.  

Darwin and biological materialism affected both Nietzsche and Law-
rence profoundly; they experienced its insights as “true but deadly”, threat-
ening the old structures of belief but failing to provide adequate replace-
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ment. Unlike Nietzsche, Lawrence had an extraordinary instinctive intimacy 
with his natural surroundings, as friends and lovers invariably testified. His 
appealing combination of childlike wonder and taxonomic fervour had been 
enhanced by botanical study at University College Nottingham, and by his 
readings of Ernst Haeckel12 and Nietzsche. Bramwell comments that: 

... Haeckel, in his republican atheism and his nature-worship directly 
influenced Lawrence. Through Lawrence, Haeckel's ideas influenced 
several early founders of the Soil Association as well as other vitalist 
nature-lovers in Britain.13

Indeed, Lawrence shuttled throughout his life between passionate atten-
tiveness to birds, beasts and flowers, and nihilistic – often apocalyptic – 
despair at the thought that the profound significance he found in nature 
might be merely anthropomorphic projection.  

The positive potential of a “going up” or ascent to nature is presented 
most powerfully in The Rainbow, in the “widening circles” that make up the 
structure of the novel itself. The opening pages of the novel present to us 
the Brangwen men caught in a timeless state of “blood-intimacy” with na-
ture. These passages are written in a vatic mode potent, rhythmic and 
beautiful enough to seem to imitate the very forces of germination, growth 
and death that they set out to describe: 

[The men] knew the intercourse between heaven and earth, sun-
shine drawn into the breast and the bowels, the rain sucked up in 
the daytime, nakedness that comes under the wind in autumn, 
showing the birds' nests no longer worth hiding. Their life and inter-
relations were such; feeling the pulse and body of the soil, that 
opened to their furrow for the grain, and became smooth and supple 
after their ploughing, and clung to their feet with a weight that pulled 
like desire, lying hard and unresponsive when the crops were to be 
shorn away. The young corn waved and was silken, and the lustre 
slid along the limbs of the men who saw it. They took the udder of 
the cows, the cows yielded milk and pulse against the hands of the 
men, the pulse of the blood of the teats of the cows beat into the 
pulse of the hands of the men.14

Lawrence's prose is not only trying to be true to the earth, it is clearly eroti-
cising the relationship of men and land. But where are the wives while this 
adultery betwixt man and nature is going on? For Lawrence, they too feel 
the pulse, but also look outwards to the world of men, “the spoken world 
beyond.” In "The Rainbow", it is often the women who seek escape and 
transcendence, in defiance of the traditional association of woman and na-
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ture beloved of some ecofeminists. The men remain “staring into the sun, 
dazed with looking towards the source of generation, unable to turn 
around.”15 The intergenerational movement of the novel is a widening gyre 
shaped by the gravitational pull of immanence in contest with the centripe-
tal force of civilisation, history and scepticism.  

Lawrence dramatises the death of God and the emergence of a kind of 
neopaganism in the middle relationship of Will and Anna Brangwen. Her 
corrosive scepticism is levelled at his Christian belief, which she character-
ises as absurd, life-denying and misogynistic. Yet Lawrence suggests that 
it is itself a kind of piety: “She, almost against herself, clung to the worship 
of the human knowledge. ... She believed in the omnipotence of the human 
mind.”16 Her attacks on Will are portrayed as sterile, uncreative criticism. 
Ultimately only the conception of a child can put creative flesh on her natu-
ralism: 

The child in her shone till she herself was a beam of sunshine; and 
how lovely was the sunshine that loitered and wandered out of 
doors, where the catkins on the big hazel bushes at the end of the 
garden hung in their shaken, golden aureole, where little fumes like 
fire burst out from the black yew-trees as a bird settled clinging to 
the branches. One day bluebells were along the hedge-bottoms, 
then cowslips twinkled like manna, golden and evanescent on the 
meadows. She was full of a rich drowsiness and loneliness.17

As Tony Pinkney has pointed out, “The Rainbow’s is a “prose of the womb”, 
matrifocal and generational in narrative structure and preoccupied with cir-
cularity, accretion and reproduction.”18  

Anna's pregnant untouchability and autonomy maddens Will, creating 
between them a terrible distance. Their reconciliation – through Will's ac-
ceptance of her single being, her “otherness” – inspires in him an apocalyp-
tic vision of future primitivism: 

Sweep away the whole monstrous superstructure of the world of to-
day, cities and industries and civilisation, leaving only the bare earth 
with plants growing and waters running, and he would not mind, so 
long as he were whole, had Anna and the child and the new, strange 
certainty in his soul. Then, if he were naked, he would find clothing 
somewhere, he would make a shelter and bring food to his wife.19

This disavowal of “the whole of man's world”, which would find close kin at 
the survivalist end of deep ecology, is nonetheless seen as nihilistic in 
terms of the novel's ultimate "socially-constructive" vision. Once Anna has 
destroyed his faith, Will discovers the happiness of a nature redeemed from 
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moralisation: 

He listened to the thrushes in the gardens and heard a note which 
the cathedrals did not include: something free and careless and joy-
ous. He crossed a field that was all yellow and dandelions ... and the 
bath of yellow glowing was something at once so sumptuous and so 
fresh, that he was glad he was away from his shadowy cathedral.20

This is the beginning of a new vision of a step beyond the Scylla and 
Charybdis of Christian and materialist nihilism. It is for their daughter 
Ursula, moving further on in the widening circle away from the immanence 
of the Farm, to work out this vision to its completion.  

Ursula is resistant both to the sordid democratic spirituality of evangel-
ism and the reductive scepticism of her mother, who “would have nothing 
extra-human.”21 By contrast, “Ursula was all for the ultimate.”22 Yet her 
faith is one that longs to rejoice in the flesh, rather than remaining ob-
sessed with the obscenity of God on the Cross; that may touch the risen 
flesh of Christ rather than beholding only a dead body resurrected and 
bound for heaven. Lawrence, supposedly explaining Ursula's belief, cannot 
refrain from lapsing into first-person peroration on the Resurrection of the 
Flesh: 

Is heaven impatient for me, and bitter against this earth, that I should 
hurry off, or that I should linger pale and untouched? Is the flesh 
which was crucified become as poison to the crowds in the street, or 
is it as a strong gladness and hope to them, as the first flower blos-
soming out of the earth's humus?23

As so often in The Rainbow and Women in Love, Lawrence appropriates 
the language of Christianity only to critique its transcendental ambitions. 
What he comes to characterise as an affirmative “gay science” already be-
gins to resemble what contemporary critics call an “ecocentric spiritual-
ity”.24

First of all, however, Ursula must undergo the test of materialist disillu-
sionment that Lawrence himself suffered in the aftermath of his encounter 
with Darwinism. Significantly, it is her lesbian teacher Winifred Inger – a 
“gay scientist” in our modern usage – who teaches Ursula the materialist 
world view: “Winifred had had a scientific education. She had known many 
clever people. She wanted to bring Ursula to her own position of 
thought.”25The older woman helps Ursula to dissect religion, representing it 
as merely a “particular clothing to a human aspiration.”26 In its place, Inger 
tries to put social aspirations, such as the Women's Movement, but these, 
with the help of authorial comment in free indirect speech, come to seem 
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yet further elaborations of disintegrative nihilism. Inger's friends are all 
“educated, unsatisfied people, who still moved within the smug provincial 
society as if they were nearly as tame as their outward behaviour showed, 
but who were inwardly raging and mad.”27 The descent into “chaos” cannot 
last: “The fine, unquenchable flame of the younger girl would consent no 
more to mingle with the perverted life of the elder woman.”28It is worth re-
membering this rejection, not just of a particular lover but of a much larger, 
though still specific complex: nihilistically cynical; homosexual; “educated” 
in a pejorative sense; politically radical; apparently pacifistic but deeply ag-
gressive; and philosophically materialist. This complex of very various no-
etic and psychological features has a vital and particular biographical rela-
tion with Lawrence's anguished articulation of the “gay science” that will be 
brought out later. For now it is worth pointing out that Nietzsche, like Law-
rence, was almost as concerned about the nihilism of post-Christian mate-
rialism as he was about the nihilism of Christianity itself. This dilemma – to 
be solved at last only by the overcoming of man as such – leads to the “ter-
rifying Either / Or: ‘Either abolish your reverences or – yourselves!"’ In Will 
we can see the nihilism of Christian self-abolition, but in Inger and Anna 
lies the opposite danger of uncreative scepticism, of nihilistic disenchant-
ment. 

The way through at this stage depends upon both the integration of 
the intellect and the sensual self, and the assimilation and surpassing of 
scientific knowledge. Ursula, going as Lawrence did to University College 
Nottingham, finds it staffed not by the expected “priests of knowledge” but 
by tired-out jobsworths incapable of feeling – or at any rate communicating 
– any sense of wonder or magnificence. Significantly, the only subject that 
survives the touch of their dead hands is botany; only in the laboratory is 
she happy “for there the mystery still glimmered.” Peering into her micro-
scope, Ursula experiences a curious dissonance.  

She looked ... at the unicellular shadow that lay within the field of 
light, ... It was alive. She saw it move – she saw the bright mist of its 
ciliary activity, she saw the gleam of its nucleus, as it slid across the 
plane of light. What then was its will? If it was a conjunction of 
forces, physical and chemical, what held these forces unified, and 
for what purpose were they unified?29

Unable to accept that the creature is merely “mechanical”, she has a kind 
of scientific epiphany: 

Suddenly in her mind the world gleamed strangely, with an intense 
light, like the nucleus of the creature under the microscope. Sud-
denly she had passed away into an intensely-gleaming light of 
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knowledge. She could not understand what it all was. She only knew 
that it was not limited mechanical energy, nor mere purpose of self-
preservation, and self-assertion. It was a consummation, a being in-
finite. Self was a oneness with the infinite.  

It would be possible to trace this insight to Bergson's “elan vital” and its as-
sociated tradition of vitalism, but equally useful to revert to Nietzsche, in 
whose “gay science”, according to Laurence Lampert, “philology supplants 
physics because the mechanistic worldview inadequately accounts for the 
richness of the phenomena.”30 A merely responsive or reactive model of 
life seems insufficient, both in explanatory and ethical terms; as Nietzsche 
memorably put it in The Gay Science:  

Above all, one should not wish to divest existence of its "rich ambi-
guity": that is a dictate of good taste, gentlemen, the taste of rever-
ence for everything that lies beyond your horizon. ... A "scientific" in-
terpretation of the world, as you understand it, might ... still be one of 
the "most stupid" of all possible interpretations of the world, meaning 
that it would be one of the poorest in meaning. ... an essentially me-
chanical world would be an essentially "meaningless" world.31

The crisis for Nietzsche and Lawrence is essentially a crisis of values 
rather than the global environment, and they use a different language to 
modern critics, but such “reverence” and humility seems to chime with Val 
Plumwood’s call for a “materialist spirituality”: one that would reject the du-
ality of matter and spirit whilst recognizing (as Ursula did) that “materiality is 
already full of form, spirit, story, agency, and glory”.32 Or as Patrick Curry 
puts it, “We shall never be able to understand and appreciate nature until 
we re-learn to see it as both ‘spiritual’ subject and ‘natural’ object.”33

So in place of the alleged reductivism – even nihilism – of Darwinism 
and other materialisms, both Lawrence and Nietzsche propose reverent 
observation of what Dylan Thomas called “the force that through the green 
fuse drives the flower”. Attacking Darwin's mistaking of Malthus for nature, 
Nietzsche remarks:  

The whole of English Darwinism breathes something like the musty 
air of English overpopulation, like the smell of the distress and over-
crowding of small people. But a natural scientist should come out of 
his human nook; and in nature it is not conditions of distress that are 
"dominant" but overflow and squandering, even to absurdity. The 
struggle for existence is only an "exception", a temporary restriction 
of the will to life.34

The “will to life”, to self-overcoming, is close kin to – if not homologous with 
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– Lawrence's favoured formulation of “singling out”, according to which 
Darwinian “self-preservation” is but one modulation of life – the contractive 
“systole” – as opposed to the expansive Selbstaufhebung of the “diastolic” 
movement. The dull but worthy self-containment of the cabbage – which is 
not allowed to flower – is contrasted with the explosive excess of the 
poppy's brief red bloom.  

Lawrence's sense that all things human and inhuman seek self-
fulfilment beyond mere survival is articulated in the Study of Thomas 
Hardy, which he wrote after completing The Rainbow in 1915: 

There is always excess, a brimming-over. At spring-time a bird brims 
over with blue and yellow, a glow-worm brims over with a drop of 
green moonshine, a lark flies up like heady wine, with song, an er-
rand-boy whistles down the road, and scents brim over the measure 
of the flower. Then we say, It is spring.35

Lawrence and Nietzsche’s resistance to “merely” scientific explanations is 
shared by, among others, the contemporary British nature writer Richard 
Mabey. Whilst drawing on scientific insights where from time to time, Ma-
bey prefers at times to indulge in speculations from which “mechanistic” (or 
merely cautious?) scientists might refrain. For example, awed by the spec-
tacle of vast flocks of pink-feet geese, Mabey asks: 

What do these vespers rituals mean? Conventional theories explain 
communal roosting very plausibly in terms of “safety in numbers” 
and the sharing of information about food sources. But as so often in 
nature, what happens is too extravagant, too excessive, to be so 
simply utilitarian. The huge assemblies, the prolonged and festive 
flight displays, the mixing of species, all suggest something else is 
going on. Is it too anthropomorphic to imagine that … birds like to 
see in the night in company, to put on a show for mutual reassur-
ance against the dark?36

At the same time, Mabey’s use of a concluding rhetorical question suggests 
a certain lack of confidence in his suggestion. 

One crucial difference between Lawrence and contemporary “gay sci-
entists” is that he felt impelled to imagine the implications of his ideas in 
social and political terms. In the final pages of The Rainbow Ursula's over-
coming of nihilism is developed into a more general utopian vision, which is 
figured in the organic terms used previously to describe the Brangwen's 
immanence in nature and Will's religious transport: 

As she sat at her window, she saw the people go by in the street be-
low, colliers, women, children, walking each in the husk of an old 
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fruition, but visible through the husk, the swelling and the heaving 
contour of the new germination.37

The promise of the rainbow at the end is not now a covenant with a tran-
scendent God, but a sign of “the earth's new architecture”: 

And the rainbow stood upon the earth. She knew that the sordid 
people who crept hard-scaled and separate on the face of the 
world's corruption were living still, that the rainbow was arched in 
their blood and would quiver to life in their spirit, that they would cast 
off their horny covering of disintegration, that new, clean, naked bod-
ies would issue to a new germination, to a new growth, rising to the 
light and the wind and the clean rain of heaven.38

This, I want to suggest, is the outline of Lawrence's brief vision of a so-
cially-realised gay science, or as Dolores LaChapelle puts it, “the truth that 
he was working toward – not one system, the totally material earth and the 
other system, the totally spiritual heaven – but both earth and heaven, inte-
gral parts of one unified whole system.”39 It is a vision or a revelation of ho-
listic “truth” whose destruction or diversion is itself a story of critical impor-
tance.  

The transformation in Lawrence’s thought, which I will of necessity 
have to schematize and falsify here somewhat, can be described as a shift 
between two “Nietzsches”. The Nietzsche of the “glad dawn” of the gay sci-
ence, who extols the path beyond a deified and a mechanised nature, is 
supplanted – although not in the least consistently – by the Nietzsche who 
contradicts himself flagrantly, claiming that a particular social order – spe-
cifically a “natural” (though not racial) “aristocracy” – is more “natural” than 
our present system. In other words, the free self-overcoming of life in hu-
mans and non-humans is pushed aside in this Nietzsche by an increasing 
emphasis on the question of power and leadership, and eventually to a 
proto-fascistic Fuhrerprinzip allegedly underwritten by the order of nature 
itself.  

What then is the nature of the transformation in Lawrence's 
Nietzscheanism in the crucial period in 1915? What did the “gay science” 
mean to him? At first it seemed, as in The Rainbow, either to have some in-
trinsic potential for general social renovation or to require such change as a 
necessary precondition. Thus we encounter in Lawrence's letters in early 
1915 a bent towards communism; writing to Lady Ottoline Morrell in Febru-
ary Lawrence was envisaging a new community, Rananim, to be founded 
upon principles of “truth to the earth”: 

It is a communism based, not on poverty, but on riches, not on hu-
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mility, but on pride, not on sacrifice but upon complete fulfilment in 
the flesh of all strong desire, not on forfeiture but upon inheritance, 
not on heaven but on earth.40

In the same letter he sees Nietzsche as an adversary, characteristically 
misinterpreting his notion of Will to Power in terms that suggest it would 
pose a threat to his project: 

We must go very, very carefully at first. The great serpent to destroy, 
is the Will to Power: the desire for one man to have some dominion 
over his fellow man.41

Soon afterwards, Lawrence wrote to his new and temporary friend Bertrand 
Russell of his idea of a “revolution in the state” involving a basic minimum 
wage and general nationalisation, remarking perceptively enough that “it is 
no use saying a man's soul should be free, if his boots hurt him so much he 
can't walk.”42 The connection with the concluding vision of The Rainbow is 
highlighted by the reference to the present state of mankind “fast within the 
hard, unliving, impervious shell.”43 A later letter to Russell shows both that 
Lawrence had been working on a philosophical book, based around a study 
of Thomas Hardy's novels but departing into more general questions, and 
that this book was linked in his mind with Nietzsche's The Gay Science: “I 
wrote a book about these things – I used to call it "Le Gai Savaire".” 44 In 
March 1915, immediately upon finishing The Rainbow and shortly before 
his first trip to Cambridge, he wrote to Russell again: 

Also I feel very profound about my book “The Signal” – “Le Gai 
Saver” – or whatever it is – which I am re-beginning. It is my revolu-
tionary utterance. I take on a very important attitude of profundity to 
it, and so feel happy.45

The revolutionary optimism was short-lived. The war dragged on in in-
creasingly bloody fashion, Lawrence was in very poor health and under 
great strain thanks to his controversial marriage to the German divorcee 
Frieda von Richthofen. Moreover, his stay at Cambridge had left him seeth-
ing with rage. There he had met a group of intellectuals against whom he 
reacted in a specific and vitally important fashion; all were “educated unsat-
isfied” types, like Winifred Inger. Also like Inger, they were generally in-
clined towards cynicism, socialism and materialism, and several, such as 
John Maynard Keynes, Francis Birrell and Duncan Grant, were homosexu-
als. In a letter to Lady Morrell, he associated them with the industrial nihil-
ism of The Rainbow, as “they are cased each in a hard little shell”, and they 
make him dream of beetles. Again, in a letter to David Garnett, Lawrence 
attacked the homosexual “set” which he saw as corrupted by a “sort of 
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sewer”; meeting them was, he says, “one of the crises in my life. It sent me 
mad with misery and hostility and rage.”46 Thus Lawrence's rejection of the 
progressive, matrifocal “gay science” of The Rainbow, and the swerve to-
wards greater mysticism and obsession with the phallus and the Fuhrer-
prinzip, may be seen in part as a reaction against a particular sexual orien-
tation and class as well as their views. By July, he was writing to Russell in 
increasingly hostile terms, telling him: 

You must drop all your democracy. You must not believe in “the 
people”. ... There must be an aristocracy of people who have wis-
dom, and there must be a Ruler: a Kaiser: no Presidents and de-
mocracies.47

This is not, let it be noted, a wholly new idea to Lawrence, nor can it be 
presented as a rejection of the idea of a “gay science” as such; it is, rather, 
a crucial new inflection of that idea which was to take Lawrence off on a 
new and rather unpleasant trajectory.  

In the novels written after The Rainbow, Lawrence presents us with a 
series of male protagonists who are meant to represent embodied intelli-
gence as well an integrated sexuality attuned to the “dark gods” he came to 
feel he served. And yet despite their frequent protestations against the limi-
tations of verbal consciousness, readers are apt to find them wearyingly 
verbose and hectoring. But the crucial point is that he was trying to work 
out what falling under the spell of the sensuous might mean in political 
terms. Deep ecological critics such as Janik and LaChapelle are right to 
see him as a progenitor of future primitivism, or non-regressive, non-
Romantic neo-animism, but wrong simply to ignore Lawrence’s serious, 
persistent and deeply problematic attempts to extrapolate his ideas from in-
timate to social relations.  

One of Lawrence’s most striking, absurd and tiresome attempts is his 
“Australian” novel Kangaroo. The casual racial stereotyping in the novel I 
will not attempt to defend – suffice to say the only things I can concur with 
on very limited experience is the Australian intolerance of assumed superi-
ority and your preference for bungalows. His legendary sensitivity to the 
sense of place and his extreme biophilia I will leave to you to judge.48 Here 
the thinly disguised Lawrence-figure Richard Somers senses the “roused 
spirit of the bush”: 

... the vast, uninhabited land frightened him. It seemed so hoary and 
lost, so unapproachable. The sky was pure, crystal pure and blue, of 
a lovely pale blue colour: the air was wonderful, new and un-
breathed: and there were great distances. But the bush, the grey, 
charred bush. It scared him. As a poet, he felt himself entitled to all 
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kinds of emotions and sensations which an ordinary man would 
have repudiated. Therefore he let himself feel all sorts of things 
about the bush. It was so phantom-like, so ghostly, with its tall, pale 
trees and many dead trees, like corpses, partly charred by bush 
fires: and then the foliage so dark, like grey-green iron. And then it 
was so deathly still. Even the few birds seemed to be swamped in si-
lence. Waiting, waiting – the bush seemed to be hoarily waiting. And 
he could not penetrate into its secret. He couldn't get at it. Nobody 
could get at it. What was it waiting for?49

What it might be waiting for, it seems, is the spilt blood of the forces of La-
bour, organised by Willie Struthers, ranged against a national federation of 
fascists made up of diggers returned from the War and led by Ben “Kanga-
roo” Cooley. Both fictional leaders spend most of the book trying to co-opt 
the visionary Somers into their cause.  

All this would be of merely literary historical interest had Lawrence not 
so overtly linked his proto-ecological ideas to the larger political arguments 
about labour, nation and race. Somers wants men “once more to refer the 
sensual passion of love sacredly to the great dark God, the ithyphallic, of 
the first dark religions”,50 and he finds himself able “to understand most 
sensitively the dark flicker of animal life about him, even in a bat, even in 
the writhing of a maggot in a dead rabbit.”51 But Lawrence's wartime night-
mare leads him to conclude that “No man who has really consciously lived 
through this can believe again absolutely in democracy.”52 Somers is 
deeply drawn to Kangaroo's promise of a Nationalist revolution and be-
nevolent dictatorship, believing that it holds out the promise of “a new life-
form”. As it turns out, Kangaroo's movement is based too much on male 
comradeship – matey-ness of a dreadful Colonial kind – and not enough on 
the deeper wellsprings of life, the dark gods Somers endlessly goes on 
about, and he withdraws with characteristic English reserve at the critical 
moment. Its brutally authoritarian character gives him not a moment's 
pause.  

Lawrence thought Kangaroo his most important book. It is not his 
worst novel – The Plumed Serpent is even more vicious and racist, and far 
more misogynistic – but it does represent a sincere attempt to imagine 
what overcoming humanity, being true to the earth and being re-embodied 
might mean for a whole society. His next successful novel, Lady Chatterly's 
Lover, is marvellous precisely because it narrows down the scope of the 
sensual to the sexual realm where it works so much more obviously. An in-
tegrated sensibility, a physical, non-alienated intelligence, or a Nietzschean 
“gay science” is not hard to represent in a sexual relationship; the question 
that Lawrence thereby abandoned was whether it might work in any other 
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context.53  
My point is not simply that a disillusioned environmentalist might be-

come a fascist. Lawrence's trajectory was nothing if not idiosyncratic, and 
both his and his contemporaries' understanding of nature was extremely 
crude and typically hierarchical compared to ours today. Rather, Law-
rence's passionate and persistent recuperation of the sensual and his sav-
age indignation at the ways we are dehumanised by the denial of the ani-
mal in us ought to prompt us to ask how we might make the link he failed to 
make – from a somatic conception of the good life to an ecological politics. 
And what sort of politics? If we believe in the crisis rhetoric of environmen-
talism, the scale and imminence of the threats we pose to the earth we live 
in, can we really believe in democracy any more than Richard Lovat So-
mers? His misanthropic rage and vituperation cannot be altogether alien to 
us. 

So Nietzsche and Lawrence's “gay science” may mean several things, 
of varying political and ecological valencies: joyous affirmation of earthly 
existence, our own nature and that around us (what David Abram calls the 
“spell of the sensuous”54); or a reformed, post-mechanistic ecological sci-
ence under humanistic supervision, rejecting both religious superstition and 
reductive mechanistic materialism; or a society run by a “natural” aristoc-
racy, with “physicians” such as Nietzsche describes weeding out the weak. 
At a crucial point in his career, Lawrence seems to have largely turned 
away from the first and second senses, to an increasing emphasis on the 
third. In this he exemplifies all too well Jonathan Bate's argument that “The 
dilemma of Green reading is that it must, yet it cannot, separate ecopoetics 
from ecopolitics.”55  

For Raymond Williams, an ecocritic before the term was coined, Law-
rence is a key figure – a writer to be admired while remaining irredeemably 
problematic. He regards the posing of ecopoetics "against", ultimately, the 
social preconditions for survival as a betrayal, and his account in The 
Country and the City is moving in its blend of sympathy for the man and 
condemnation of Leavisites who have failed to address his political aberra-
tions whilst paying homage to his conservative pastoral: 

... it is characteristic and significant that he ... aligned the ideas of 
human independence and renewal – the ideas of nature itself – with 
an opposition to democracy, to education, to the labour movement: a 
restless, often contradictory opposition: at its sourest between the 
war years and the middle twenties; re-thought and in some ways 
amended, with more real sense of connection, in the reflective es-
says of his last years. His is a knot too tight to untie now: the knot of 
a life under overwhelming contradictions and pressures. But as I 
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have watched it settle into what is now a convention – in literary 
education especially – I have felt it as an outrage, in a continuing 
crisis and on a persistent border. The song of the land, the song of 
rural labour, the song of delight in the many forms of life with which 
we share our physical world, is too important and too moving to be 
tamely given up, in an embittered betrayal, to the confident enemies 
of all significant and actual independence and renewal.56

I have tried to continue the task of disrupting the Leavisite convention – 
now perpetuated in deep green readings – that celebrates uncritically Law-
rence's song of the earth, while trying to pick at the historical strands that 
coincide in his difficult and worked-at life, but the knot is indeed too tight.  

The song of joyful wisdom is not yet finished, and Nietzsche and Law-
rence have the distinction of having given to it some lastingly beautiful 
melodies as well as some counterpoints of threat and danger. Through 
them we must ask whether like departures must entail like destinations. 
Therefore this tribute to our exemplars in ambivalence concludes by recall-
ing that the same Zarathustra who sings in praise of cruelty also offers us 
this exquisite dream of a world offered to the humans made worthy of it by 
love and wisdom: 

How surely my dream looked upon this finite world, not inquisitively, 
not acquisitively, not afraid, not begging, as if a full apple offered it-
self to my hand, a ripe golden apple with cool, soft, velvet skin, thus 
the world offered itself to me; ... as if delicate hands carried a shrine 
toward me, a shrine open for the delight of bashful, adoring eyes, 
thus the world offered itself to me today; not riddle enough to 
frighten away human love, not solution enough to put to sleep hu-
man wisdom: a humanly good thing the world was to me today, 
though one speaks so much evil of it.57  
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A Green Flaw in the Crystal Glass:  

Patrick White’s Riders in the Chariot 

Iris Ralph 

As he himself averred more than once and as the critical reception 
recognises, Australian writer Patrick White identifies with a literary tradition 
that is metaphysical, romantic, and theosophical in its avenues of inquiry 
and its impulses. A 1969 essay by White titled “In the Making,” opens with 
this statement: “Religion. Yes, that’s behind all my books. What I am inter-
ested in is the relationship between the blundering human being and 
God.”1 A 1970 correspondence by White houses this comment: “I believe 
most people have a religious factor, but are afraid that by admitting it they 
will forfeit their right to be considered intellectuals.”2 Peter Beatson’s 1976 
study, The Eye in the Mandala. Patrick White: A Vision of Man and God, 
explores the metaphysical meanings of White’s images and symbols;3 
Carolyn Bliss’s 1986 study, Patrick White’s Fiction: The Paradox of Fortu-
nate Failure, discusses the metaphysical aspirations of White’s principal 
characters which, Bliss states, “White believes [the given character] ob-
tains”;4 and Michael Giffin’s 1996 study, Arthur’s Dream: the Religious 
Imagination in the Fiction of Patrick White, asserts for White a “Postmeta-
physical thinking” that is firmly grounded in a theologically orthodox Judeo-
Christian world view.5 Among, also, other recent writings: Andrew 
McCann’s 1997 essay, “The ethics of abjection: Patrick White’s Riders in 
the Chariot,” acknowledges White’s metaphysical themes and motifs in the 
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instance of the given novel’s “well documented appropriation” of Judeo-
Christian symbols;6 Veronica Brady’s 1999 essay, “Towards an Ecology of 
Australia: Land of the Spirit,” discusses White’s symbolist’s as opposed to 
the realist’s use of language;7 Helen Verity Hewitt’s monograph, Patrick 
White, Painter Manque: Paintings, painters and their influences on his writ-
ing, published in 2000, discusses, in the words of Brian Kiernan, the “innate 
romanticism” in the middle to late novels (the writing that includes Riders in 
the Chariot);8 and James Bulman-May’s monograph Patrick White and Al-
chemy, published in 2001, locates a theosophy in White’s fiction, “espe-
cially as this pertains to alchemical manifestations, Jungian philosophy and 
mandalic images.”9 As Brady summarizes, White’s fiction (similar to the 
work of two other Australian writers, David Malouf and Judith Wright), gives 
to us a world that is more than “physical fact.”10

What is salutary about White’s metaphysical leanings is that he con-
sistently undercuts notions of transcendence as these entail the human 
condescension to the nonhuman world, i.e., the nonhuman ecogenic or 
nonhuman-designed, so-called natural world as opposed to the anthropo-
genic, human-devised world. The metaphysical speculations of White’s 
writings articulate an ecologic, a thinking that does not as a matter of 
course elevate the interests of the human ecogenic subject-object above 
the interests of the nonhuman ecogenic subject-object. In doing so, White’s 
writings confront a trenchant anthropocentrism, legitimized in the modern 
period by Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment metaphysical philosophi-
cal inquiries. These inquiries, which split or differentiate between the sub-
ject and the object, characterize both Cartesian rationalist metaphysical 
pursuits and anti-Cartesian, Romantic metaphysical pursuits and commonly 
condescend to the nonhuman subject-object. A dominant discourse of Ro-
manticism is that the nonhuman world is not an autonomous being or sub-
ject but a product of, a corollary to the thinking (human) subject, or con-
sciousness. So-called objective reality is understood to be under the aegis 
of the subjective reality of the human. Such thinking colours Hegel’s sys-
tem’s consumptive claim to “totality,” the Hegelian acceptance of, in the 
words of Theodor Adorno, “the primacy of the whole,”11 and the Hegelian 
dismissal of objective reality as “foul existence.”12  

The more dominant strains of Cartesian rationalism, no less so than 
dominant Romantic anti-rationalist discourse, also disdain or reject the 
nonhuman ecogenic subject-object. Such identity is held to be limited or in-
complete, subject-less, without self. Presumptively, the subject or self is 
synonymous with the human; any nonhuman so-called object is without 
subject rights. The “Cartesian illusion” of denial of existence of the object (-
subject) outside of the subject (-object), i.e. outside of the “thinking [human] 
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subject,” underlies Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology, one of the most 
formidable challenges to Hegelian thought.13 Husserl’s phenomenology, 
contra Hegel, attempts to reach knowledge of the object but, nonetheless, 
does not let go of the Kantian and Hegelian premise that the object is su-
perseded or transcended by the subject.  

The anthropocentric distortions in Enlightenment and post-
Enlightenment metaphysical philosophical speculations in effect are ques-
tioned by a later metaphysical thinker, twentieth century Frankfurt School 
critic and theorist Theodor Adorno. Adorno’s posthumous essay “Subject 
and Object” (first published in 1969) put into question the epistemological 
claim that all knowledge and experience was founded “exclusively by refer-
ence to subjectivity.”14 It also attacked as “false” metaphysical thinking’s 
“hypostasized” separation between the subject and object.15 This essay 
was written in a sociopolitical context, addressing, preoccupied by, human 
inequities. Yet, as with other writings by Adorno (and those of Adorno’s col-
league Max Horkheimer), its arguments are relevant to ecocritical dis-
course. Read for its ecological unconscious, Adorno’s essay “Subject and 
Object,” points towards the anthropocentrism of modern philosophy’s sepa-
ration of or differentiation between the subject and the object.  

In epistemology, Adorno explains in the opening paragraphs of “Sub-
ject and Object,” the term “subject” typically refers to “the particular individ-
ual” as well as “consciousness in general” (SO497-8), and the term “object” 
refers to what is separated from the subject. That is to say, the concepts of 
subject and object “have priority before all definition,” since to define some-
thing means that “something objective, no matter what it may be in itself, is 
subjectively captured by means of a fixed concept” (SO498). What unnec-
essarily occurs, however, in the separation of subject and object is the 
given separation is “hypostatasized” or “transformed into an invariant” when 
it ought to be approached as at once “real and illusory” (SO497-8). The 
“false” separation is “no sooner established directly, without mediation” 
then it becomes “ideology” (SO498). “[P]arted from the object,” the subject 
“reduces [the object] to its own measure” (SO498). The subject “swallows 
the object, forgetting how much it is an object itself” (SO498). Thus, Adorno 
will go on to argue, the “primacy of the object” must remain paramount 
(SO502). That is to say, the object cannot be conceived without the subject 
and is not “so thoroughly dependent on the subject as the subject is on ob-
jectivity” (SO502). The object is always the “corrective of the subjective re-
duction,” and the subject, while it is the “epitome of mediation,” is the 
“How—never the What” of the relationship or mediation (SO502).  

The “false” because “hypostatized” separation between the subject 
and object that stamps modern philosophical inquiry, endorses and per-
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petuates human history’s condescension towards and dismissal of the 
nonhuman. It is a given that the “subject” is the human individual (the agent 
or agency that does the subjective capturing of “something objective”), 
“subjectivity” is human subjectivity or consciousness, and the “object” is 
any and all that it is not human. For Adorno, the relationship of subject and 
object if this were “in its proper place, even epistemologically” would lie in 
the realization of “peace among men as well as between men and their 
Other,” i.e., in “the state of distinctness without domination” (SO500). For 
the environmental thinker, the relationship of the human (subject) and the 
nonhuman (so-called object) if it were in its “proper place,” would lie in both 
the realization of “peace among men [the human]”, and the realization of 
peace among the human and the nonhuman. This accord occurs when “the 
object’s dialectical primacy” is conceded rather than mistaken for some-
thing extraneous or “residual” (SO505). 

The novels of modernist Patrick White, an erstwhile contemporary of 
Adorno, bring to the fore what is latent in the writings of Theodor Adorno. 
White’s ecological consciousness is hinted at in the epigraph to his novel 
The Solid Mandala.16 The words are Paul Eluard’s − “there is another world 
but it is in this one” (emphasis added). White, I argue, uses these as an im-
perative for humans to respect the so-called subject-less object realm 
rather than abuse or condescend to it or treat it as human subjectivity writ 
large. The imperative is discernible if jejune in an early novel by White, The 
Aunt’s Story, published in 1948.17 The central character Theodora Good-
man speaks for the richness of the so-called object world, not only human-
made or anthropogenic objects − “sensible shoes” (AS56), the “sanity” of 
“chairs and tables” (AS162) − but also nonhuman-made or ecogenic sub-
ject-objects: the “big pink and yellow cows cooling their heels in creek mud” 
(AS16) at her father’s property Meroe; a red-eyed hawk; a dog who senses 
that Theodora will not treat him as a subordinate. White’s ecologic is more 
pronounced in later work, including the novels that immediately follow The 
Aunt’s Story: The Tree of Man (1955), Voss (1957), and Riders in the Char-
iot (1961). Stan Parker, a central human character in The Tree of Man, 
speaks for, in the words of White scholar Mark Williams, the possibility of 
humans “integrating into the natural world.”18 Laura Trevelyan, one of the 
two principle human characters in Voss, complements, and contravenes, 
the metaphysical ambitions of the novel’s namesake.19 The German ex-
plorer (Trevelyan’s betrothed) willfully sacrifices the subject-object world in 
an intensively subjective metaphysical search for “Gothic splendours” 
(V264, 267), disparaging as weakness and self-delusion the veneration of 
the objective condition. His is the obsessive search by the human for a 
“pure, undivided light which is outside nature, not something recreated 
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along with grass and trees and animals but a transcendent principle which 
is superior to and opposed to creaturely things.”20 Trevelyan, who associ-
ates with the color green (V54, 158, 198, 259), a color that has a very long 
and rich history as a referent for “nature” or nonhuman ecogenic identity, 
prevails upon her fiancé to take a more humble human stance towards the 
subject-object world. By implication, this includes “the immediate world” 
“clothed in green” of the ecogenic realm Voss explores (V198).  

The argument of this paper is that Mary Hare, one of the four principal 
characters in a slightly later novel by White, Riders in the Chariot, is the 
most pronounced of White’s ecological avatars. 21 She is a green interloper 
in the “glass house” (RC35) of Xanadu, an imposing estate on the outskirts 
of Sydney, built by Mary’s father Norbert. Norbert’s metaphysical preten-
sions, like the metaphysical pursuits of Voss, are deeply anthropocentric 
and blind him to the ecogenic subject of the ecogenic environment around 
him. He exploits it or disregards it in his design of Xanadu. The ecocritical 
content of Riders in the Chariot, and of White’s writing as a whole, hardly 
has been spoken to by scholars. I argue this is central to any discussion of 
White and, further, that this content is central to White’s metaphysical 
themes. 

Riders in the Chariot’s Mary Hare loves the estate she inherits from 
her father Norbert Hare − its “great, tatty, brilliant rooms” (RC96), its 
“voices of marble and gold” (RC42), its “gilded mirrors,” “marble staircase,” 
and “malachite urns” (RC21); its “golden walls of stone” (RC17), its frills of 
“iron lace” (RC16), and its “dome of faintly amethyst glass” (RC16). How-
ever, she does little to upkeep the place during her incumbency. Eventually 
she abandons this “grandest gesture” and “building of his [Norbert’s] folly” 
(RC15). Xanadu—“His [Norbert’s] Pleasure Dome, he called it” (RC15)—
alludes to the “stately pleasure dome” of Coleridge’s poem “Kubla Kahn” 
and to the figure of Coleridge himself, a powerful spokesperson for the Brit-
ish Romantics and the most metaphysical of this generation of poets.22 As 
eco-scholar Laurence Coupe points out, the British Romantics strenuously 
challenged callous Enlightenment approaches to the natural world, the 
“dead universe” of Newtonian physics that treated the nonhuman world as 
subject-less object or non-being.23 But the anti-Enlightenment Romantic 
imagination also would frequently endorse and promulgate, no less so than 
the Enlightenment mind, human condescension towards the natural 
world.24 Norbert Hare is a Coleridgean Romantic figure that treats the natu-
ral world either as interference or as an imperfect state that has meaning 
only in relation to the human. Coleridge himself was at the very least am-
bivalent towards natural phenomena.25 He frequently endorsed the Hege-
lian notion that nature, so-called objective reality, was illusory or mere sup-
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plement.26 In contrast with the “entrenched literal-mindedness” of his col-
league William Wordsworth, his thinking was confirmedly transcendental 
and “symbolic,” dismissing the primacy of the objective world.27 Such think-
ing is manifest in a seminal writing, “The Subjective & Objective”.28 Col-
eridge distinguishes between the so-called objective condition, or “the sum 
of all that is merely objective,” and the so-called subjective condition, or 
“the sum of all that is subjective” (S21). He names the objective condition 
“Nature” and the subjective condition the “Self or Intelligence” (S21). “Na-
ture” he states, is “without consciousness”; the “Self or Intelligence,” he 
states, “is conscious” (S21). “Nature” is “exclusively represented”; the “Self 
or Intelligence” is “exclusively representative” (S21). Coleridge goes on to 
assert that neither the subjective condition defines the objective condition 
nor the objective condition trumps the subjective condition, but then he re-
solves this “apparent contradiction” by asserting that the objective condition 
is “unconsciously involved in the latter” and is “not only coherent but identi-
cal, and one and the same thing with our own immediate self conscious-
ness” (S22) [emphasis added]. Further, this credo must be “the office and 
object” of the “Transcendental philosopher” (S22).  

Coleridge’s essay turns the wheels of his century’s anthropocentrism. 
In this period “Self or Intelligence” is commonly considered to be synony-
mous with the human or God and “Nature” to be any state or being without 
the human, without consciousness, or non-essential, a mere corollary to 
the human, even godless. Yet, if Coleridge accepted and promulgated the 
split between the putative insubstantial, nonhuman, subject-less object of 
“Nature” and the primordial anthropomorphic “Self” or “Intelligence,” he 
never fully reconciled himself to this. The poem “Kubla Kahn” betrays his 
anxiety about his and the metaphysical philosopher’s subordination of the 
objective condition to the subjective condition. King Kubla Kahn’s palace 
Xanadu, “ ... a miracle of rare device, /A sunny pleasure dome with caves 
of ice!” 29 is a perilously unstable, disembodied, intensely subjective state 
unanchored by objective reality. The sense of radical instability is aug-
mented by the shape of the poem itself − its unevenness and disjointed-
ness − not less by the subtitle that follows the titular “Kubla Kahn”: “Or, A 
Vision in a Dream. A Fragment.” Xanadu does not materialize in the poem 
and the poem’s efforts to come to it, to arrive at it, provoke violent, even 
apocalyptic, upheaval. Only the so-called external, non-essential, secon-
dary, physical features of this realm are given to us − its “walls and towers 
... girdled round,” its “gardens bright with sinuous rills, /Where blossomed 
many an incense-bearing tree,” its “green hill athwart a cedarn cover” . 
“Kubla Kahn” is both paean to and critique of the romantic imagination, of 
the “deep romantic chasm” of the subjective realm torn apart from the ob-
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jective realm.  
Riders in the Chariot’s recurrent images of shattering glass and splin-

tering stone, allude to Coleridge’s “Kubla Kahn’s” Xanadu and the Roman-
tic metaphysical imagination that erects false, anthropocentric conceits in 
blatant disregard of the ecogenic subject-object world. Norbert Hare’s 
Xanadu, situated on a parcel of property on the edges of the suburbs of 
Sarsaparilla and Barranugli, bespeaks its human designer Norbert Hare’s 
ambitious evasion of and deep condescension to the so-called objective 
condition of the ecogenic realm. The anthropogenic, highly reified structure 
is imposing, audacious, adamantine. Built mostly out of relatively stable, in-
organic ecogenic materials, the semi-precious stone and glass estate sym-
bolizes Hare’s desire for transcendence, for a preternatural, irrefragable, 
eternal, unnatural state. Yet, the narrative sets this figure up as a tragic, 
doomed, ill-fated entity, the collapse of which is engendered by its own 
(human) maker, Norbert Hare. When Mary is still a young girl, Norbert, in a 
fit of rage over a supper of slaughtered “cold fowl” spoiled for him by a 
swarm of “flying-ants” (RC36), fires a pistol at Xanadu’s prize possession, a 
crystal chandelier “imported from some dismembered European house” 
(RC37) that hangs in the drawing room of the mansion. The shattering of 
the “crystal fruit” (RC37) presages the demise of the estate as a whole, 
functioning as a critique of the hubris of the human. (It is also worth noting, 
I think, that the figure of the crystal chandelier carries allusions to the spec-
tacular nineteenth-century Crystal Palace, which symbolized humans’ 
domination over nature and the modern tools of that dominion, science and 
technology).  

In contrast with Norbert Hare and his conceit Xanadu, Mary Hare, 
characterized by Edgar L. Chapman and Patricia A. Morley as a “nature 
mystic”30 and by Thelma Herring as an “earth goddess,”31 is the antithesis 
of both the Cartesian Enlightenment conviction and the post-Cartesian 
Romantic conviction that consciousness, or “intelligence,” “self,” and “the 
sum of all that is subjective,” is split from matter, from “the sum of all that is 
merely objective” (emphasis added). Mary Hare speaks for the faith that the 
human subject-object self is dependent upon the nonhuman subject-object 
self and also for the belief that the human is not superior to the nonhuman 
ecogenic subject-object. She is not particularly distinguishable from the 
Australian native surrounds. She is “[s]peckled and dappled, like any wild 
thing native to the place” (RC16). She “[loses] her identity in “trees, bushes, 
inanimate objects.” She “enter[s] into the minds of animals” (RC91). She 
“never approach[es] her legal property by following the official road to the 
gates” (RC13) but takes a “tunnel” through the native vegetation (which she 
has allowed to overtake her father’s landscape park (RC16)). She tells her 
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housekeeper Mrs. Jolley that people “cannot live together unless they re-
spect each other’s habits” and that she has done so “by painful degrees” in 
her “relationships with birds and animals” (RC59). She tells Mordecai 
Himmelfarb, a recent newcomer to Sarsaparilla, that “the earth is wonder-
ful. It is all we have” (RC 172). When Himmelfarb questions Hare’s ecocen-
tricity, asking “And at the end? When the earth can no longer raise you 
up?,” she answers him: “I shall sink into it [the earth]…and the grass will 
grow out of me” (RC172). She attends the bush instead of church on a 
Sunday (RC69). It is natural for her to “adopt a kneeling position in the act 
of worship” of the earth, in particular when she is knee-deep in the “good, 
soft loam, and velvet patches of leaf mold […] from which […] rise the scent 
of fungus and future growth” (RC13). Her richest “companions” are “sticks, 
pebbles, skeleton leaves, birds, insects” and the “hollows of trees” (RC24). 

As an ecogenic figure, or a “country beauty,” “botched and brown and 
quickly gone” (RC61), Hare’s character speaks for the ecological values of 
decomposition and excrement in contrast with the non-ecological values of 
permanence and purity, represented by the reputedly perdurable Xanadu.32 
Also, Mary does not interfere with Xanadu’s disintegration. She does not 
caulk the cracks in its walls: “lizards [run] in and out of [them]” (RC40). She 
does not paste up the fallen, “drunken brown festoons” (RC86) of its im-
ported silk wallpapers. Leaves and other flora become residents of the pal-
ace. They “plap” and “hesitate,” “advance” and “retreat” in “whispers and 
explosions of green” (RC326). “[O]ld birds’ nests” lie “on the Aubusson, or 
what had become, rather, a carpet of twigs, dust, mildew and the chrys-
alides of insects” (RC46). “On one side of the dining room” an elm “enter[s] 
in” (RC46). Its “early leaves [pierce] the more passive colors of human re-
finement like a knife” (RC46). In the gaps in the walls and roof, “little rags of 
blue sky [flicker] and [flap] drunkenly” (RC46). In other places “rain [has] 
gushed” and in others again it has “trickled down the walls, and over mar-
ble, now the colour of rotten teeth” (RC46). (Indeed, as the narrative tells 
us, Xanadu itself “enter[s] into a conspiracy” (RC325) with the flora and 
fauna, and with Mary’s tacit approval long before the heir incumbent de-
fects from her father’s house.)  

The figures of Mary Hare and her fellow organic flora and fauna be-
speak relatively gentle, repeatable acts of license and transgression − the 
insurgency of the carnival as opposed to the unrepeatable act of apoca-
lypse. The figures of Xanadu and also the figures of “light” and “time” func-
tion as quasi-irreversible states. These states describe humans’ desire for 
permanent, absolute, universal, fixed conditions. Paradoxically, these bril-
liant, beautiful agents comment on the radically unstable, violent, even 
treacherous nature of the desire for permanence. Light is “crumbling gold,” 
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“slips of elusive feldspar,” “deposits of porphyry and agate” (RC449). It “[fin-
ishes] the job” of the disintegration of Xanadu where “time” has not already 
“slashed” the halls and rooms (RC46) of the “wild and tumbledown beauty” 
of Xanadu.33 The mansion’s “golden walls of stone” (RC17) are “split by 
sun and fire” (RC40); “[c]abinets and little frivolous tables seem to splinter 
at a blow”; and “Even solid pieces in marquetry and the buhl octopus” are 
“stunned” (RC46) by the metaphysical, quasi-immortal figures of light and 
time.  

If Mary Hare represents a “green” flaw, a mortal “brown” spot in the 
Romantic metaphysical conceit of the “crystal glass” of Norbert’s Xanadu 
and if she is atypical of the human community in her self-identification with 
the ecogenic realm, she is not conscious of this ecocentricity. Moreover, 
when she disappears from or abandons Xanadu, she does not make any 
environmental provisions for the land or the flora and fauna that have been 
slowly reclaiming the estate. Instead, some years before her disappear-
ance she bequeaths Xanadu to a cousin she hardly knows. This “legatee 
and relative” Eustace Cleugh promptly sells the property to a real estate 
developer who no less expediently “demolish[es] and subdivide[s]” (RC519) 
the estate. Riders in the Chariot, as with the writings that precede it, The 
Aunt’s Story, The Tree of Man, and Voss, refuses to give us a character 
capable of effecting an ecologic on a level broad enough to have significant 
social and political impact. The given vision remains trapped in the “hope-
lessly-isolated individual”,34 doomed to remain unrealized by larger society. 
Scholars have persuasively and eloquently criticized White’s modernist’s 
defense of the alienated individual subject which they argue merely rein-
forces the status quo.35 But characters such as Mary Hare also inspire po-
litical and social change. Hare is a model for ecocentric as opposed to an-
thropocentric values. Ruth Godbold, Mary’s peer and another of the novel’s 
four so-called luminaries or visionaries, is another such figure.  

Similar to Mary Hare, and Theodora Goodman in the novel The Aunt’s 
Story, individuals who “have not the ... vanity” of the intellectual or the artist 
(AS56), Godbold is unprepossessing, hardly noticed by the human mem-
bers of her community. The narrative nonetheless makes clear that she is a 
figure to be reckoned with. (Even Mary, because she is not without “arro-
gance” (RC72), pales a little in comparison to Ruth Godbold.) To the 
townspeople of Sarsaparilla, Godbold is a persona non grata, a woman 
who lives in “a shed” below the Sarsaparilla post office and “takes in wash-
ing” (RC70). To the reader, Godbold is the least “isolated and inward look-
ing,”36 the most humble, the most plebian, “the most positive evidence of 
good” (RC72) of her community. She is touched by “wings of love and char-
ity” (RC549). She does not hold herself above or separate from any other 
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being in her community, either human or nonhuman. She respects all “Liv-
ing Creatures,” both those she has known and those she has not (RC551-
2). She shows “love and respect” for the most “common objects and trivial 
acts” (RC536). She “goes about” such labor as planting a row of beans, like 
the much more celebrated eco-visionary Henry David Thoreau, or admiring 
a row of cabbages, like Patrick White at Castle Hill, “as if she were learning 
a secret of immense importance, over and over” (RC536). When she “in-
dulge[s] herself at all in her almost vegetable existence,” it is “to walk and 
look […] at the ground” (RC536-7). Indeed, the novel introduces Godbold 
as a person who does not seek to transcend objective reality, including the 
ecogenic realm of objective reality. Instead she is a figure who seeks inti-
mate contact with it. When she walks, she does not look skyward, tran-
scendentally, but downwards and “smile[s] at the ground” (RC8). To her fel-
low townspeople, Godbold is hardly a conscious subject, more a subject-
less, unfeeling object: she is “[p]hysically […] too massive […] too coarse, 
too flat of face, thick-armed, big of breast, waxy-skinned, the large pores 
opened by the steam from the copper” (RC72). To the reader, Godbold is a 
gray-eyed Athena, a goddess of wisdom and moral strength: “Nobody 
could deny Mrs Godbold her breadth of brow. She wore her hair in thick 
and glistening coils, and her eyes were a steady grey” (RC72). And, it is 
through Ruth Godbold that we see the ecogenic subject that Norbert Hare 
and Hare’s colonial forbears had dispossessed in the nineteenth century 
and early part of the twentieth century, now betrayed yet again, by a post-
World War Two postcolonial order. Real estate developers have “shaved” 
(RC545) Xanadu’s “green hill” down to a “bald, red, rudimentary hill” 
(RC545). Rows of semi-prefabricated “fibro homes” now stand where 
Xanadu was (RC545). Riders in the Chariot exposes the more ugly aspects 
of the Australian suburb and of the Australian middleclass suburban imagi-
nation. This “anti-suburbanism” has been commented upon by critics.37 
Yet, if Riders in the Chariot takes a stab at the anti-environmentalism of 
Australia’s middle classes and their suburbs, the novel also criticizes the 
anti-environmental imagination of an older ruling class symbolized by the 
figure of Norbert Hare and the family he marries into. 

Aldo Leopold, author of the twentieth-century environmental literary 
classic Sand County Almanac, states in this book that ethics is based on 
the belief that “the individual” is a member of a community of “interdepend-
ent parts,” “community” includes the human and nonhuman biota, and it is 
wrong to deliberately destroy the “integrity, stability, and beauty” of this 
community.38 The characters of Mary Hare and Ruth Godbold in the novel 
Riders in the Chariot represent such an ethics. They are human ecogenic 
subject-objects sensitive to the rights of nonhuman ecogenic subject-
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objects. Their modes of being reflect an ethics that includes within the defi-
nition of “individual” and “subject,” the nonhuman individual and subject, 
and within the definition of “community,” nonhuman communities. White 
scholar Carolyn Bliss argues in her study, Patrick White’s Fiction: The 
Paradox of Fortunate Failure, that principal characters in White’s novels are 
figures of failure. Expressed in ecocritical language, such characters consti-
tute two types: those that fail in spectacular terms and demonstrate indif-
ference or imperviousness or hostility towards the ecogenic subject-object 
world (the so-called natural world) and those that default under relatively 
unremarkable, undistinguished circumstances but express humility in their 
relations with the ecogenic subject-object world. Theodora Goodman in 
The Aunt’s Story, Stan Parker in The Tree of Man, Laura Trevelyan in Voss 
and Mary Hare and Ruth Godbold in Riders in the Chariot are of the sec-
ond type. Peter Beatson argues in The Eye in the Mandala. Patrick White: 
A Vision of Man and God that White’s principal characters have “a living, 
organic relationship with the sensuous world that surrounds them,” that 
there is a sense of principal characters “‘being there in the phenomenal 
world,” that principal characters manifest “an openness to the pulsations 
and emanations of places and things […], and that their “Dialogue with the 
things of the material world is a means to, and a proof of, election.”39 
Framed ecocritically, this “proof of election” is conditioned upon reverence 
for the natural world. One of the most “remarkable qualities” of White’s writ-
ing, this awareness and sensitivity bespeak an ecologic, a thinking that 
promotes respect for the nonhuman ecogenic being belief that the latter is 
equal to not less than the human ecogenic being.40
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“Keep Close to the Earth!” The Schism between the Worker and 

Nature in Katharine Susannah Prichard’s Novels 

Karen Barker 

“It’s good to keep close to the earth,” Sophie Roumanoff tells her hus-
band Potch in Katharine Susannah Prichard’s Black Opal (1921; Sydney: 
Caslon House, 1946).1 Prichard’s own reasons for wanting to keep close to 
the earth were ostensibly Communist and Marxist. In the year prior to the 
publication of Black Opal she had been a foundation member of the Com-
munist Party of Australia, and shortly afterwards established a Labor Study 
Circle in Perth where she lectured a mainly working class audience on 
Marxist notions of historical materialism and industrial organisation.2 Marx-
ism for Prichard was closely connected to the human relationship with na-
ture, or “the earth.” But this was neither early recognition of the Marxist 
concern with ecological sustainability nor the sort of environmentalism or 
eco-Marxism which attributes environmental disruption to the capitalist ac-
cumulation of wealth.3 Prichard’s primary concern was not to protect the 
environment against the ravages of capitalist exploitation but to improve 
human welfare. Although her novels reveal a clear awareness of the envi-
ronmental impact of large scale industrialisation and mechanisation, her 
first reference point is always human well-being. She considered stronger 
links to nature to be a fundamental prerequisite to improved social condi-
tions and an essential component of her industrial reform agenda. Only un-
der a socialist system, she believed, would Australia’s vast natural re-
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sources be mobilised in support of a broader “human welfare,” rather than 
the financial profits of a few.4  

It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that Prichard’s commit-
ment to the earth was founded solely on Marxist principles. As much as she 
was a Marxist, Prichard was also a vitalist, and the Marxist principles up-
held in her novels are consistently refracted through her vitalist belief that a 
life lived close to nature is what keeps people in touch with the vital force. 
Although Prichard did not call herself a vitalist – in the 1920s vitalism was 
still the specialist terminology of scientific discourse –  her novels are rid-
dled with references to natural forces and life forces, to the flow and joy of 
life and the link between life’s fecundity and human creativity and productiv-
ity. Vitalism is only one of a number of lenses through which the full prism 
of Prichard’s Marxism can be viewed. Other commentators have remarked 
on how her championship of Marxist ideology has been informed and me-
diated by her gender and feminism, her status as a writer in the Party, the 
various fortunes of internal and global Party politics, as well as the broader 
tradition of radical socialism including guild socialism and syndicalism.5 But 
vitalism is particularly important to understanding why Prichard believed so 
ardently in keeping close to the earth.  

Prichard’s starting point was Marxist historical materialism, which 
holds that nature (rather than religion or metaphysics) is the source of life: 
“the world, and man and woman, and all living things have derived their be-
ing from Nature, the evolution of natural laws.”6 For Prichard this was a vi-
talist materialism, with a vital force presiding over these natural laws, and 
underlying the natural processes. There are a number of obvious comple-
mentarities between vitalism and Marxism, not least of which is the way the 
collective ownership of the land under a socialist state would provide op-
portunities for all people to connect to the vital force in nature. Marxism 
shared with vitalism two other important links with natural processes: re-
course to nature as a model for human creativity and productivity, and a 
notion of society in an evolutionary progression towards the perfection of 
the socialist state, mirroring the evolutionary push of vital force striving to-
wards human perfection.  

This association between vitalism and Marxism was not peculiar to 
Prichard. A number of other writers who were actively socialist or sympa-
thetic to socialist principles incorporated vitalist elements into their social 
reform agendas, including socialist realist writers such as Jean Devanny 
and Communist fellow-traveller Dymphna Cusack.7 Unlike these writers, 
however, Prichard was profoundly reluctant to admit that the surrender to 
natural laws might not provide a comprehensive solution to the social ills of 
capitalism. Prichard held tenaciously to the vitalist belief in the fundamental 
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unity of man and nature, whereas Devanny and Cusack were much more 
ready to acknowledge that the vital force could also subsist in the breach 
between man and nature, in the assertion of the human will over nature. 
Prichard’s call to keep close to the earth reflects her dual allegiance to 
Marxism and vitalism. But while vitalism emphasised man’s place in the 
natural world, the human participation in the processes of birth and growth 
and death, and in life’s ceaseless evolution, Marxism theorises a more 
complicated relationship between man and nature. Prichard’s novels reflect 
her increasing difficulty in reconciling the vitalist ideal of keeping close to 
the earth with her commitment to Marxist notions of man’s working relation-
ship with nature and, in particular, with the Marxist recognition that the 
complexification of the technologies of production would increasingly dis-
rupt this closeness.  

The Vitalist Promise of Emancipation 

Strictly speaking vitalism confines itself to the biological question 
“What is Life?” It starts with the premise that life is fundamentally different 
from non-life, and proposes that this difference is the effect of a vital force 
that pervades all living things, directing the course of birth and develop-
ment. In 1913 the Australasian defined vitalism as a sort of mystery princi-
ple, an hypothesis to explain gaps in scientific epistemology. The vital force 
was only ever invoked when mechanistic laws of chemistry and physics 
were unable to account for particular phenomena, and the Australasian 
was not entirely convinced of its existence: 

It is one thing to say of any set of phenomena that we cannot at pre-
sent explain them in the known laws of chemistry and physics, and 
quite another to say that we shall never be able to elucidate them by 
such means but that they are due to “vital force.” It is no use dogma-
tising. We must experiment and wait patiently. We do not know.8  

The notion of a vital force has long since fallen out of favour with scientists, 
perhaps irretrievably, following the discovery of DNA in the 1950s which 
provided an alternative account of biological development. Until then, vital-
ism continued to prove a compelling counterpoint to the excesses of 
mechanism which claimed to explain living organisms entirely in terms of 
chemical and physical processes. Outside the sciences, however, vitalism 
was readily adapted to the aims of philosophy and the social sciences, 
where it survived the loss of scientific credibility.  

In the discursive shift from science to philosophy and the social sci-
ences and, in turn, to literature, a number of the biological features of vital-
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ism were redefined to suit a variety of literary purposes. Socialist realist 
writers found vitalism readily adaptable to socialist programs of social re-
form. The idea of a vital force pervading all life was understood to corre-
spond to the notion of a brotherhood of man and to support a collectivist 
approach to social reform. Vitalism, which links life to action, movement 
and change, provided the rationale for the reform and even overthrow of 
anachronistic and obsolete social and cultural values and institutions. It 
was deployed as a liberating principle promising emancipation from the 
forces of capitalism, the constraints of social conventions and many other 
tyrannies. In Prichard’s Intimate Strangers (1937; North Ryde, NSW: Angus 
& Robertson, 1990), the communist activist Tony Maretti argues that the 
“law of life is movement, conflict, progress” and that to “stand still” is “cow-
ardice – a philosophy of impotence.”9 Prichard could uphold such a princi-
ple of change because she believed that “the tide of social evolution [was] 
changing from capitalism to socialism,”10 and that, just as the life force 
strives towards perfection,11 so too humankind was striving towards the 
socialist state.  

The vitalist promise of liberation from tyranny is somewhat compro-
mised by the fact that the vital force, when adapted to social programs, is 
no longer something shared equally by all who are living. Some lives are 
judged to be more vital than others and accorded greater value. What is at 
stake is no longer the scientific question, “What is Life?” but the biopolitical 
question, “What is a more vital life?” The dangerous possibilities of this new 
sort of question, when applied to social progressivist goals, are all too read-
ily exemplified in the genocidal consequences of 1930s German National 
Socialism, which coupled vitalism with a eugenic program (a manoeuvre 
which found some adherents in Australian literary circles among the na-
tionalists).12 Vitalism, however, proved a sufficiently malleable doctrine to 
appeal across the ideological spectrum and to all sides of politics. In the 
1920s and 1930s the Australian socialist realists found vitalist ideas par-
ticularly conducive to their industrial reform agendas, maintaining as one of 
the platforms for reform that the more vital life was the working life lived 
close to the earth.  

Marxism, Vitalism and the Earth 

In Black Opal, Sophie explains the idea of keeping close to the earth 
as staying “[i]n tune with the fundamentals,” and these “fundamentals” are 
understood to be “all the great things of loving and working.” Staying in 
tune with the fundamentals means staying in tune with nature, not through 
a passive acceptance of one’s place within nature but through an active 
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engagement – “loving and working.” Moreover, while keeping close to the 
earth, “our eyes [should be] on the stars.” By “stars,” Sophie means “[t]he 
objects of our faith and service.” The rhetoric is somewhat oblique but 
Sophie’s point is that our alignment with nature should always be in the 
service of the broader social vision. For Prichard, this social vision was 
fundamentally Marxist. In the same year that Black Opal was published, 
Prichard gave a lecture to the Perth Labor Study Circle in which she de-
scribes the precepts of Marxism as the guiding stars by which the workers 
movement will ultimately navigate towards the haven of community owner-
ship:  

Over the chaos and confusion of men’s minds to-day, the cardinal 
points of Marxism shine like stars … Understanding the essentials of 
Marxism … and interpretation of that understanding in action will en-
able the working class to steer a straight course to the co-operative 
commonwealth of the workers. … [T]he movement of the workers … 
may surge ahead by the light of those stars – with clear realisation of 
what must be done if ever revolutionary reconstruction is to be 
achieved.13

Prichard’s own social vision of the commonwealth of workers, iterated in 
her novels as well as her political writings, is an industrial utopia founded 
not only on the material well-being of the people, but on their moral and 
spiritual well-being. In Intimate Strangers “the coming system of social 
ownership” anticipates a society in which unemployment, prostitution, crime 
and war will have been eradicated, and “every man and woman working 
under the system will have sufficient food, clothing, shelter, education and 
leisure to know how good life can really be.”14 Prichard speaks of the so-
cialist state giving rise to a “spiritual renaissance” and ushering in “an era of 
peace and happiness that the doomed generations of capitalism have 
never known.” She emphasises the importance of “giving people as a 
whole the fullness of life and a fair share of its beauty and joy.”15 Some-
thing of this social vision is already realised among the community of opal 
miners in Black Opal’s Fallen Star Ridge, if on a less ambitious scale. 
Prichard makes it absolutely clear that this general sense of well-being 
arises out of the closeness of the human relationship with nature, and that 
this relationship with nature is cultivated and upheld by the “Ridge princi-
ple,” the social code governing life in the Fallen Star Ridge community.  

The Ridge principle mixes liberal notions about the preservation of in-
dividual autonomy with the socialistic ideal of mateship as the basis for 
communal cooperation. The principle of mateship operates as a sort of in-
formal trade unionism to self-regulate working conditions in the Ridge: 
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Ridge miners … have agreed between themselves that it is a fair 
thing to begin work at about six or seven o’clock in the morning and 
knock off at about four in the afternoon, with a couple of hours above 
ground at noon for a snack of bread and cheese and a cup of tea. 

At four o’clock they come up from the mines, noodle their opal, 
put on their coats, smoke and yarn, and saunter down to the town 
and their homes.16  

The essential element is that the miners themselves control their employ-
ment. Every miner in the Ridge works his own hours, enjoys the “full benefit 
of his labour,” and is “the proprietor of his own energies.” In stark contrast 
is the capitalist model operating at Chalk Cliff, where the miners have sold 
out to a company for the promise of regular work and a steady wage. The 
implication is that at Chalk Cliff the “conditions of work” have “wrung” the 
miner “of energy and spirit, deprived him of the capacity to enjoy life.”17  

The contrast between the lifestyles of the two communities is pre-
sented in the vitalist-mechanist terms of the debate described by the Aus-
tralasian. The life-enhancing working conditions of the Ridge community 
are contrasted with a capitalist alternative that operates on mechanistic 
principles inimical to life: 

Ridge miners … are satisfied in their own minds that it is not good 
for a man to work all day at any mechanical toil: to use himself or al-
low anyone else to use him like a working bullock. A man must have 
time to think, leisure to enjoy being alive, they say. Is he alive only to 
work? To sleep worn out with toil, and work again? It is not good 
enough, Ridge men say.18

In Black Opal it is leisure which is the key to the joy of life. Leisure has al-
lowed the miners to become well-rounded individuals, to reflect on life and 
the universe: 

It is this leisure end of the day which has given life on the Ridge its 
tone of peace and quiet happiness, and has made the Ridge miners 
the thoughtful, well-informed men most of them are.19  

More importantly, sufficient time for leisure allows the Ridge miners access 
to “the only things of real value in life,” which reside in nature:  

the beauty of the world, the sky, and the stars, spring, summer, the 
grass, and the birds … Any and every man could have infinite hap-
piness by hearing a bird sing, by gazing into the blue-dark depths of 
the sky on a starry night.20  

These gifts of nature exist outside the forces of capitalism in that they can-
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not be bought or sold, but are still threatened by international capitalism, 
represented here in the guise of the New York based Armitage company, 
which proposes to buy up the workers’ holdings. Armitage’s takeover pro-
posal would turn the small mines into a large scale production, destroying 
the unity of the labour process and the natural process, and imposing work-
ing conditions that would limit workers’ access to the joys of nature. In the 
immediate aftermath of Sophie’s remarks about keeping close to the earth, 
Sophie and Potch reaffirm their intention not to support the takeover bid by 
Armitage, even if the other opal miners accept the offer to buy out their in-
dividual holdings, because of the threat posed to the Ridge way of life. 
Happily the takeover is defeated by the workers showing a united front and 
the idyllic relation with nature is maintained.  

In Black Opal all the great things of working arise out of the nexus be-
tween work and nature. The nexus between work and nature remains 
strong because the small community of opal miners working their individual 
holdings is able to maintain a socialistic approach to community life, based 
on mateship, mutual cooperation and the rejection of materialist excesses. 
This nexus becomes the benchmark for Prichard’s industrial reform 
agenda, even when larger scale industrial practices render it ineffective or 
inappropriate. By 1946 Prichard had added a rider to the novel, acknowl-
edging that the industrial practices represented by the Ridge community 
had been rendered obsolete by “mass production and mechanization, and 
… scientific progress in industrial organisation.”21 In the changed industrial 
situation the role of nature, and the worker’s vital relationship with nature, 
must either be diminished or reasserted in entirely new ways.  

Social Norms versus Vital Norms 

In Black Opal Prichard is working on the assumption that natural im-
pulses precede or underpin social norms, as if organic values are pure val-
ues, and we are more authentically ourselves when we are operating within 
the “natural” order. Michael Brady, the most well read and ideologically ad-
vanced of the Ridge miners, seems to suggest that the laws of nature are 
both irresistible and inevitable, while at the same time injecting an element 
of human agency in the act of compliance: 

The natural laws just go rolling on – laying us out under them. All we 
can do is set our lives as far as possible in accordance with them 
and stand by the consequences as well as we know how.22

Nowhere does Prichard admit that this allegiance to nature is itself pro-
duced out of a social value given to nature, or that organic values are al-
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ready imbued with social values. There are clear undertones of Rousseau 
here, particularly given that the idea of keeping close to the earth first 
arises in the context of a discussion of the American “negro problem” in 
which Western civilisation is blamed for the degeneration of a “primitive 
people.”23 But Prichard is less interested in Rousseau’s ahistorical figure of 
the “noble savage” than in demonstrating the impact of the natural envi-
ronment on contemporary social conditions.  

By “staying in tune with the fundamentals” in loving and working the 
Ridge miners are acting in compliance with natural impulses rather than 
social norms. On the domestic front (outside the scope of this paper) this 
means following the sex instinct irrespective of class boundaries or social 
convention. In terms of labour relations, this equates in part to a work in-
stinct of sorts, where work is viewed as a natural activity of man. In Black 
Opal Sophie suggests that the reason the rich are “degenerate” is that they 
have no real work in which to take an interest:  

After all, what is the good of living without interest? … when people 
are bored, they’ve got to get interest or die; and if faculties which 
ought to be spent in useful or creative work aren’t spent in that work, 
they find outlet in the vicious ideas a selfish and lazy life breed.24

A similar work ethic operates in the novels of Jean Devanny, a New Zea-
land writer who arrived in Sydney in 1929 and joined the Communist Party 
the following year. The eponymous timber mill worker in Bushman Burke 
(London: Duckworth, 1930) is exemplary in this regard as he sees work as 
“an excuse [or reason] for living.”25 When he inherits a fortune large 
enough to fund a life of leisure, he nevertheless returns to the bush to work 
the land, albeit in the rather more congenial capacity as a landowner. This 
principled return to work the land – in effect a return to the land through 
work – reflects the importance Devanny accords to a labour process in 
which man is involved in a vital relationship with nature. Devanny repre-
sents this return to the land both as a reflection of the strength of Burke’s 
vital force – he is observed “out there swinging an axe with the rest of the 
men, because of the light in his soul”26 – and as the beneficent influence of 
the land itself, which also inspires his city girlfriend to drop her cabaret life-
style and take up work on the land. Prichard’s novels carry similar mes-
sages about the therapeutic value of both nature and work. In Black Opal, 
Sophie returns to the Ridge from her unhappy experience of the degener-
ate New York lifestyle and finds a tranquil pleasure in opal cutting; in Work-
ing Bullocks (London: Cape, 1926), Red Burke finds solace in a return to 
nature and a capitulation to natural instincts after Chris Colburn is killed in 
an accident with Red’s bullock wagon. A swim in the ocean revives Elodie’s 
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“old joy of living” in Intimate Strangers, even if only as a momentary respite 
before the return to town and the working week. In Subtle Flame (Sydney: 
Australasian Book Society, 1967), the life forces in nature are what “make 
for peace and beauty on earth.”27

Amanda Lohrey has questioned in another context whether there can 
be much to link Devanny’s “primitive Vitalism” to her “Marxist dogmas,”28 a 
question equally applicable to Prichard and other socialist realist writers. 
Some of the more obvious of these links arise out of the fact that vitalism 
was readily adapted by writers to better fit Marxist and socialist platforms. 
The mutual investment in evolution and human progress is one such link. 
But more significant is the shared adherence to the overriding principle of 
creativity and productivity in nature. This is precisely the link that is recog-
nised by Sophie in Black Opal in her remarks that people should spend 
their “faculties” in both “useful or creative work.” By including both useful 
and creative work in the ideal model, Sophie’s social vision encompasses 
both Marxist and vitalist notions of work. Yet this creativity is a flourishing of 
the life force that functions independently of the Marxist social project. 
While Sophie does not yet recognise any impediment to their mutual reali-
sation, Lohrey is ultimately correct in identifying a fundamental breach be-
tween Marxism and vitalism. 

The First Schism with Nature: Small-Scale Exploitation  

The picture of man working contentedly and harmoniously close to the 
earth is not quite as convincing as it first seems. Even on a small-scale the 
exploitation of nature gives rise to a breach in the relationship between 
man and nature. The communist critic Jack Beasley makes the interesting 
comment that the people of Fallen Star Ridge “are not overawed by the 
natural forces.”29 Although Beasley does not elaborate on what he means 
exactly by “natural forces,” he is clearly referring to the vitalistic forces of 
nature: the living qualities of the bush, the natural processes and cycles in 
a temporal continuum of life and growth, but also of death, the destructive 
power of nature, natural disasters and the elemental forces of storms. It 
would be easy enough to be “overawed” by such “mighty forces,” by man-
kind’s incapacity to fully comprehend, let alone master or replicate, these 
vital qualities. What Beasley means to suggest by claiming that the workers 
are not overawed, is that the people are able to work with nature, within the 
laws of nature, to exploit natural resources in their work without unduly de-
spoiling the environment. These workers, while paying homage to nature 
for its largesse, see the products of their labours as a fitting tribute to the 
natural world. For Prichard this vitalistic interpretation operates as a coun-
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terpoint to the capitalist exploitation of nature for profit, at the same time 
justifying man’s small scale exploitation of nature.  

It is not precisely clear at which point working the land shifts from a vi-
tal interaction to capitalist exploitation but there is an assumption that capi-
talism works the land as a machine, without a vital force, unable to gener-
ate the vital confluence between the worker and nature. In Working Bul-
locks Prichard contrasts the work of the tree fellers to that of the timber mill 
workers grappling with the “inhuman” machinery of production:  

Whistles piped; their shrill piercing sounds echoed and reechoed all 
round and then died away. Men hardly spoke. An exclamation, grunt 
or word called across the clamour was all that came from them. 
They worked as if they were all well oiled and sprung for their jobs; 
swiftly moving belts and connections from the engine which rapped 
the rafters and grey metal roof driving them as well as the saws.30  

The timber mill workers themselves become part of the machinery of capi-
talism. The machinery is unnatural in its “speed and shrieking clangour,” 
and in its insatiable appetite for the wood.31 But even before this capitalist 
intervention, the worker’s relationship with nature was never completely in-
nocent. A certain ambivalence towards nature underlies Old Luke’s sense 
of righteous exploitation in Devanny’s Bushman Burke when he rhapso-
dises about the life of a worker on the land:  

Land! The land is great stuff. It isn’t the wealth we’re after, though 
that follows as a matter of course. It’s the – the happiness, the con-
tentment – of seein’ yer handiwork around yer; of seein’ old Nature 
bow its noble head.32  

The worker is not seeking wealth but the satisfactions of homo faber – man 
the maker – in his handiwork. At the same time Luke also approves the fact 
that Nature is forced to submit to man’s purpose. Nature is noble, but that 
only means that it is a worthy slave to man’s will: Nature must “bow its no-
ble head.” And it is out of this subjugation of nature to man’s will that the 
schism between man and nature erupts.  

Prichard is forced to acknowledge the duality of the worker’s relation-
ship with nature; the impulse to master nature and the sense of fellowship 
with nature.33 In Working Bullocks her solution is to have the tree fellers 
recognise not just their dependence on nature for its bounty, but also na-
ture’s power and the fact that they could be crushed “out of existence” by 
any one of the trees they felled. The timber workers recognise that nature 
must be appeased. They make gestures of respect towards nature’s maj-
esty, celebrate the stature of the trees in yarns and gossip and “oaths of 
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admiration,” and generally venerate Nature in order to lessen the venge-
ance for their exploitation. But even Prichard must acknowledge that, with 
the increasing application of technology speeding up the processes of 
manufacture and industry, “the simple pattern of men working together 
close to nature is ruptured”34 and such rites of appeasement and gratitude 
are no longer possible. This gives rise to a second more profound schism 
with nature; which arises out of the increasing complexity and the larger 
scale of modern production.  

The Second Schism with Nature: Production-Use 

The socialist-progressives have had a troubled relationship with nature 
because they must always take into account Marx’s principle of labour. In 
vitalism, the life force or vital impetus is the principle of movement and 
change and the human subject is joined to this movement through the ac-
ceptance of his or her place in the living world. This is the stream of life, to 
which Sophie in Black Opal refers when she declares that she wants to live 
on the Fallen Star Ridge, “to work with [her] hands: feel [herself] in the 
swim of the world’s life … going with the great stream.”35  

In the Marxist world view, the basic principle of movement and action 
is the labour process. In Marx’s Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, 
vol. 1, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling, ed. Frederick Engels 
(Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1954), labour is the means by which the 
human subject is joined to nature regardless of the particularity of the social 
system.36 Marx argues that “Labour is, in the first place, a process in which 
both man and Nature participate.”37 What Marx seems to suggest by this 
remark is that people and nature are conjoined through the labour process 
in the first instance before any aesthetic, vital or social principles. For vital-
ism, labour is a secondary process. Creative principles, including the for-
mation of the living body, precede the externalising action of labour. But 
Marx means something else as well. The labour process not only joins 
people to nature, it also serves as the basic principle of the division be-
tween people and nature. Labour does not align itself with nature, it always 
seeks to extract use-value, and to submit nature to the exigencies of hu-
man need. In other words, nature is valued in terms of its productive capac-
ity. Marx states of man that: “He opposes himself to Nature as one of her 
own forces … in order to appropriate Nature’s productions in a form 
adapted to his own wants.”38 This is the basis of all interaction but it does 
not take into account a principle of life that must animate the individual from 
and within nature.  

Jack Lindsay once described Prichard’s work as a “creative develop-
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ment of the Marxist concepts of what humanises and what alienates.”39 
Prichard’s goldfields trilogy, published during the years of the Cold War, re-
cords her developing understanding of the alienation Marx describes, with 
each of the three books – The Roaring Nineties (1946; London: Virago 
Press, 1983), Golden Miles (1948; London: Virago Press, 1984) and 
Winged Seeds (1950; London: Virago Press, 1984) – corresponding to a 
new stage in industrial organisation of the gold mining industry, from the 
pioneering prospectors to the wage-slaves of large scale capital. Lindsay 
notes that the industrial escalation depicted in the trilogy means that Prich-
ard is no longer able to show the “triadic movement of people-work-nature” 
which governed her earlier novels.40 With her characters increasingly alien-
ated from nature, Prichard is forced to look elsewhere for the manifestation 
of the vital force in the labour process. Unlike some other socialist realist 
writers, she was reluctant to recognise the vital force operating through the 
worker in the interaction with the machine. 

Dymphna Cusack, who was never a member of the Communist Party, 
but who was a devout fellow traveller, takes up this issue in Southern Steel 
(London: Constable, 1953). Cusack’s story of the Southern Steel company 
is the story of “the endless process of change and the unending fight.” This 
is a fight, not just with company management for better pay and conditions 
for the workers, but with nature itself; the fight to forge the steel from the 
natural resources, and in so doing, forge the character of the workers 
themselves: “for it’s not only a special kind of steel they’re making here in 
the south, but a special kind of people.”41 The individual is forged from the 
world rather than grown, in line with Marx’s view that man, “[b]y thus acting 
on the external world and changing it, he at the same time changes his own 
nature. He develops his slumbering powers and compels them to act in 
obedience to his sway.” The consequence of this relationship with nature, 
according to Marx, is that there is no longer an instinctual and unconscious 
relationship with the natural world.42 Labour is the product of a conscious 
desire to shape the world and to reconfigure it according to a predeter-
mined form.43 In other words, labour is the exercise of a person’s will upon 
the natural environment rather than the act of submission to natural laws 
that Prichard postulates in Black Opal.  

This point is made with some insistence in the novel by Jummer, who 
describes the iron ore quarry as looking “like something thrown up by a vol-
cano.” When his mate Hoppy tries to attribute this to God’s works, Jummer 
corrects him. The iron ore in the quarry is a natural resource, so it is Nature 
which is to be praised. The volcano in this respect is a potent symbol of the 
earth as a living entity, but Jummer does not attribute its force entirely to 
Nature. Ultimately it is “Man’s will to progress. That’s the power in the 
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world.” 44 Although Jummer describes the steelworks as looking like ‘some-
thing thrown up by a volcano,” it is neither Nature nor God which is respon-
sible for its creation but man. Man supplants both God and Nature as the 
immanent creative force in the world. Nature is subjugated to the will of 
man and is no longer the creative volcano, it is only a resource for the in-
strumental will of man. It is the oppositional character of the will which de-
termines the fundamental separation of men from nature. A person is not 
one with nature and the natural world, as the human will is exercised in op-
position to nature. The power of nature is turned back upon itself as a 
means of extracting value.  

This oppositional relationship to nature is something that Prichard fi-
nally concedes in the goldfields trilogy, where the “miracle” of the gold min-
ing operation is attributed to collective human ingenuity and will. She can 
admire human creativity if not the machine itself. In Winged Seeds, the 
enormous high tech machinery of the mines is described as being “subser-
vient to the will of a few workers operating the controls, and to the will of 
the men behind the scenes whose wealth and power it serves!”45 Here 
Prichard seems to accept Marx’s description of nature as adhering to a 
person as an extension of his or her activity: “Thus Nature becomes one of 
the organs of his activity, one that he annexes to his own bodily organs.”46 
But this is not a theme which Prichard ever explores in any detail in her 
work, leaving that to Cusack and others.  

John Bellamy Foster has argued that Marx was not the champion of a 
“Promethean” view of the human-nature relationship, where nature is sub-
jugated to man in the quest for his own self-realisation, and that Marx rec-
ognised the rift in the relations between people and nature wrought by the 
industrial practices of capitalism.47 But the Marxist solution to mend this rift 
can never approach the vitalistic unity to which Prichard aspires. Marx de-
scribes the earth as a “universal instrument” which “furnishes a locus standi 
to the labourer and a field of employment for his activity.”48 What this sug-
gests is that a person’s relationship with nature is always mediated by the 
instrument and instrumental activity. For Marx, the instrument cannot be 
understood outside of the product that it will form, there must always be the 
transformation of the natural action into a product49 – unlike the vitalists for 
whom the locus standi provides the occasion for the experience of their 
oneness with nature and the expression of the particularity of a vital im-
pulse. For the vitalists, to be close to earth is to be close to the movement 
of life, to the impulse of life itself, expressed in the natural laws and the 
forces of nature. For Marxism, the natural laws must always yield to social 
formations. 

Prichard never acknowledges this rift in her novels. She maintains her 
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dual commitment to a socialist state and to people’s vitalist oneness with 
nature. She shares Marx’s view that the collective ownership of the land 
would ultimately remove the basis of the conflict not only between people 
and nature, but also between people themselves. She is sensitive to the 
impact on both people and the environment of the different technologies of 
production, and has a sense of scale and proportion in the human exploita-
tion of nature, although she is unable to specify in any precise way the 
boundary between vitalist and capitalist technologies of industry, which she 
seems to equate with the difference between small-scale and large-scale 
industry. The human capacity to dominate nature lends a certain ambiguity 
to the boundary between capitalist exploitation of nature for profit and the 
vital interaction of workers with nature. It reveals a fundamental difference 
between the natural collectivity of vitalism and the human collectivity that 
Prichard wished to bring to fulfilment under her socialist vision. Despite 
these differences, Prichard never wavers in her allegiance to socialism and 
vitalism. Her last published novel, Subtle Flame, ends with the romance be-
tween David Evans and Sharon Leigh consummated in their dual commit-
ment to nature – to “all the trees in the forest, the birds, the bees and wild-
flowers – and all the life forces which make for peace and beauty on earth” 
– and to the guiding star of socialism, “the far star of the hope [they] both 
serve.”50  
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Salt-lakes and Swamps: 

Michael Meehan's Australian Environments 

Greg Pritchard 

The representation of landscape has been an important part of Austra-
lian literature, and the imagined Australian character has partly been con-
structed relative to interactions with the natural world. Often, the land has 
been framed against an idealised European landscape, and depicted in an-
thropomorphised terms, as being harsh and unforgiving. In keeping with the 
idea of landscape as important, Michael Meehan's first two novels, The Salt 
of Broken Tears and Stormy Weather, have rural Victoria as a setting and 
character.1

Though both stories are set in the Mallee, one depicts a world of heat, 
dust and salt, whereas the other is an account of one day in the small town 
of Towaninnie on which the rain is unceasing. A major symbol of the first is 
the salt-lake, and of the second, the fecund greenness of the rabbiter's 
swamp. This paper will examine the way these two disparate environments 
affect the novels' characters and influence the narrative, and what both 
novels suggest about Australians' relationship with their environment. I will 
study the novels in the light of Lawrence Buell's thought, from The Envi-
ronmental Imagination, and his definition of what constitutes an environ-
mental text.2 I will argue that an environmental text allows the reader to 
conceive of the natural environment in a less anthropocentric way. This is 
not to claim, as some in environmental writing do, that such texts, or any 
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texts, can lead the reader to bridge the subject/object division. The two 
Meehan novels represent the Australian natural environment in very differ-
ent ways and I will look at each separately before concluding. 

In his 1995 work, Buell suggests four ways in which a text can be con-
sidered an environmental text. He suggests that a text must not be only a 
framing device, a backdrop, but instead connected to the human presence, 
that humanity's interests should not be privileged, that accountability to the 
environment should be part of the text's ethical orientation and that the 
natural world should be conceived as process.3 There is an inherent con-
tradiction in these elements as accountability implies ethical engagement 
with the environment posited in anthropocentric terms, which somewhat 
negates point two, that the human interest is not the only interest. Equally, 
he fails to eliminate the metaphysical aporia evoked by the word 'connec-
tion' in point one. Buell's criteria do, however, make a point from which we 
can start to examine texts. He concedes that, though "it might seem that 
place ought to be central to anyone's theory of environmental imagination 
… grounding in place does not guarantee ecocentrism, place being by 
definition perceived or felt space, space humanized…"4 To examine his cri-
teria, and ideas of accountability and connection, I will now turn to 
Meehan's two Australian novels of 'place'. 

The Salt of Broken Tears is the story of a young girl/woman, Eileen, 
who in the 1920s "blew in off the track" (S1) and disorders the life of those 
on a Mallee farm. When she disappears, the main protagonist, an unnamed 
boy, thinking she has run off with the Indian hawker Cabel Singh, runs 
away and follows the hawker on a cyclic route through the area, only catch-
ing up with him when it is too late. The girl has most likely been killed and 
buried on the farm and is not with Singh. However, this does not stop the 
stereotypical 'real man' and Eileen's lover, Joe, from taking out his revenge 
on the Indian. 

The book's representation of the natural world is contradictory. The 
Mallee is at once indifferent to the human characters and yet a harsh envi-
ronment against which the characters are defined. The text describes the 
environmental degradation that followed white settlement of the Mallee, 
and continues to this day. By alluding to the conditions in the Mallee 
brought about by clearing the scrub and releasing the fragile top soil, the 
book fulfils at least point one and three of Buell's categories, entwining hu-
man and natural history and implying accountability to the Mallee. The hu-
man history Meehan discusses, however, is of the last 200 years. In the 
human history of the Mallee it is insignificant. The text’s representation of 
Buell's fourth point is then ambiguous. The description of the hawker Cabel 
Singh, as someone who "watches the sand drifts move" does point to na-
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ture as process. The character Joe says that "He told us that once. He re-
members where they were, ten years ago, and he watches them move 
closer and cover things, bushes, trees. He knows the place" (S28). 

Likewise, Cabel's cyclic journey through the Mallee alludes to a non-
linear and less paradigmatic view of history and process. Several charac-
ters remark that the best way to catch up with Cabel is just to sit still; his 
aimless cycle will eventually return him to where you are (S96). However, 
the idea that not even two centuries of European settlement of the Mallee 
has made irrevocable changes to this environment implies a more linear 
history of nature. The area is not far from, on the other side of the Murray, 
Lake Mungo, where archaeological evidence suggests people have lived 
for at least 40,000 years. The effect of this habitation has had a more last-
ing influence on the Mallee ecosystem than that of European occupation. 

 

 
Nicholas Chevalier, Mallee scrub, Murray River, N.S.W. 1871] [picture] 
<http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an2962212-v> , National Gallery of Australia. 

 
This idyllic scene was painted by Nicholas Chevalier in 1871, however, 

by the 1920s the Aboriginal population of the area, the Wotjabaluk, had 
been forced onto the mission at Ebenezer on the Wimmera river at Ant-
werp. In the narrative, the boy finds a group of Aboriginal people living at 
Kulkyne, "in the long belts of uncleared and unwanted scrub and deep river 
forest that was all that was theirs when the last of the maps were laid out" 
(S165). In this way, the text alludes to the act of dispossession that accom-
panied the occupation of the area. However, by relegating the Aboriginal 
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people to one of the interesting 'characters' the boy meets in his quest, in 
that the boy focuses more on their other "visitor" (S166), Meehan continues 
this act of dispossession. The Aboriginal people are described as the "last 
of the bush people,” re-iterating the 'dying race' tropes of colonial Australia. 
The first reference to Aboriginal people in the text is by Joe, who also cred-
its Cabel with the ability to move around unnoticed: "He could come and go 
without any of us knowing it. Without leaving a track. Better than an abbo" 
(S29). Joe alludes to the idea that both Cabel and Aboriginal people are 
like natural forces. Ian Anderson suggests the “representation of indige-
nous Australians developed within colonial structures which were in the 
process of clearing the land of unnecessary obstacles to British expansion. 
By constructing Aboriginal people as timeless and belonging to nature, the 
status of their humanity was made suspect and the land was conceived to 
be empty of civilised humans.”5 White Australia has been slow to realise 
just how 'full' the landscape was of people, how integrated Aboriginal peo-
ple were with their 'Country', and unwilling to accept there was a complex 
culture on this continent before the first ships arrived. 

Meehan's descriptions of the phenomenological world of the Mallee 
landscape are evocative of the place. He does use familiar tropes of ‘wil-
derness’ (S51, 101, ‘trackless and interminable wastes’ (S52), ‘empty coun-
try’ (S90) and ‘wastelands’ (S12, 163)), and his characters are portrayed as 
being disconnected from nature. For example, the surveyor's wife says that 
before her husband came “all that you could see around here was empty. 
Just wilderness.” In a succinct description of the cartographic progress, she 
says the surveyor “marked out the land and put everything in its place” 
(S82). Most of the white Australians in the novel reflect the stereotype of 
farmers as interested in only clearing and exploiting the environment, of 
marking out territory and appropriating it. The resident of the old railway 
camp relates how he had explained to the line workers “that he knew better 
than anyone the country to the west, and that if it looked dry and useless 
here, it only got worse as you travelled west, and this line was going no-
where” (S103). Implicit in this idea is the concept of badlands, of areas that 
are unfit for human habitation or intervention, where nature is sovereign. 
The Mallee, in this novel, is still contested space and it is undecided who 
will win; nature or the settlers.  

For the characters at least, life is lived on the frontline in the supposed 
battle between nature and culture. This is reminiscent of the frontier tropes 
of America and Frederick Jackson Turner, though this Victorian frontier, 
where the farm is in view of "dark fringe of retreating scrubland" (S24), of-
fers little of the promise of the American frontier. There are other American 
allusions in this narrative. John Green suggests the "novel reads like a tra-
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ditional southern story told in an Australian accent,” and Meehan is clearly 
influenced by William Faulkner.6 His prose, similarly, is expansive and po-
etic. The Salt of Broken Tears has all the trappings of an American West-
ern: the journey through an indifferent landscape, the mythic hero (or per-
haps anti-hero) with an internalised sense of honour, bad guys, stock char-
acters and pistol play. However, the events of human impact on the natural 
world have been repeated in many colonised countries, and it is not unex-
pected that there should be similarities between stories. At the same time, 
Australian landscapes are older and more depleted than those of North 
America and New Zealand. While apparently rich farming land was found in 
Gippsland and the Western District, as settlement spread into the west of 
Victoria and New South Wales the land became progressively more mar-
ginal, and farming more difficult.  

The settlers who first moved into the Mallee and Wyperfeld were dubi-
ous about the agricultural potential of the area. J.W. Beiby, touring the 
Mallee in 1849, visited Pine Plains and wrote: how animal life could be sup-
ported on parched vegetation under a burning sun whose heat is aggra-
vated by the reflection from the dazzling sandhills around and where the 
herbage is chiefly of a salt character - I cannot conceive.7 At first, there 
were small marsupials everywhere, and hunting was easy. Before long, the 
introduction of pest species such as foxes depleted the local fauna and af-
fected the tenuous pastures. Rabbits ate the fragile grasses that held the 
soil together and the wind whipped the exposed soil away. The book notes 
this pest invasion. The pup accompanying the boy exhausts itself "chasing 
after rabbits and distant mobs of wild goats" (S42). The Afghan tells the 
boy how he had even married a local woman who lived for a time out on 
the green block with him, and together they worked and cleared the timber 
and fenced the block and broke the earth and ploughed it and sowed a 
crop; and then the rabbits came and then the wild mustard, and then the 
dry, and the woman cleared out and Mullah was put on the road by the 
banks. (S76)  The Afghan describes the process of cultivation, the out-
comes of its artificiality for the environment, and the personal ramifications 
of such activities for those that moved to the area. The Mallee was argua-
bly the most difficult area of the state to farm. However, such trials did not 
necessarily deter people from continuing their practices. 

One of the characters in the novel, the bag sewer, is based on cele-
brated Mallee poet John Shaw Neilson, a person who knew better than 
many the hardships involved in trying to make the Mallee habitable.8 Shaw 
Neilson had worked menial jobs such as shootcutter and shearer through-
out the border areas of the Wimmera and Mallee. Despite his use of Euro-
pean forms of poetry, his vision of Australia was not that of a European, 
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and in poems such as 'The Native Companions' (referring to Brolgas) and 
the ironic 'Poor, Poor Country' he demonstrated a love of the Mallee de-
spite the hardships and tiring work he endured: 

The New Year came with heat and thirst and the little lakes were 
low, 

The blue cranes were my nearest friends and I mourned to see 
them go; 

I watched their wings so long until I only saw the sky, 
Down in that poor country no pauper was I.9

Shaw Neilson's poetry shows an appreciation of the area's beauty that 
Meehan's characters, with the exception of the boy and Cabel, do not. 
Shaw Neilson, as with Meehan's more sensitive characters, belongs to a 
different tradition within Australian literature, art and history, that which is 
adumbrated in Tim Bonyhady's book The Colonial Earth, a tradition of re-
spect and appreciation of the Australian landscape not framed in antago-
nistic and anthropocentric terminology.10

The language of many accounts of settlement is couched in terms of 
battle and opposition. In Meehan's novel, the unnamed father’s soliloquy 
explains the day to day work of clearing the Mallee: “And so we set again to 
work each day to turn the sea of woodlands into black and knotted roots, 
the dead stumps of the departed forest working back, rising like knotted 
fists and twisted fingers grasping for the light, working back year after year 
through the new turned soil …” (S200) ‘Knotted fists' and 'twisted fingers' 
evoke the idea of an angry enemy. Even after the wiry Mallee trees had 
been cleared, often with giant horse drawn rollers, the green shoots would 
force themselves up through the paddocks and people such as Shaw Neil-
son, and Meehan’s characters, were employed to grub them out. As Agnes 
Hilton writes in her history of Hopetown: “Having cut a track to their land, 
having cleared an area for a dwelling and for their animals, having rolled 
down the Mallee, sometimes with bullock teams, sometimes with horse 
teams, they had to cut down the trees that would not roll down, and then 
they burnt it.”11 Even after this process, the mallee scrub persisted. Hilton 
writes that coping with “the sticks”, “picking stumps” that kept coming up as 
they ploughed, “cutting shoots that kept shooting up from the enormous 
roots below ground”, was never ending it seemed for those who performed 
these unwelcome tasks.12 The belief was that with enough rain it would be 
farmable. The novel nods towards this myopia, of those “who could still see 
nothing further out but green fields and bulging oatstacks and fat cattle, and 
who claimed that the dream was real and that all the soil needed was just a 
little rain” (S105). However, the description of the rail line as a “spectacular 
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and useless effort” (S107) was for many years equally apt for farming in the 
Mallee. Even now, with modern equipment and fertilisers, a dry year can 
ruin the area's grain crops. Despite the novel's prediction of the failure of 
farming in the area, the region's inhabitants have been as tenacious as the 
Mallee roots. However, with global climate change bringing predictions of 
longer and more severe droughts, the probability that it will only become 
more difficult to farm this area is increasing. Much of the area, admittedly, 
has been declared unfarmable, left like the rail line to “the ants and the liz-
ards” (S107) and ceded to National Parks such as Sunset, Wyperfeld and 
Big Desert. The Wimmera, the largest landlocked river in the world, which 
at one time used to flood through the terminal lakes of Hindmarsh and Al-
bacutya, and then into Wyperfeld and the Wirrengren Plain, is degraded, 
composed mainly of hyper-saline pools. Hindmarsh, one of the largest 
lakes in Victoria, has been dry for the last five years of drought, and water 
has not flowed out of Albacutya for 20 years. The demands of towns and 
agriculture in the upper reaches of the river, where rainfall is held in a se-
ries of large dams, leaves little for the river, despite allowance for so called 
'environmental flows'. 

The failure to establish a workable relationship with the land is re-
flected in the main characters' interactions in the novel. They inhabit a 
world of alienation, loneliness, regret and suspicion. In the logic of ecofem-
inist thought, the natural world in this novel is as exploited as the female 
body. The girl, Eileen, who turns up out of nowhere with nothing, from a "no 
thing" (S2), is symbolic of a different nature. She embodies human sexual 
nature, and it is this aspect of her character that throws the family into dis-
order, angering the mother, and awakening the boy's incipient sexuality. 
Her lack of origins allude to one of the archetypal images of nature/culture 
opposition, that of the wild or wolf child. It is telling that she is wearing a 
"green" dress, alluding to nature and she blows in "like a thistle seed" (S1). 
Somewhat typical of Meehan's female characters, she arrives "half naked”, 
"a ragged tear in her dress at the waist" (S1), with "bare toes" (S2), "the 
men whistling as she limped past the sheds, the ragged dress blowing up 
over her legs and half around her woman's waist and she part blushing and 
part seeming to love it" (S2). Eileen heads straight for the water bag and in 
a scene of stereotypical male sexual fantasy, drinks half of it "one part 
straight down her gullet as if she never needed to swallow as other people 
do, and the rest down the front of her dress and around and over her 
breasts with the watered cloth clinging to her body" (S3). The mother ob-
serving, the epitome of culture in this narrative, talks of "obscene gambols”, 
and says: "Well I remember how she showered herself from the waterbag 
in a laughing waste of cool water, and how the dress came apart as she 
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raised the bag above her head. I quickly sent the boy from the verandah 
…" (S4). The reader at this point is made aware of the boy's age. In a 
strong sexual metaphor, the 'real man' of the story, Joe Spencer, while 
watching this scene, "caress[es] the hard blunt head of the hammer" (S4). 
The attraction of the boy for Eileen is established early in these pages, his 
sister Hannah watching him, "watching her brother to see how he would 
watch the girl, to see how he would see the forbidden tangle of her legs 
splayed out across the layabout and the wet shape of her body moving in 
long gasps against the dampness of the torn green dress" (S5). Explicit in 
the ecofeminist project is an insistence, as Patrick Murphy suggests, there 
is a link "between the forms of exploitation of nature and the forms of the 
oppression of women."13 In this novel, this conflation is evident in the char-
acter of Eileen.  

The end of the first section, in italics and narrated by the mother, 
forces a separation between Eileen and nature, commenting that Cabel, 
who knows everything about nature, had never mentioned the possibility of 
such a girl. However, it is Eileen's interest in Cabel, and his less antagonis-
tic way of conceptualising nature, that causes conflict with Joe, and ulti-
mately results in both Cabel's and Eileen's death. The narrative thus sug-
gests that to separate nature and female as subjects of exploitation is un-
tenable. 

Cabel, reflecting a less ecologically harmful philosophy, does not fight 
against the land but travels lightly over it. Meehan's novel recognises the 
contribution of the Indian hawkers that travelled through-out Victoria, often 
on foot or with a cart. For isolated areas, the hawkers were the only way of 
obtaining many necessary supplies. Cabel is not unlike Melquíades, the 
gypsy who brings technological marvels to Macondo in Marquez's One 
Hundred Years of Solitude, bringing news and goods, and the hawker of-
fers an insight, at least for the boy, into a life outside the insular world of the 
farm. He tells the boy that to travel through the "wastelands they should 
leave all they could behind" (S52). Cabel's philosophy is less antagonistic 
than that of the farmers. He tells the boy of the first time he got lost in the 
deserts to the north of the farm: “And Cabel told him that until you began to 
bend your understanding to the forest, until you learned to move amid the 
forest like the water in the sea or as a wave across the stream, you would 
answer to its menace with thin curses and in such feeble incantations as 
would just run out like spilt water into the thickness of the sand.” (S52) 
Meehan highlights the differences between Cabel and Joe, who also 
comes to listen to the hawker's stories, adumbrating the chasm between a 
Western belief in progress and an ecological view: “Joe liked also to hear 
the soft voice of Cabel Singh, even when he didn't follow the stories, or 
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when he could understand the stories and could see that they were wrong, 
because for Joe Spencer a tree was no more than lumber biding its time to 
become a sheepyard or a cowshed, and a dry lake bed just a lake in need 
of water.” (S251) Cabel's knowledge of the Mallee is encyclopaedic, and 
certainly leaves an impression on the boy: 
 

He spoke … of the land about them, of the northern deserts and the 
vast saltpans and low trackless forests … they learned of the dry 
country beyond the high drifts to the north, the green lands and open 
flowing rivers to the east and south, and of Cabel's journey's that took 
him always up through the seas of low forest that lay beyond Wirren-
gren plain… (S24) 

 
This is the path that the boy takes to find Cabel. Sexually naïve, he has 
misread the situation between Joe and Eileen, and then under questioning 
from Lonnie Cooper the policeman, has implicated Cabel in her disappear-
ance (S275). Driven by a growing understanding of the real events, and 
guilt of his informing, he fruitlessly tries to catch up with Cabel, and he 
hopes, Eileen. Though Cabel is depicted as the wisest person in the novel, 
and the most environmentally perceptive, he is finally killed by Joe and his 
mates on a great salt lake. Joe Spencer and Cabel Singh represent differ-
ent paths into manhood, competing for the boy's pubescent mind. It is Ca-
bel's mantle of wisdom, however, which is passed to the boy. It is an em-
brace of an environmentally sounder path at the expense of Western ex-
ploitation and rapaciousness. Earlier in the narrative, "Cabel [had] laughed 
and talked of how they would perhaps cross the great saltlake one day to-
gether, where the boy would then become the wisest boy on earth” (S263). 
The novel is a Bildungsroman in which the boy, though perhaps not coming 
to terms with his own sexual feelings for Eileen, does gain a great degree 
of wisdom, "a wisdom in the trackless seas of bushland" (S294). Part of this 
wisdom is the decision to live like Cabel Singh: "he decided that this would 
be the last time he ever set foot within a house, that his short sleep in jail 
would be the last time he would sleep beneath a roof, and that he must 
now, like Cabel Singh, live from this time alone and on the roads" (259). In 
his interactions with the various characters he has met on the road, he has 
learnt about human nature: “He thought perhaps the policeman was right 
and there was something wild going on in that head of his, and he won-
dered whether the wildness was in the things he saw on the roads or just in 
the way he saw them; but he also knew there was nothing that he had seen 
on the roads that did not make it wilder and the more likely that he would 
never go back home.” (S249) This suggests that the boy's understanding of 
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wildness, of natural processes, has exceeded those of characters such as 
Joe.  

In opposition to the nature symbolism of Eileen, the mother represents 
a nasty and repressive civilisation, but no doubt is equally oppressed by the 
patriarchal society of settler farmers. She is more representative of civilised 
culture than her husband, who at the Somme has experienced what civili-
sation can entail. It is her mission to subdue the land, and all evidence of its 
rebellion, whether it is the dust, heat, or Eileen, she takes as a personal af-
front. For her Eileen represents wildness, and it is this that leads her to 
strike Eileen, possibly killing her: 
 

And I seeing always in the unknowing eyes of others that it was my 
task to curb and as the mother of the family to restrain, and in watch-
ing for so long the green earth crumble and run apart before us to 
check and prevent her from leaving in that way, leaving all the fences 
down and the earth open and drifting over us and all of us running 
down into the savage land from which thank God I had preserved us 
for so long; and she beginning to talk but like the banshee my husband 
always said she was … And so it was I struck back. (S284) 

 
In this quotation, again Eileen and nature are metaphorically connected. 
The mother's attitudes are reminiscent of those of the Puritans in North 
America, that clearing the wilderness was doing God's work: 
 

I know before God that if there was a sin then that sin was in the very 
nature of Eileen, and the nature of Eileen is something that we now 
know takes life from the man who, time after time, comes in along that 
track like a wild seed on the hot winds from the north and that only 
when such bad seeds cease to run across the face of the earth will the 
whole world be at rest. (S285) 

 
In the north-west Mallee, those who planned to civilise the wilderness in 
opposition to all evidence to its impossibility were not as convinced as the 
Puritans that they had God on their side, and Meehan's narrative captures 
the essential futility of the project. The characters of Cabel, the boy and Ei-
leen, equally marginalised in different ways, suggest that the Mallee could 
be appreciated on its own terms rather than through some anthropocentric 
view of instrumental value. 

Stormy Weather is a very different novel, especially in its attitude to 
the environment. The characters and structure of the novel derive from 
Shakespeare's The Tempest, though the events of the narrative are set in 
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the small Mallee town of Towanninne, on one very wet weekend in 1955. It 
is Ultimo, further on up the track that is the literal end of the line, but this 
weekend, in this town, is metaphorically close for the cast of the Blind Con-
cert, or more formally, the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Concert, 
who are to perform that evening in the Towaninnie Hall. The Blind Concert 
toured country Victoria, bringing much needed entertainment to rural areas. 
The advent of television the following year would diminish the attraction of 
such travelling spectacles and reduce their economic viability. 

In terms of Buell's characteristics of an environmental text, there is lit-
tle sense that the non-human environment is a presence that entwines hu-
man history and natural history. This narrative centres on the events and 
subjectifications of the various characters, implying that the human interest 
is understood to be the only legitimate interest. There is no human ac-
countability to the environment and little sense of the environment as proc-
ess. In this tale, nature is kept in the background. It is a backdrop against 
which the cast act out their drama and it is more a metaphor for the tem-
pest within the minds and lives of the characters, and is more supernatural, 
in keeping with Shakespeare's storm, raised by Prospero's magic. It is also 
an indication of the diviner’s bad luck, because as he notes, no one needs 
his services when it is raining. 

Besides the weather, which would be described anthropocentrically as 
‘bad’ in that it rains most of the time, nature is represented by the "swamp." 
It is with his descriptions of the swamp that Meehan's prose is again at its 
most poetic, flowing and Faulkneresque: 

 
He told her of the white gums that looked like ghosts out amidst the 
black and silver waters, of the trees that seemed to take root and grow 
up out of other trees, of gardens that seemed to hang amidst the tree-
tops, of the flashing of late afternoon sunlight through the trees, and 
the long shadows that rode like black fingers across the darkness of 
the waters. (SW62) 

 
The swamp is home to the stand out character of the novel, the "rabbiter,” 
"a fine-looking man, apart from a jaw gone awry” (SW35). He is the narra-
tive's Caliban, a trickster who derives enjoyment from playing practical 
jokes on the town, such as driving wild cattle through a picnic, and flying a 
huge kite made from stolen bed-linen from the town's silo (SW37). He, and 
the swamp, stand in opposition to the town and its occupants, a simple bi-
nary of nature/culture. Meehan's flowing descriptions of the swamp are 
contrasted with environment within the town, the "tankstands and kennels 
and the corrugated roofs" (SW191).  
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Rod Giblett, in Postmodern Wetlands, writes that: "Wetlands – 
swamps, marshes, mires, morasses, bogs, lagoons, sloughs, shallow lakes 
and estuaries, etc. – have been seen by many in 'the west' as places of 
darkness, disease and death, horror and the uncanny, melancholy and the 
monstrous – in short, as black waters."14 Despite Meehan's evocative de-
scriptions of the swamp, and the attachment to place of the rabbiter, for the 
other two characters that venture to the swamp, Amanda and Lucille, it re-
mains an ominous place, not the least because of the rabbiter's naïve yet 
menacing sexuality. For the English saxophonist Amanda particularly, it is a 
frightening place, "her old dread at the country's emptiness replaced by the 
new muffling sense of its dreadful opposite" (SW80). Amanda demands to 
be taken "home": "It's too open. Too wild. It's too unmade. It's just too aw-
ful” (SW81). For her rejection of the swamp, Amanda is rewarded with the 
sparkling toothed Freddie. As Giblett notes, "the pejorative attitude to wet-
lands" was used in Shakespeare's Tempest when Caliban curses Pros-
pero:  "All the infections that the sun sucks up, From bogs, fens, flats, on 
Prosper fall, and make him, By inch-meal a disease!”15 The association of 
wetlands with disease led to the draining of fens in England and similar pro-
jects within Australia. One third of the wetlands in Victoria have vanished, 
shrinking from an area of 725 600 hectares to 531 200 hectares.16 There is 
little sense in the novel of the dangers such places as the swamp face from 
clearing, agricultural run off, pest species and salinity. 

The rabbiter is further allied with nature by the attitudes of the towns-
people, who consider him a spirit on which they can lay blame: 

 
After a time, though, everyone got used to the idea of this wild kid liv-
ing on his own out by the edge of the swamp. At times it was even 
useful to have someone like the rabbiter around, whom people could 
blame for just about anything that went wrong this side of the actual 
weather … If anything was missing or a sheep was found dead in a 
paddock from some mysterious cause, or if anything was smashed 
around the town, all wider doubts and worries about the nature of the 
world could be laid to rest just by raising the ragged spectre of the kid 
out at the swamp. (SW35) 

 
For the townspeople, the "ragged kid … tamed the mysteries of the uni-
verse by offering to the confused and helpless a ready ear to clip" (SW35). 
The rabbiter acts as a force of nature for the town: 
 

The rabbiter was careful not too do to much damage, for he had long 
known how to work within the perverse sway of Nature, learned to 
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work in delicate harmony with Time and Age and Wear and Tear, and 
never to stray too far, in all his creative toil, beyond what folks might 
see as the normal sway of Bad Luck and Ill Fortune and What a 
Damned Nuisance and Them's Tricks and I'll Be Buggered. (SW114)  

 
In keeping with this alliance with natural forces, the rabbiter at times ap-
proaches an ecological understanding of reality, his "ideas”, where he 
"thinks about the way the whole thing fits together":  
 

Well it always seemed to me, right from when I were just a little tacker, 
that people hereabouts just don't know much. About the swamp, for 
instance. They don't go near the swamp much at all. Except to wreck 
things or dump things. They're always busy, always doing something. 
Cutting, clearing, ploughing, building, carting. Me, I sit. By the swamp. 
And watch. (SW128) 

 
It is at times like this that the Rabbitter approaches the awareness of Cabel 
Singh. And the rabbiter believes it his mission to teach this ecological 
awareness to the town's people. The way he chooses to do so is to cause 
"wrinkles.” Joseph Meeker, in his classic study of tragedy and comedy, The 
Comedy of Survival, contends that the comic offers an alternative to the 
dominant tradition of Western thought, the tragedy.17 He suggests that the 
Greek tragic mode reflects belief in anthropocentric superiority and conflict 
with the environment and offers the comic mode as an ecological, more 
adaptable, evolutionary and humble alternative. The rabbiter represents 
this mode. 

Unfortunately, the character of the rabbiter does not sustain this mode. 
He is also an Australian Adam and Stormy Weather draws on the myth of 
the Fall, a myth that has particular ramifications for ecocriticism. There is a 
perceived opposition between 'culture' and 'nature', presented as a domi-
nant, biased and antagonistic relationship, engrained in the language of 
Western culture. I suggest that this opposition is reflected in, and adversely 
influences, our treatment of the ecosphere. The mythic origins of this oppo-
sition are manifest in the Fall narrative, the separation of humanity from na-
ture at the same time as the acquisition of experience, or language. As 
Kevin Hart suggests, in The Trespass of the Sign, it is a move from "the 
perfect congruence of the sign and referent to the gap between the word 
and object."18 The rabbiter meets Eve in the form of Amanda, and this 
leads to his rejection of the garden, the swamp. Concurrently, he becomes 
interested in written language for the first time: “Black marks. Writing. The 
rabbiter wondered yet again why it seemed to mean so much to people. As 
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though the marks on the page meant so much more than the fellow's own 
words, as he stood there, flesh and blood, at the bar.” (SW59) It is this cu-
riosity, in the power of representation of language, which leads ultimately to 
his fall. In the end of the novel, his acquisition of language is represented 
by the compere's gift to him of all his "old leather books full of writing" 
(SW202). Curiously, in his acceptance of this gift, the rabbiter, who in the 
beginning of the novel plays trick on travellers by convincing them they are 
not yet at the right train stop and sending them up the line to Ultimo, is re-
deemed possibly by the act of informing the compere that the train was 
"never going to come" (SW202). 

The move from the feminine semiotic to the masculine Symbolic is a 
move from a pre- or trans-linguistic state to that which has language, and 
this move mirrors the Fall. In Stormy Weather, the swamp is a feminised 
space, associated with the Rabbiter's mother. It is described in tropes of 
fertility and liquidity. It is telling that the rabbiter leaves the swamp for a 
combination of the feminine, inspired by Amanda, and for the father, repre-
sented by the compere. Meehan makes the association with the compere 
and the role of father explicit. Mr Barrington says that he has been: "Like a 
father. To all of us" (SW160), and several times alludes to the Roman pun-
ishment for patricide, to sew up the offender in a sack with a monkey, ser-
pent, and a scorpion, and drop them in the ocean (SW25 and 151). 

In this Shakespeare inspired novel, all the world’s a stage, the charac-
ters all only living to perform. They do not demonstrate the topophilia of 
characters in The Salt of Broken Tears, and instead are totally removed 
from the place in which they find themselves.19 The only character who be-
longs in the town is the publican’s wife. For the others, place is only some-
where for them to play out their psychological games; like the play of the 
postmodern, trapped in symbolic and linguistic games. 

There is more to this novel than this brief examination allows, particu-
larly the Balt's experience of the Sondercommando and the Latvian holo-
caust, yet nature never raises its self from the main drama's backdrop. In 
The Salt of Broken Tears nature has a much stronger presence, and is not 
defined by the character's opposition to it, but in its indifference to them. 
Meehan offers in the boy, the rabbiter, and Cabel Singh examples of Aus-
tralian fictional characters that present a more environmentally harmonious 
way of living. In terms of Buell’s criteria, The Salt of Broken Tears does 
convey a sense of accountability to the environment. Stormy Weather, on 
the other hand, is evidence of a more typical anthropocentric text where 
place is merely a backdrop, a stage on which characters enact imagined 
and symbolic dramas. Worse, it rewards the text’s Adam, the rabbiter, for 
his rejection of nature with the promise of both sex and language. By 
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Buell’s 1995 definitions, it cannot be considered to be an environmental 
text. However, Stormy Weather is an ‘environmental novel’ in that it is a 
sustained exercise in place-making, a process important to writers in a sto-
len country. It alludes to the social landscape overlaid on and intertwined 
with the geographic landscape. It is a document of memory, of evocation, 
of aesthetics and as such, works well. 

To be fair to Buell, in the last decade he has amended these defini-
tions. In his more recent work, The Future of Environmental Criticism, he 
notes that it is more productive “to think inclusively of environmentality as a 
property of any text – to maintain that all human artefacts bear such traces, 
and at several stages: in the composition, the embodiment and the recep-
tion.”20 The world is always there, and as he notes, “All inquiry into artistic 
rendition of physical environments must sooner or later reckon with the 
meta-question of how to construe the relation between the world of the text 
and the world of historical or lived experience.”21 This postmodern sleight, 
however, renders any definition untenable. Whilst I agree with Buell that 
ecocriticism is most useful when it seeks to discover the underlying envi-
ronmental concerns of ostensibly non-ecological works,22 there are texts 
whose underlying concerns are decidedly un-environmental. The act of 
scrutiny, of examining these concerns, does not make them an ‘environ-
mental text’. In the end, it is not any judgement of the environmental lean-
ings of a text that is important; it is the process of interrogation that matters, 
in literature as in other aspects of life. 

Deakin University  
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Alice and the Wolf: 

Exploring Dennis Danvers’ Wilderness 

Peter C. Coleman 

Dennis Danvers’ Wilderness,1 published in 1991, is a work of popular 
North American fiction that centres upon a reworking of the traditional 
Western idea of the ‘werewolf’. In this novel Danvers transports the were-
wolf from the conventional role of villain to heroine, and draws attention to 
ecological issues intrinsically implicated with this mythological figure. More 
than simply a romantic fantasy and thriller, Wilderness is a novel that ex-
plores the dynamism of the human-nature relationship and challenges cer-
tain anthropocentric assumptions that continue to dominate contemporary 
Western thought. In this paper I will be engaging with Danvers’ Wilderness 
in order to investigate the ecological issues raised in this work and, more 
specifically, interrogate the construction of the human/nature binary.  

In Western culture the werewolf or lycanthrope has customarily been 
considered a horrific creature, a nightmarish ‘monster’ of enormous super-
natural power and hellish malevolence. Described by the early twentieth 
century occult expert Montague Summers as a human being “who either 
voluntarily or involuntarily changes or is metamorphosed into the apparent 
shape of a wolf,”2 the lycanthrope has often been associated in Western 
folklore with demonic magic and witchcraft. Demonologists writing in the 
era of the European witch-hunts, for example, believed that werewolves 
were witches who transformed themselves into wolves “because of their in-
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nate greed, cruelty, lust for human flesh, thirst for human blood, and a de-
sire to execute their heinous works without being identified.”3 Seen as the 
unholy offspring of human intelligence with what Summers describes as 
“the foul appetites, ferocity, cunning, the brute strength, and swiftness of 
that animal [the wolf],”4 the werewolf still abides in popular Western culture 
as an iconic figure in the world of literary and film ‘horror’. Looming along-
side such giants of the gothic imagination as Dracula and Frankenstein’s 
monster, it is clear that little has altered our popular culture perception of 
the werewolf.  

When examined from an ecocritical perspective it is evident that the 
traditional werewolf archetype reflects deeply entrenched Western values 
that posit ‘humanity’ as intrinsically separate from, and superior to, ‘nature’, 
and which privilege ‘reason’, ‘intelligence’ and ‘mind’ over and above ‘emo-
tion’, ‘instinct’ and ‘matter’.5 In sharp contrast with those shamanic cultures 
that consider the ability to metamorphose into non-human form the en-
dowment of a healer, the Western tradition has typically portrayed the ly-
canthropic condition as the endowment of someone accursed. That the 
werewolf has been regarded as ‘monstrous’ can be read as implicitly re-
lated to the fact that it encompasses both the ‘human’ and ‘non-human’ or-
ders, embodying a transgression that is considered in Western thought to 
be abhorrent and unacceptable. As ecofeminist philosopher Val Plumwood 
points out, it is essential for the absolute division between the ‘dominant’ 
and ‘marginalised’ to be maintained in order for an oppressive ideology, 
such as anthropocentrism, to properly function. She observes: 

Denial or minimisation of continuity is important in eliminating identi-
fication and sympathy between members of the dominating class 
and the dominated, and in eliminating possible confusion between 
powerful and powerless. It also helps to establish separate ‘natures’ 
which explain and justify widely differing privileges and fates. A ma-
jor aim of dualistic construction is polarisation, to maximise distance 
or separation between the dualised spheres and to prevent their be-
ing seen as continuous or contiguous. Separation may be estab-
lished by denying or minimising overlap qualities and activities, and 
by the erection of rigid barriers to prevent contact.6

That the werewolf archetype destabilizes the basic structural integrity of the 
human/nature dualism is self-evident. What could be a more vivid portrayal 
of continuity between the ‘human’ and the ‘non-human’ than the physical 
metamorphosis of a human being into a wolf? The werewolf embodies 
‘confusion between powerful and powerless’, and thereby directly compro-
mises the ideological status of ‘humanity’ as a wholly separate order of ‘na-
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ture’. Given the importance that a secure and superior notion of ‘human’ 
identity has had in Western thought and culture, such ‘confusion’ has tradi-
tionally been deemed unacceptable. The depiction of the werewolf as 
‘monstrous’ has only served to reaffirm the dominant Western anthropocen-
tric ideology, securing the human/nature binary as the incontestable and 
abiding ‘order of things’ by portraying any transgression of this oppressive 
ideology as ‘unnatural’ and even ‘demonic’.  

In Wilderness Danvers makes an interesting departure from the tradi-
tional depiction of the werewolf as ‘monstrous’. Danvers’ heroine, Alice 
White, is an intelligent and attractive young woman living in modern day 
America. She works as a travel agent and regularly takes courses at a local 
university. She is also a werewolf, transforming into a wolf every full moon, 
as she has done since reaching puberty at the age of thirteen. Living in 
constant fear of anyone discovering her condition, she lives a solitary exis-
tence empty of human intimacy. In order to satiate her sexual desires she 
engages in anonymous sex with men she meets in hotels. The only person 
with whom she shares her secret is psychiatrist, Dr. Luther Adams, who be-
lieves Alice to be suffering from severe delusions. Like Alice, the wolf is 
also a desperately lonely animal. She endures her periods of nocturnal 
manifestation locked in Alice’s basement, eating dog food and yearning to 
run free. She does not endeavour to escape her captivity, knowing that Al-
ice has made the basement entirely secure. She marks the corners of the 
room even though the only scent she can smell is her own. Alice and the 
wolf are both prisoners of their shared nature, forced to live ‘double’ and 
‘half-lives’ devoid of emotional fulfilment.  

That Alice White is a fictional werewolf does not detract from the 
poignancy of her predicament. She is, all things considered, simply a per-
son who suffers in near-unbearable isolation for fear of unkind and unfor-
giving social judgments; a situation with which countless individuals living in 
the world today can intimately relate. In Jungian terms, she has merely un-
dertaken the all too common act of psychologically dislocating herself from 
her socially unacceptable ‘shadow’ side, thereby causing herself enormous 
psychological discordance and unrest. Although Alice’s experience of inter-
nal division is played out in a strikingly physical and supernatural manner, 
her plight is resonant with all those who unsuccessfully endeavour to rid 
themselves of their own ‘unwanted’ aspects and, in so doing, condemn 
themselves to a lonely and unhappy existence. That Alice’s ‘unwanted’ as-
pect is literally a non-human animal only further contributes to the rele-
vance of her story. As ecophilosopher Freya Mathews points out: 

[P]syche is, at a certain level, an internalisation of world and that 
world accordingly affords a reflection of psyche. Let us furthermore 
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suppose that intuitively … we are perennially aware of this relation 
between psyche and world. Then it would follow that whatever we 
repress in ourselves we shall also seek to repress in the world. What 
we repress in ourselves is of course Nature, our corporeal aspects. 
So it is Nature we seek to repress in the world … Through repres-
sion we seek to replace Nature within with a self that we have effec-
tively created ourselves, in accordance with cultural norms: the ego. 
In parallel fashion we replace outer Nature with a world that we cre-
ate ourselves, in accordance with cultural norms: civilization.7

Accordingly, Alice’s problematic relationship with the wolf can be read as 
exemplifying both the problem of psychological repression in individuals, 
and also the problematic relationship that contemporary Western society 
has with the non-human world at large. Just as Alice endeavours to do in 
shutting the wolf away in a basement and keeping its existence a secret, 
Western society has sought to capture and contain the non-human world 
within secure boundaries and to deny any connection with it. The internal 
and external disharmony that arises when Alice’s ‘supernatural’ connection 
with her non-human counterpart is resisted, rejected and denied is an inti-
mate expression of the disharmony that arises when the human-nonhuman 
connection is disavowed and ‘nature’ is forbidden to transgress the 
boundaries that have been artificially fortified against it. Exemplified in Al-
ice’s attempts to radically dichotomise the relationship between ‘woman’ 
and ‘wolf’, is Western society’s endeavours to dominate the non-human 
world at the greater detriment of both the human and the non-human alike. 
As ecophilosopher David Abram observes: 
 

with thousands of acres of nonregenerating forest disappearing every 
hour, and hundred of our fellow species becoming extinct each month 
as a result of our civilization’s excesses, we can hardly be surprised by 
the amount of epidemic illness in our culture, from increasingly severe 
immune dysfunctions and cancers, to widespread psychological dis-
tress, depression, and ever more frequent suicides and ever more fre-
quent suicides, to the accelerating number of household killings and 
mass murders committed for no apparent reason by otherwise coher-
ent individuals.8

 
Just as in Alice’s story, it would seem that Western society’s efforts to keep 
the non-human locked away and underfoot have proved ultimately advan-
tageous to no one.  

Alice’s life changes forever when she falls in love with zoologist Dr. 
Erik Summers. Erik is a university lecturer who has become Alice’s next-
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door neighbour after separating from his wife Debra. As their relationship 
deepens, Alice begins to entertain hopes that in Erik she might have found 
a lover with whom she could share her true nature. Countering this hope is 
Alice’s overwhelming fear that Erik might think her insane or a ‘monster’ if 
the truth were to be revealed to him. Alice herself believes that she is a 
‘monster’ and is haunted by adolescent memories of an experience of sud-
den transformation in which the wolf had killed a young man who had at-
tempted to rape her. Paralysed by fear, yet overwhelmed by the desire to 
break free from her unhappy isolation, she chooses to tell Erik that she is a 
werewolf. 

Like her psychiatrist, Erik does not believe Alice’s claims. Despite 
showing Erik all the physical evidence of the wolf’s existence in her base-
ment, the paw prints and marks on the wall, and in spite of his love for her, 
Alice cannot convince Erik that she is a werewolf. Desperately wishing to 
reclaim some sense of control over her life, Alice has Dr Adams teach her a 
method of self-hypnosis by which she might gain command of her trans-
formations and thereby fulfil her wish to “be one or the other, the woman or 
the wolf.”9 Alice believes that in order to be happy she must deny her rela-
tionship with the turning of the lunar cycles, and embrace a life devoid of ei-
ther her human or non-human counterpart. As is held in traditional Western 
thought, Alice is convinced that the human and the non-human can never 
happily co-exist; one must ultimately dominate the other.  

However, in spite of learning to take control of her metamorphoses, Al-
ice’s life continues to spiral out of control. Worried for Alice, Erik contacts 
Dr Adams in order to determine his best course of action. Because of Dr 
Adams’ own emotional involvement with Alice, he scares Erik into believing 
that Alice is ‘sick’ and ‘dangerous’. A frightened and confused Erik tells 
Debra Alice’s secret and has sex with his ex-wife. The narrative escalates 
into a frenzied showdown between Alice and Debra in which Debra tells Al-
ice that Erik should not have to “play nursemaid to some crazy bitch who 
howls at the moon and eats dog food.”10 An infuriated Alice decides to 
transform into the wolf, hoping that the wolf will hurt or possibly kill Debra.11 
Alice is successful in becoming the wolf, thoroughly terrifying Debra and 
causing her to pass out. However, the wolf does not kill or even attempt to 
hurt Debra: 

The wolf smells the man has mated with this woman. This place is 
his place, filled with his smell. Filled with her own woman’s smell. 
She follows the scent, marking his path and hers. 

Her woman had also mated with the man. Her woman’s anger 
pushes at her chest. She whimpers, breathing in the man all around 
her. She comes back to the sleeping woman, pushes at her face 
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with her snout, still whimpering. She tilts back her head, and the 
sadness howls through her in a long, aching bellow. 

The sleeping woman’s eyes come open and meet hers. Her 
woman had wanted to kill this woman lying helpless, her throat bare. 
This is not her way.12

This is a pivotal juncture in Alice’s journey. Alice’s choice to transform 
into the wolf is fuelled by a murderous rage and Alice incorrectly predicts 
that drawing the wolf into Debra’s presence will have dire, if not fatal con-
sequences for Debra.13 Later, when Debra recalls the incident to Erik, she 
clearly states that the wolf, unlike Alice, had meant her no harm: 

Before she [Alice] changed, she was furious with me. I think she 
would have killed me if she could. I’d been awful to her. But after she 
changed into a wolf, all that anger seemed to go away. I was terrified 
of what I’d seen, but I knew she wouldn’t hurt me. I don’t know how, 
but I was sure of that. I don’t think she means anyone any harm.14

This moment of stark contrast between Alice’s violent fury and the wolf’s re-
fusal to harm Debra deeply disrupts certain traditional Western assump-
tions concerning the nature of women and wolves. According to certain 
dominant Western stereotypes, we would expect Alice to behave in a ‘civi-
lized’ and physically non-aggressive manner as befitting a human female 
and the wolf to behave in a violent and reckless manner as befitting a 
‘beast’. In confronting Debra both woman and wolf fail to conform to these 
stereotypes, illustrating the existence of kindness and danger in places un-
accounted for within the narrow dictates of the human/beast binary. In this 
moment of unexpected gentleness and restraint, the wolf demonstrates the 
ignorance upon which Alice had founded her fear of the wolf and the reality 
that the non-human aspect of the werewolf is by no means the aspect al-
ways to be most feared. As it turns out, the ‘wilderness’ within Alice is 
sometimes better suited to the role of guardian than to the role of that 
which must be guarded against. 

After their encounter with Debra, Alice and the wolf flee their old life, 
unable to bare the sadness and loneliness that had plagued them any 
longer. Despite his best attempt to resume a ‘normal’ life with Debra, Erik 
cannot forget Alice and sets out to find her. He eventually tracks down Al-
ice’s great-Aunt Ann Rawson, who lives on a country estate in Canada. 
Erik discovers that Ann is also a werewolf. Ann tells Erik that Alice is now 
living as a wolf and that she promised Alice not to disclose her where-
abouts. Erik tells Ann that he loves Alice and wants her to live as both 
woman and wolf. When Ann asks why, he replies: “I think it’s because I 
know it’s a part of her, that she wouldn’t be the same, even as a woman, 
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without it.”15 Ann invites Erik to remain on the estate for as long as he de-
sires. She tells him of her own plan to leave her human life and to remain 
as a wolf until she dies. Ann leaves Erik behind, unable to tell him whether 
he will ever see Alice again. 

Unrelenting in his determination, Erik continues in his quest, spending 
the proceeding days trekking the countryside around the Rawson estate. 
Eventually he is successful in discovering Alice and has the opportunity to 
make amends. Although she is angry with him at first, Alice realizes that 
she still loves Erik and the couple reconcile. Alice and Erik move into the 
Rawson estate together, this new home providing Alice with an ideal envi-
ronment for her to co-exist as woman and wolf. The story concludes with 
Alice spending one or two days of each week transformed, roaming with 
her pack. Erik acts as a nature guide on the estate and plans to write a 
book about wolves. Erik, Alice and the wolf live happily ever after.  

In concluding with a rather trite fairytale ending, in conforming to the 
romantic convention that the union of lovers can right all wrongs, Danvers 
unfortunately retreats from grappling with the full complexities of the issues 
raised in his novel. Certainly, Alice and the wolf find peace, but this peace 
is only made possible through a self-imposed exile from human society. In 
focusing upon the joys of Alice’s fringe-dwelling life as part-time wolf and 
lover to Erik, Danvers diverts attention away from the sad fact that Alice’s 
transgressive nature can only be fully enjoyed in a place so isolated from 
the general human population that it is visited by ‘eco-tourists’. In dwelling 
upon the unexpected happiness of his heroine, Danvers fails to do the im-
portant work of illustrating the essentially bittersweet quality of Alice’s fate 
and remind us that, in spite of the union of lovers, all wrongs are far from 
being righted.  

Nevertheless, Wilderness is still a valuable ecological work that chal-
lenges the integrity of the human/nature binary and provides us with a 
modern day myth rich with lessons for our modern minds. As an ecological 
allegory, Alice’s fantastical journey of conciliation with her non-human 
counterpart exemplifies the journey of self-discovery and understanding 
that we human beings are now being called upon to undertake in order to 
heal the relationship of humanity with the more-than-human world. Just as 
Alice comes to realize the futility of denying the connectedness between 
‘woman’ and ‘wolf’, so too must we realize the senselessness of denying 
the interconnectedness of humanity with non-human life. Just as Alice dis-
covers that in order for either woman or wolf to live happily they must both 
be provided space and freedom in which to flourish, so too must we redis-
cover the ancient wisdom that in order for us to exist happily on this planet 
we must respectfully and compassionately co-exist with our non-human 
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brethren. And just as Alice learns to accept, allow and embrace the ‘wilder-
ness’ which lives and breathes within her, so too must we human beings 
awaken to our own situation as indelibly part of nature, and to accept this 
situation in all its complexity and depth.  

Monash University 
Peter.Coleman@arts.monash.edu.au 
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Are Rats Comrades? 

Some Readings of a Question in Orwell 

Robert Savage 

“All animals are comrades.”1 The sentence is to be found in a novel 
which, despite advertising itself in its subtitle as a “fairy story,” is commonly 
reckoned to the genre of political satire or allegory. The story, that is to say, 
intends something other than what it does say, tacitly inviting the reader to 
engage in a process of substitution at the end of which stands a different 
story, that of the Russian Revolution. While the blurb assures us that the 
novel is simple enough to be enjoyed on its own terms by children, we 
adults are capable of perceiving that it is a question here of human beings 
and not of animals. This anthropomorphic assumption subordinates ani-
mals to humans at the very moment it makes meaning of the proposition 
which incites them to revolt against their masters. For if the place of the 
animals in the better-known variant of that proposition, “all animals are 
equal” is to be usurped by human beings, then the conclusion is unavoid-
able that some animals – specifically, those who claim to have been 
granted dominion over every living thing that moves upon the earth – are 
more equal than others. By the end of the novel, one group of particularly 
intelligent animals has finally accepted this corollary; the others look on 
dumbly, unable to grasp the fact that they, too, are performing in the roles 
of human beings in disguise. 

Yet there is nothing to prevent us from taking sides with the children in 
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supposing that “all animals are comrades” means exactly that, even if we 
happen to know that it also means something else. The thought experiment 
carried out in Animal Farm would then consist in determining what practical 
consequences would ensue were a community to reorganise itself in strict 
accordance with that axiom. As soon becomes apparent, it is one thing to 
declare all animals to be comrades; it is quite another to stand up for the 
rights of a rat. The first time the axiom crops up in the novel, at the climax 
of a speech given by Old Major, his audience responds with a “tremendous 
uproar” which the reader is initially inclined to attribute to the statement it-
self: the animals, we are led to believe, are so stirred by his gospel of 
emancipation that they cannot help but give spontaneous vent to their en-
thusiasm. Such is not the case. The commotion relates instead to an inci-
dent taking place on the periphery of the scene, temporarily distracting the 
animals’ attention from what the pig is saying: “While Major was speaking 
four large rats had crept out of their holes and were sitting on their hind-
quarters listening to him. The dogs had suddenly caught sight of them, and 
it was only by a swift dash for their holes that the rats saved their lives.”2 
Orwell had noted earlier that “all the animals” had gathered in the barn for 
the speech “except Moses, the tame raven,” but the rats were not among 
them at the time.3 This could mean one of two things: either these particu-
lar rats are not acknowledged as belonging to the farm community and 
have no business attending the meeting, yet still deserve, by virtue of their 
animality, to be treated in a comradely fashion, in which case the dogs are 
guilty of violating the axiom just pronounced by Old Major; or else rats as 
such do not belong to the class of animals, in which case the dogs are enti-
tled to attack them and are guilty of nothing more serious than a lack of re-
straint. Each interpretation is still viable at this stage because Major has yet 
to define what animals are. Clearly, the rats are of the opinion that they are 
animals, otherwise they would not have crept out of their hiding-place at 
this point in time. On the other hand, Major has just pressed the need for 
rebellion with the argument that “Man is the only creature that consumes 
without producing,” promising that his overthrow would bring untold plenty 
to the farm and unimagined happiness to its inhabitants.4 If productive ca-
pacity is taken to be the feature that distinguishes animals from humans 
against the background of their common creaturality, then it is difficult to 
see how a rat, or indeed any kind of vermin, could justify its place in an 
egalitarian society of worker-citizens – unless, that is, the rats are to earn 
their keep by being harvested for dog-food. 

The rats thus emerge from under the floorboards as a test and limit 
case for the barnyard utopia dreamed up by Old Major; no wonder they 
provoke such agitation among the others, who had thought everyone al-
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ready accounted for when the meeting began. In order to regain control of 
the proceedings, and because this is, after all, a democratic gathering, the 
chair puts the matter to the vote: “I propose this question to the meeting: 
Are rats comrades?”5 The animals thereupon decide almost unanimously 
to welcome the rats, together with other “wild creatures” such as rabbits, 
into the fold, prompting Major to formulate a principle of classification broad 
enough to encompass the new comrades while still excluding the human 
foe; in its later, simplified version, it reads: “four legs good, two legs bad.” 
Contrary to appearances, however, the rats have not simply been taken up 
into a pre-existing collective through the relaxation of its formal conditions 
of entry. Their intervention, as unexpected as it is unwelcome, has a prop-
erly utopian dimension. It forces the self-contained community of animals 
assembled in the barn to constitute itself, in the very act with which it flings 
open its doors to new- and latecomers, as a single political agent. In elect-
ing a hitherto ostracized and persecuted particular to stand in for the uni-
versal, the “beasts of England” have temporarily set aside their differences 
to proclaim that, inasmuch as they are more than just ducks, sheep, or 
cows, they, too, are rats. It is this declaration of solidarity, and not the vi-
sionary speech which leads up to it, that first enables them to act collec-
tively upon their hatred for Mr Jones. The rats have come in from the cold 
to transform the passive object of Major’s oratory – the coalition of disgrun-
tled farm animals summoned to the barn at his behest – into the revolution-
ary subject of Animal Farm. 

The dissolution of that subject into its constituent parts follows swiftly 
enough. One of the first steps taken by Snowball after the Rebellion is to 
dispatch the rats to the Wild Comrades’ Re-education Committee, where 
their recalcitrance is soon rewarded with a visit from the cat. The rationale 
for such re-education, a euphemism for the eradication of species identity, 
is provided by the surreptitious addition of a normative element to the 
proposition to which the animals had earlier assented: rats may well be 
comrades, but if they want to be treated as such, they must stop behaving 
like rats. Their subsequent disappearance from the text, far from implying 
the failure of Snowball’s pedagogic programme, thus attests to its unquali-
fied success. When it comes to the realization of utopia, the only good rat is 
a dead rat, and this holds true regardless of whether or not the revolution 
subsequently takes a dystopian turn.6 That Orwell himself did not share the 
utilitarianism of those who wished to banish undomesticated, undomestica-
ble animals from the rationally planned society of the future, is shown 
clearly enough by a passing remark in The Road to Wigan Pier. One of the 
factors that cause thinking people to shy away from socialism, he writes 
there, is its association with the (Soviet) ideology of mechanical progress, 
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which aims to engineer a world where there will be “no disorder, no loose 
ends, no wildernesses, no wild animals, no weeds, no poverty, no pain – 
and so on and so forth.”7 In Animal Farm, the rats are among the first to fall 
victim to this belief that the path to happiness lies in the total domination of 
nature through instrumental rationality.8

If one were to insist on allocating the rats a place within the allegorical 
framework of Animal Farm, one would probably look first to that unem-
ployed or underpaid, unpropertied subclass whose squalid living conditions, 
depressed economic outlook and grimly resilient mentality Orwell had 
documented in the great works of social reportage from the 1930s. There, 
he had consciously set out to break with the prejudice inculcated in him as 
a child, according to which the working classes, and more specifically the 
lumpenproletariat types with whom he fraternised while slumming it in Paris 
and London, were a smelly, unhygienic, incorrigible rabble of scavengers 
barely meriting its inclusion in the human race – in short, a horde of rats 
running amok through the seedier districts of the big cities. Orwell makes 
the connection explicit on a number of occasions. In Wigan Pier, he tells 
how the first time he entered a “common lodging-house” it felt “like going 
down into some dreadful subterranean place – a sewer full of rats, for in-
stance,” and his account of the miners’ physical adaptation to a life spent 
scurrying down tunnels evokes similar imagery.9 The narrator of Coming 
Up for Air describes a “filthy little rat-hole of a place in the slummy street 
behind the brewery,” where the children swarm “like a kind of vermin.”10 
Passages such as these betray a peculiarly modern understanding of the 
rat as a creature bred of the unhealthy confluence of industry, poverty and 
urban degradation. For Orwell, as for T.S. Eliot and D.H. Lawrence, the 
bewhiskered water-rat who likes nothing so much as to mess about in 
boats is irretrievably a thing of the past, the product of a milder, more se-
cure era which came to an end with the outbreak of the First World War. 
The benign rodent of The Wind in the Willows went feral and fled under-
ground upon hearing the first shot, exchanging his comfortable riverbank 
residence for the stinking inner city sewer he has inhabited ever since.11

Once the rats of Animal Farm are read in terms of this literary trope, it 
becomes clear that Orwell would have to answer Old Major’s question in 
the affirmative, given the solidarity with the down-and-outers of this world 
demonstrated so emphatically in his earlier work. Yet in all the examples I 
have just quoted, Orwell employs the trope solely in order to unmask it as 
an ideological fiction: the people he encountered while staying in cheap 
lodging-houses, spikes and miners’ cottages were demonstrably not rats 
masquerading as human beings, as he had been brought up to believe and 
as he had initially feared, but human beings forced to live, in ever increas-
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ing numbers and through no fault of their own, in a rat-like state. In other 
words, for Orwell, as for Snowball, rats are comrades to the same extent 
that they are not really rats at all. Indeed, whenever they appear in their 
own right in his work – and they do so with an astonishing frequency, from 
Burmese Days right up to Nineteen Eighty-Four – they inspire feelings of 
such dread and loathing as to encourage speculation on the roots of the 
obsession in some childhood trauma. “The rodent tide flows endlessly 
through his work,” observes his most recent biographer, “an unappeasable 
furry brood piped in and out of the darkest reaches of his conscious-
ness.”12 We know that away from the writing desk, too, Orwell’s first im-
pulse upon catching sight of a rat came much closer to the dogs’ than to 
Old Major’s. 

The overwhelmingly negative connotations with which rats are 
freighted elsewhere in Orwell suggest an interpretation of their role in Ani-
mal Farm which stands at odds with that advanced so far. In response to 
Major’s question, one may say that the one condition under which rats most 
definitely are not comrades is when they are fascists. In that event, their ex-
termination may prove justifiable on sanitary grounds, as a measure nec-
essary to preserve the health of the body politic. In The Road to Wigan 
Pier, fascism and communism are equated to “rats and rat-poison,”13 re-
spectively, a metaphor which takes on a life of its own in Homage to Cata-
lonia, Orwell’s account of his experiences fighting alongside the anarchists 
in the Spanish Civil War. Having signed up with the intention of killing fas-
cists, Orwell spent much of his time in the trenches fending off “rats as big 
as cats, or nearly; great bloated brutes that waddled over the beds of muck, 
too impudent even to run away unless you shot at them.”14 In what is per-
haps the most vivid image of the book, he recounts how after months of 
desultory, ineffective combat, he was sent with his company to Torre 
Fabián to launch an attack on an enemy outpost. “In the barn where we 
waited the floor was a thin layer of chaff over deep beds of bones, human 
bones and cows’ bones mixed up, and the place was alive with rats. The 
filthy brutes came swarming out of the ground on every side. If there is one 
thing I hate more than another it is a rat running over me in the darkness. 
However, I had the satisfaction of catching one of them a good punch that 
sent him flying.”15 It was the only satisfaction he was to get that night: the 
attack was called off at the last moment. 

The rats depicted here are beasts of the apocalypse, the survivors of a 
holocaust that has consumed animals and humans alike. We can certainly 
savour the image of their mass visitation in its own right, without reference 
to the rest of the book. Nonetheless, I think the image owes something of 
its visceral menace to the way it gives direct expression to frustrations ordi-
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narily held in check by Orwell’s coolly objective, argumentative prose style. 
Those frustrations had two sources, which in the course of Homage to 
Catalonia are revealed to have been closely related. On the one hand, the 
poor training and inadequate munitions provided to the anarchist troops, 
combined with the difficulty of the terrain, meant that Orwell saw very little 
action while posted on the front. Notwithstanding his eagerness to volun-
teer for dangerous missions, he was in effect reduced to taking potshots in 
the dark while waiting for the serious engagement that never came – ex-
actly the situation dramatized in the scene in the barn. According to the tes-
timony of a fellow fighter, Orwell once grew so exasperated by a rat that 
had ventured into his trench that he took out his revolver and shot it, pro-
voking a prolonged exchange of fire that resulted in the destruction of two 
buses and the cookhouse.16 As an illustration of the manner in which Or-
well used the figure of the rat to discharge his pent-up feelings of aggres-
sion toward the fascists, the anecdote could hardly be improved upon. On 
the other hand, the second half of the book is taken up with showing how 
the valiant military efforts of the anarchists were sabotaged by an increas-
ingly vicious campaign of slander and persecution orchestrated by the 
Communist Party, which was acting on orders from Moscow to stifle a revo-
lution in the Republic. Orwell came to regard the Party officials and propa-
gandists in Barcelona as rats in the ranks whose constant harassment was 
preventing him and his friends from effectively combating the real enemy. 
The rats of Torre Fabián can thus be seen to be the bearers of a message 
which at the time of writing, several months before the Hitler-Stalin pact, 
Orwell was still unwilling or unable to articulate in so many words: that the 
comrades supposedly fighting on his own side and the fascists into whose 
hands they were playing were as bad as each other, ‘filthy brutes’ who, be-
tween them, were presiding over Spain’s transformation from a once-
bountiful granary into a charnel-house. 

By the time he came to write Nineteen Eighty-Four, Orwell had no 
such qualms about denouncing the secret identity of totalitarian regimes on 
both Left and Right. This equivalence provides the key to understanding 
the threat embodied by the rats of Room 101, the last and most terrifying in 
the series. When one of their number sticks its “beastly nose” into the pro-
letarian lodgings where Winston and Julia meet for their trysts, Winston is 
horrified: “Rats! […] In this room!”17 In the context of the passage, the un-
wanted visitor gives notice that the lovers’ sanctuary is not as secure as it 
seems, a warning that in retrospect appears all too accurate, given that Mr 
Charrington, their kindly, old-fashioned landlord, is about to rat on them to 
the Thought Police. But the rat’s function as a proleptic narrative device is 
insufficient to explain the intensity of Winston’s reaction, which stands in 
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such stark contrast to the equanimity displayed by Julia: 

‘They’re all over the place,’ said Julia indifferently as she lay down 
again. ‘We’ve even got them in the kitchen at the hostel. Some parts 
of London are swarming with them. Did you know they attack chil-
dren? Yes, they do. In some of these streets a woman daren’t leave 
a baby alone for two minutes. It’s the great huge brown ones that do 
it. And the nasty thing is that the brutes always – ‘ 

‘Don’t go on!’ said Winston, with his eyes tightly shut. 18

What Julia was about to reveal when she was interrupted, and Winston 
wants at all costs to avoid seeing, is that the brutes always go for the face. 
Not long after, we learn that as a boy growing up in a time of great scarcity, 
Winston had effectively starved his little sister to death by pilfering food 
from the pantry when his mother was not looking, at one stage snatching a 
precious piece of chocolate from his sister’s hand and running off with it. 
The self-deception practised by Winston, we might conclude, consists in his 
refusal to recognise that for all his dreams of solidarity with the proles, he is 
at bottom no different from the rats which gouge out the tongues and eye-
balls of unprotected babies.19 This is precisely the realization that dawns 
upon him in Room 101, where the same animal instinct that once led him to 
feed off his dying sister now impels him to betray his lover without a mo-
ment’s hesitation. Confronted by the rat without, Winston is forced to come 
face to face with the rat within. The resulting rediscovery of the self in the 
abjected Other no longer gives rise to revolutionary optimism, as it had in 
Animal Farm, but to the acceptance of crushing defeat. Orwell’s final an-
swer to the question posed by Old Major is that rats are indeed comrades 
because the Comrades, alas, are rats. 
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Talking about Native Plants… 

Kylie Mirmohamadi 

By deploying the term “Australia” “you are speaking the 
language of the colonizer, because you have decided that 
the name of this place is Australia”. 
                Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak1

“The occupation of Australia is an event in language as 
well as in space. As colonisers, non-Aboriginal Australians 
have conversed about this space, have imagined, de-
scribed, remembered and discoursed upon it. Through this 
process the occupiers of Aboriginal Australia have imag-
ined a non-Aboriginal Australia, an Australia in which they 
have constructed themselves as inhabitants, not as colo-
nists, but as Australians.” 
                Jay Arthur2

The American nature writer Barry Lopez exhorts his readers to “Take 
care for the spiritual quality, the holy quality, the serious quality of the lan-
guage.”3 I would like to take up this implicit challenge to bind together ideas 
of language and landscape, and suggest that one way of being “true to the 
earth” is to take great care in talking about the earth and human interac-
tions with it. One of the most intimate sites of such interactions is the gar-
den; and one of the most passionately discussed garden types in Australia 
is the native garden.  

COLLOQUY text theory critique  12 (2006).   © Monash University. 
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au/issue12/mirmohamadi.pdf 
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Not surprisingly in a country whose non-indigenous inhabitants display 
a twin obsession with working in the garden and working at belonging in 
and to the land, books such as Don Burke’s Indigenous: The Making of My 
Native Garden4 and Michael Archer and Bob Beale’s Going Native: Living 
in the Australian environment5 have enjoyed significant commercial suc-
cess.6 Given their subject matter, the writers of both books necessarily 
(though not always reflectively, or even visibly) deal with issues of white-
ness, indigeneity, Australianness, and national belonging. These concepts, 
which occur alongside and intertwined with their advocacy of garden and 
lifestyle practices, are ‘loaded’, to say the least. I suggest that the ways in 
which this literature presents being Australian, especially in and through re-
sponses to native plants, is too often simplistic and reductionist. This is be-
cause this type of literature is often (though not exclusively) produced and 
consumed in relation to a subjectivity which is white, Anglo Saxon and mid-
dle class – all of which enjoy the privilege of being unmarked categories.7 
This writing, I will argue, is informed by accounts of the past and ways of 
knowing which belong to the colonisers. Scholars have for some time now 
been speaking of the limitations and instability of white Australian identities, 
and their contested nature; yet “Australian” is often discussed in the context 
of native plants as if it is a given quality, that can be easily known, experi-
enced, and practiced in the garden.  

The titles of the above-mentioned books raise a number of unacknow-
ledged and complicating questions – What does “native” mean? How can 
white Australians “go native”? How do Aboriginal Australians interpret the 
white Australian desire to “go native”? What makes an “Australian garden”? 
Relatedly, what makes an Australian?  

A closer reading of a passage from Archer and Beale’s preface to Go-
ing Native can elucidate some of the complexities contained in, and yet si-
multaneously camouflaged by, apparently simple assertions about “native” 
landscapes. They write: 

We worry that Aussie kids are losing their bonds with and interest in 
our native plants and animals. Historically, a large proportion of Aus-
tralian children had experiences like our own. They caught all kinds 
of beautifully patterned cicadas, dodged armies of ants, inhaled the 
honeyed scent of wattles in bloom, heard the wind swishing through 
casuarina needles or found little mounds of dirt where bandicoots 
had dug conical holes in the backyard. Adults spun them tales of the 
bush, and storytellers like May Gibbs, Dorothy Wall and Norman 
Lindsay wrote uniquely Aussie yarns based on real and imagined 
plants and animals. (ix) 
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I propose that whiteness permeates this passage which, ostensibly, has 
everything to with landscape and responses to the environment, and noth-
ing to do with race or ethnicity. The writers assert “we worry” about Aussie 
kids – I would ask “who is doing the worrying?” and “why?”. Ghassan Hage, 
in his book, White Nation, posits that the figure of the “national worrier” is 
white – he claims “(i)t could even be said that it is this ‘right to worry’ which 
differentiates White from non-White national subjects in Australia today.”8 
The subject position of the writers as worried Australians needs to be scru-
tinised. This can result, not in a denial or negation of their concerns about 
the future of the environment, but in a more complex and inclusive re-
sponse to them, such as Peter Read formulated when he explored non-
Aboriginal responses to place in his book Belonging.9 Indeed, Archer and 
Beale’s own discussion of the term “wilderness” (83-5) and its implications 
in terms of indigenous and non-indigenous belief systems successfully pro-
duces this kind of “deep account.” 

The issue of inclusiveness, however, problematises these writers’ ad-
jectival use in the above quoted passage of the term “Aussie”. Are the 
“Aussie kids” that are the source of all this worry defined as all children 
born in that place called Australia, or does it refer to a particular type of 
child? I suggest that the word “Aussie” subtly excludes children who are 
perhaps “Australian” by category, but who do not share the heritage em-
bodied and celebrated in this shortened but culturally weighted term.10 In 
fact, later in the book the term “Aussie” (as in ‘long-established Aussies’) is 
employed in differentiation to the word “immigrants” (310-1).The reading 
matter of the “Aussie” kid of the past suggests that this is an Anglo Saxon, 
English-language literature consuming child. The use of the word “yarns” to 
describe this white literary heritage itself functions to exclude: what would a 
reader of this passage who was not familiar with Australian vernacular vo-
cabulary make of this phrase? These same readers are prevented from 
joining the writers in their concerns about the future of the environment be-
cause they are being positioned as outside the shared experiences of the 
“we” who are writing (and worried). Many Australians do not share these 
childhood experiences of interaction with native plants or animals, not be-
cause of the march of time and increasing urbanisation, but simply because 
they did not grow up here. Their childhood landscape is in another place. 
Where is the place for these people in this discourse of nostalgia? 

I have argued elsewhere that the discourse about plants and gardens 
in Australia has constantly crossed paths with discussions about race and 
immigration.11 Evidence of this linguistic cross-pollination can also be un-
covered in Going Native.  

The writers mobilise a vocabulary in their discussion of the environ-
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ment that is intimately associated with the ways in which race, ethnicity and 
Australian nationalist anxieties are discussed. Anxieties about the “inva-
sion” of the Australian environment by non-native plants are couched in the 
same language, and use the same logic, as that employed by Hage’s “na-
tional worriers” who worry, amongst other things, about the ethnic composi-
tion of the nation. For example, Beale and Archer quote Rick Roush’s 
characterisation of the importation of “weeds” as “[t]he national invasion by 
plants from all corners of the Earth … [in Archer and Beale] romping and 
smothering their way through Australian ecosystems … ” (296) In this de-
scription unwanted plant imports are humanised through the use of verbs –
they invade the nation, romp, smother, and they come from all corners of 
the earth – in a way which invites a parallel with human immigration and 
with the subsequent occupation of Australian national space by non-Anglo 
migrants.12 Consciously or not (for I am not for a moment suggesting that 
this is the opinion of these writers themselves) this type of language edges 
the discourse towards a place in which environmental concern and far right 
thought coverges, just as in One Nation’s Policy Statement in which, to 
quote Martin Thomas, “an embattled environment becomes a metaphor for 
embattled Australianness. According to this logic, ‘traditional’ Aussies, like 
traditional flora and fauna, are being squeezed from their habitats by feral 
intruders.”13 Thomas’ reading here is a reminder that the reverberations of 
environmental statements can reach beyond their original parameters and 
stray into the far more ambiguous terrain of issues of ethnicity and race. 
Furthermore, in the contemporary political climate, I suspect that the use of 
military terms such as “foreign weeds are in effect smart bombs” (296) and 
the quoting of the assertion that “[s]ome of our most virulent invaders have 
been present in Australia for many decades before they exploded into the 
natural landscape” (299) are somehow tapping into fear surrounding the 
idea of an “enemy within” as a result of migration, which Ghassan Hage 
points out, has had great purchase in the post September 11 political envi-
ronment in the west.14

Archer and Beale’s comments on border protection also serve to un-
derscore the parallel nature of the discourses surrounding “undesirable” 
plant and human immigration. They identify, amongst many other things, 
what they call “boat people” as a quarantine risk. They predict that “we can 
count on a continuing trickle – and perhaps future floods – of boat peo-
ple.”(301) Why the use of the outdated term “boat people” when it suggests 
that the only defining feature of these people is the mode of transport in 
which they breached Australian quarantine?15 Why the use of the word 
“flood”? This emotive word hints at an imminent risk to the nation, and need 
to secure the borders. And borders, like gardens, are never neutral 
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spaces;16 they evoke profound and revealing anxieties. Nikos Papaster-
giadis suggests, in relation to white Australians’ fear of invasion by refu-
gees in 2001 “[b]order crossing was charged with potency not because 
there was evidence of a real ‘flood’ or even credible projections of an on-
coming tidal wave of refugees, but rather because it was loaded with the 
racist fears of the other.”17

The emphasis on border protection posits “Australians” (plants and 
humans) who already live here as at risk of invasion, and overwhelming (as 
the flood metaphor suggests) by unregulated bodies of “the other” (plants 
and humans). The irony is, of course, that it is non-Aboriginal Australians 
who have been characterised, controversially, as invaders;18 the ones who 
did the overwhelming (which is, some scholars argue, precisely the reason 
why this fear is so resonant).19 However, by making reference to the very 
real imperative to maintain the integrity of the Australian environment 
Archer and Beale can manoeuvre non-Aboriginal subjectivities into the role 
of the victim, the invaded, the at risk. In a passage that conflates plant and 
human movements, they write that “[t]he invasion process may have begun 
two centuries ago but it is ongoing. Some 300 new weeds have become 
established in the past 25 years and the tally is rising at the rate of about 
10 new species a year.” (297) In just two sentences non-Aboriginal Austra-
lians have been re-imagined, from invaders to victims of invasion.20 Later, I 
will argue that Don Burke adds another chapter to this evolving narrative – 
the restorative figure of the eco-hero. This character is based on, yet works 
at replacing, the figure Peter Bishop has ironically named “the eco-
savage.”21

Don Burke’s book is an important text to address here, because of his 
prominence in Australian popular culture and gardening circles, primarily 
through the now defunct, but phenomenonally successful, television show, 
Burke’s Backyard. This show was represented as identifiably ‘Australian’. 
Burke himself displayed a carefully cultivated version of Anglo-
Australianness, from the opening song’s reference to a home amongst the 
gumtrees, to his signature sign-off “hooroo” (notwithstanding linguist Ro-
land Sussex’s observation that ‘Don Burke is the only person I know who 
says hooroo.’)22 Frances Bonner has characterised Burke’s use of this 
term, and the greeting “G’day”, in his overseas broadcasts as maintaining 
“his Australianness in such improbable locations as the gardens of Ver-
sailles … ”23 This “speak(ing) both of and to the national”24 has been a 
longstanding project for Burke. He appeared on the cover of his 1984 book 
The Lazy Gardener wearing a T shirt bearing an Australian logo, and in his 
public speaking has employed terms such as ‘dinky-di Aussie’, making im-
passioned appeals to ‘ordinary decent Australians’.25 In Indigenous, Don 
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Burke attributes the success of the show, not surprisingly, to “the immedi-
ate support from the people of Australia.”(19) Television viewers become, 
in this constantly nationalising discourse, “the people of Australia.” Here, 
the idea of the nation is linked to the decision to watch a television show - 
an articulation of what Bonner calls the ‘banal nationalism’ expressed by 
shows such as Burke’s Backyard.26

Yet despite these claims to an identifiable and universally experienced 
sense of what it is to be Australian, Burke’s Backyard was produced and 
consumed within a specific racial context; namely its (always unacknow-
ledged) whiteness. This whiteness is hidden behind the intimation that the 
show depicted, and was watched by, “ordinary” and/or “all” Australians. 
This claim was clearly made by Burke when he told a journalist that ‘(t)he 
difference between me and any other program is that we hold the lens up 
to Australia in all its parts, to people like the Governor General through to 
someone we might regard as very common.’27 This appeal to the ‘ordinary’ 
- and even the Governor General can become “ordinary” in the leveling 
context of the backyard according to the show’s vision of Australia as a 
classless society28 - functions as an obscured indication of whiteness. It is 
fairly safe to assume that when politicians and media commentators refer 
to ‘ordinary Australians’ they are not conjuring visual images of women in 
hijab or Aboriginal youths. These images are reserved for those times in 
which the nation is congratulating itself on its multicultural “tolerance,” or 
transition to modernity.29

When Don Burke named his television show Burke’s Backyard he was 
drawing upon the iconic status of the “Australian backyard” which seems to 
Stephen Meucke to be “a sacred space.”30 This space is racially encoded 
and contested. On a fundamental level, as Penelope Edmonds has shown, 
the ownership of private property is itself to do with race: dipossession 
meant that stolen Aboriginal land was converted to white “property”.31 Fur-
ther evidence of the racialised meaning of the backyard can be found in the 
scare tactics that surrounded the idea of native title, which was presented 
as threatening the backyards of “ordinary” (read, “non-Aboriginal”)32 Aus-
tralians. “Now it’s blacks in the backyard!” ran one newspaper headline.33 A 
Western Australian law firm advertised in a daily newspaper, “Live in fear, 
Mabo in your backyard? Our lawyers will answer all your legal questions.”34 
Note again, how those who were called invaders can now become the in-
vaded. Katie Holmes comments that the public response to John Howard’s 
1997 claims that native title might threaten freehold land highlighted “the in-
tense investments we have in this space [the backyard] and revealed the 
assumption that, by definition, it belongs to whites.”35 Nikos Papastergiadis 
has also linked the backyard to white Australian invasion anxieties.36
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Stephen Meucke asserts that the “celebrity gardener” segment on 
Burke’s Backyard subjects the backyards to “the imperative of ‘backyard-
ness,’ a trope which develops pop environmentalist interrelations of flora, 
fauna and the public elicitation of autobiography … ”37 In a similar way the 
autobiographical tone of Burke’s book allows him to present himself, in tex-
tual form, in familiar, and racialised, ways. His self-representation, I would 
suggest, centres upon what are considered traditional (again, read ‘non-
Aboriginal’) Australian values – those of property ownership, determination 
and courage in the face of adversity. It is as if the digger and the Aussie 
battler have bought adjoining suburban blocks and have started making a 
native garden. In fact he presents himself as so gritty and digger-like - a 
kind of hyper-Anzac figure - that the example of “The Charge of the Light 
Brigade” doesn’t have enough adversity for him (“they only went into the 
Valley of Death twice”!) He is inspired by Zulu, a movie he watches “when I 
need to grit up a bit more.”(12) He also makes explicit reference to the fa-
miliar notion of the “Australian dream” of property ownership when he 
claims “(w)e had dreamed of acquiring our own chunk of Australia so we 
could create a great garden – an acreage – but this was all that we could 
afford.”(8) 

Burke’s representation of the making of his native garden is informed 
by colonial accounts of the landscape and the past. In particular, he pre-
sents his struggles to establish the garden in the context of the familiar 
paradigm of white people struggling against a hostile environment. His 
block was, he writes, a “savage part of Australia that could break anyone’s 
heart.” (8) However, he presents his garden-making as a struggle not 
against the bush, but against a place rendered hostile by the corruption of 
the bush and the introduction of exotic plants. The garden, when they took 
possession, had been plundered of its bush rocks, and was “five acres of 
mown grassy weeds and a few inappropriate plants such as purple prunus 
and agapanthus.” (9, my emphasis) In a discussion of native plants in the 
area, who were “in desperate trouble,” Burke draws upon and refers to the 
same racial/ spatial anxieties I have identified earlier in this paper.38 The 
local gums were being replaced (if at all) with “… a jacaranda, a liquid-
ambar or some other foreign invader.” (40, my emphasis) In regard to the 
septic outflow area, he characterises non-native plant matter as inherently 
transgressive by anthropomorphising it: 

Downhill from the outflow zone a spear of death plunged into the na-
tive bush. All the native shrubs and trees were dead or dying. Lan-
tana and privet had colonized the ooze and were doing just fine – 
wild parties every night – these were great times for the weeds. (45) 
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This narrative of invasion does however have a hero - Don Burke becomes 
the bearer of the indigenous who will heal the landscape, restoring it so that 
it resembles the place in which he dwelt so harmoniously as a child. This 
mirrors the frequently expressed desire of environmentalists and indige-
nous plant enthusiasts, to recuperate Australian landscapes so that they 
can return to an (imagined) pre-colonisation state.39 In doing so, Burke re-
invents non-Aboriginal identity – rather than being an invader, he becomes 
the hero who heals the wounds of invasion. Allaine Cerwonka draws atten-
tion to such reconfigurations of non-Aboriginal Australian identities in her 
study of non-narrative practices in Australia: “The practices of community 
groups and bush gardeners also defined a new role for contemporary, 
enlightened Australians. Rather than being the colonizers of the Australian 
continent, their spatial practices reposition them as stewards of the unique 
Australian environment.”40

Burke draws upon familiar white Australian tropes in his portrayal of 
his childhood. Like Archer and Beale, he situates this childhood in nature, 
but this is also a space out of time and place – almost pre-modern (or, in 
the context of Australian history, pre-colonisation) – in which he communed 
with nature in a way now identified, problematically, with indigenous rela-
tions to land. “As a kid I loved the bush,” he writes of his North Shore child-
hood – he “instantly felt at home in the bush,” he felt “love and awe.”(30) 
His claim that his response to the potential dangers of the bush was one of 
love and not fear reimagines the remembered Australian landscape as be-
nign; a place in which a white child is “naturally” at home, rather than con-
tested ground, which was the site of many bloody battles for possession.41 
In this way, his account of his childhood experiences of the bush draws 
upon, and in some ways replicates, colonial narratives of erasure.  

Burke’s remembered pre-lapsarian Australian bush landscape func-
tions in the much the same way as the myth of terra nullius upon which the 
white possession of Australia was predicated. It is a landscape emptied of 
its indigenous owners.42 Significantly, the site of his childhood dwelling in 
the bush was national parkland, the creation of which some indigenous 
Australians see as another stage in the ongoing process of dispossession43 
- although the indigenous flora remains to be protected and appreciated by 
enlightened whites.44 As Susan K. Martin observes in a forthcoming book 
“any remembered garden is also a forgetting. In order to re-member a non-
Aboriginal Australian past, the Aboriginal past is forgotten, and other pasts 
overlaid by the garden.”45 Despite the title of Don Burke’s book, there is no 
sustained (or, for that matter, cursory) reference to the Aboriginal past or to 
indigenous readings of the landscape, though he does indulge at one stage 
in his own dreamtime mythologising when he makes the unreferenced 
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statement that the scribbly gum had “scribble marks made by the bunyips 
at night.” (40) Is this because, in his narrative, indigenous people have, lit-
erally, no place? The eco hero has restored the injured landscape and thus 
undone the work of colonisation.46

Environmental literature and horticultural writing about native gardens 
deal with difficult and complex concepts which are the heart of a national 
sense of place in the landscape, belonging, and racial identity. This com-
plexity is, however, often elided and left unacknowledged and unexplored. I 
conclude with the very modest assertion that if conversations about gar-
dens and native plants are more closely scrutinised – making room for an 
acknowledgement and exploration of the convoluted and vexed meanings 
of the words that are used – it will, indeed, enhance the attempt to be true 
to the Australian earth. 

La Trobe University 
K.Mirmohamadi@latrobe.edu.au 
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How to Reinvent the World? 

The Hope of Being True to the Earth 

Veronica Brady 

We live in dangerous times, ruled by the imperatives of what Hannah 
Arendt calls “the catastrophic interiority of the selfish I”1 which threatens 
the planet and the survival of humanity. But I believe, nevertheless, that it is 
possible to reinvent the world since, by and large, it is evident that its shape 
reflects our notions of reality and value, the way we weave together the 
various strands of existence. Antonio Gramsci may have had something 
like this in mind when he wrote that it is only by “the conquest of greater 
consciousness” that we will be able to bring a different kind of culture into 
being because, “man is above all spirit,” a creature, that is, with imagina-
tion, the ability to reconfigure the way we see ourselves and the world. 2 
Just as importantly, he argues that this may mean returning to some things 
we once knew but have now forgotten or ignored. Poetry or, to be more ac-
curate, poetic ways of seeing, may be one of these things, to the extent 
that it generates ways of seeing beyond the merely rational. In this essay I 
therefore want to explore the work of Judith Wright and the ways in which it 
explores the possibilities of being ‘true to the earth’. 

If we take Gramsci’s point, then language, the frame through which we 
look at the world, is crucial. Throughout her career Wright was preoccupied 
with it and the ways in which it relates us to the world, for ill as well as for 
good. One of her later poems, “Lament For Passenger Pigeons,”3 is in fact 
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a meditation on the damage wrought by the wrong kind of language. Pref-
aced by one of Wittgenstein’s propositions about language, ‘Don’t ask for 
the meaning, ask for the use’, it describes the growing discord between 
human beings and the world, the result of ‘the tunes we choose’, the lan-
guage of use and usefulness which imposes our intentions on the world in-
stead of listening to and celebrating it, and laments the consequent change 
this has brought about in our way of living in and with it:  

The voice of water as it flows and falls 
the noise air makes against earth’s surfaces 
have changed; are changing to the tunes we choose. 
 
Many living things are disappearing, among them the passenger 
pigeon. We have not heard “what wooed and echoed in the pi-
geon’s voice.” So something irreparable is lost,  
 
the sheen of life on flashing long migrations, 
 
‘its million wings and hues’ impossible for us to reinvent because 
we lack the music, the language, to express it; 
 
[a] word, a class, a formula, a use: 
that is the rhythm, the cycle, we impose, 
 
a rhythm and cycle which is merely self-referential. 
 
And it is man we eat and man we drink 
and man who thickens round us like a stain. 
Ice at the polar axis smells of me. 

Wittgenstein understood this loss when he observed that “[a] picture held 
us captive And we could not get outside it, for it lay in our language and 
language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably.”4 We are trapped in a world 
which we are rapidly destroying because we do not know how to listen to 
its voice. This poem was written towards the end of Wright’s career when 
her vision of the world was increasingly desolate. Yet its conclusion affirms 
her lifelong belief that our task is to sing the world, and in that way 

[t]o sing of Being, its escaping wing, 
to utter absence in a human chord 
and recreate the meaning as we sing. (319-20) 

This sense that we were out of touch with reality meant that from the 
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beginning of her career she was concerned with values beyond the merely 
pragmatic and economic and took a long, even cosmic, view of our situa-
tion and that poetry enabled her to explore these concerns. It is true that of-
ten they also lead to political involvement. But this was merely tactical. As 
she wrote to a friend; “Politics aren’t the only thing. It’s like concentrating on 
the rash and forgetting the measles,”5 and the disease, she believed, was 
imaginative, had to do with our perceptions of our relationship with the 
natural world – something which poetry might be able to put right. It was 
essential, moreover, to do this since in her view the fact that this relation-
ship was evidently destructive suggested that our whole civilisation was in 
trouble. One of her early poems written in the midst of the droughts of the 
late 1940s, for example, makes this point: 

Dust has overtaken our dreams that were  
wider and richer than wheat under the sun, 
…[o]ur dream was the wrong dream, 
our strength was the wrong strength. (24) 

Current politics which promote this dream are therefore merely “the froth on 
top of the cauldron…not what makes the water boil. The really important 
thing is to find out why the water is boiling  –  and the really difficult thing.”6 
This quest was at the centre of her work. 

She began, as always with the land, for her the measure of reality and 
of value: 

As a poet you have to imitate somebody, but since I had a beautiful 
landscape outside that I loved so much and was in so much…it was 
my main subject from the start…Most children…are brought up in 
the ‘I’ tradition these days – the ego, it’s me and what I think. But 
when you live in close contact with a large and splendid landscape 
as I did you feel yourself a good deal smaller than just I.7

Poetry provided an alternative to the ‘catastrophic interiority of the ‘selfish I’ 
by providing an alternative sense of reality. The difference, once more, has 
to do with language. Our present culture’s language, by and large, is meto-
nymic: it converts difference to sameness and defines reality and possibility 
in these terms. But the language of poetry is metaphorical and symbolic, 
taking us beyond mere definition and calculation and therefore demanding 
a different kind of thinking and indeed feeling. It involves exploration. As 
Paul Ricoeur argues, the symbol “gives rise to thought,” since it points be-
yond rational understanding to express and celebrate what is otherwise in-
expressible, “the archaic, the nocturnal, the oneiric,” the origins of experi-
ence. 8
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Poetry is thus polyphonic rather than monological and this may set it at 
odds with commonsense. But it is in tune with the understanding of many 
contemporary scientists who suggest that the universe may be more open, 
supple and subtle than we have imagined and that, as it has unfolded from 
the Big Bang onwards it may be evolving in the direction of consciousness. 
James Studer, for instance, links this evolutionary process to language, 
suggesting that “the reciprocal conversion of protein to consciousness and 
back,” can be seen as “metaphor in process.”9  

This evidently changes the way in which we see the relations between 
self and world. Wright’s work reflects this kind of understanding in which 
self does not stand apart from the world, operating on it, but rather is in-
volved in it, no longer dictating but listening to the rest of creation, “striving-
drawing…into the whole of what is.”10 Another poem, also an early one, is 
about this kind of listening: 

Now let the draughtsman of my eyes be done 
marking the line of petal and of hill. 
Let the long commentary of the brain 
be silent. Evening and earth are one, 
and bird and tree are simple and stand still. (16) 

It is here in this stillness that the “word that, when all words are said / 
shall compass more than speech” (16) is able to speak and the self to 
celebrate its “stay among things…[and hear] the sound …of worldly exis-
tence which invisibly offers its space within …the inner spaces of the 
heart,” as Heidegger put it.11

This marks a breaks with the colonial culture into which the poet had 
been born, the culture of her  

… forerunners, men and women 
who took over as if by right a century and a half 

in an ancient difficult bush. (406) 

Concerned with conquest and appropriation, it was, to use Helene Cixous’ 
distinction, it was essentially a ‘masculine’ culture, the ‘economy of the 
proper’, preoccupied with property, propriety and appropriation. But Wright 
here celebrates the ‘feminine’ giving to and receiving from the other, cross-
ing into unknown territory in order to live from within, open to “the reso-
nance of fore-language.”12  

This ‘fore-language’ speaks especially in Wright’s poems to about 
motherhood. In “Woman to Child” (28) for instance, the pregnant woman is 
drawn into the larger life of creation: 
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[A]ll the world you hear and see 
hung upon my dreaming blood. 
There moved the multitudinous stars, 
and coloured birds and fishes moved. 
There swam the sliding continents. 
All time lay rolled in me, and sense. (28)  

For colonial culture the land was empty, terra nullius, and only to fulfil its 
destiny when Europeans arrived to make it ‘productive’, that is, to swerve 
their interests. The natural world as merely a backdrop, a “’painted curtain 
to be drawn aside to reveal heroic man at his epic labour on the stage of 
history.”13 But here the self is drawn into the primordial work of creation.  

From childhood Wright had had an inkling of this: 

The landscape I knew was full of a deep and urgent mean-
ing…These hills and plains…these rivers and plants and animals 
were what I had to work with as a writer, and they themselves con-
tained the hidden depths of a past beyond anything that cities and 
the British invasion had to offer.14

So for her the task of settlement was not so much to build on the land as to 
learn to dwell in it.15 Her experience of motherhood lead her to these ‘hid-
den depths’, beyond the time of human intention, where, as Heidegger puts 
it, “the oldest of the old follows behind us in our thinking and yet it comes to 
meet us.”16

It is here that Aboriginal Australia belongs. Her feeling for the land had 
made Wright aware of it from early on, in the first place as an absence, a 
story which had been lost in the ‘alien tale’ of settlement. Yet even at this 
stage it was ethically troubling. The remains of a Bora Ring, an Aboriginal 
ceremonial site, for example, spoke to her  

…an unsaid word 
that fastens in the blood the ancient curse, 
the fear as old as Cain .(8) 

Thus, she spoke of a fear that arose from the feeling that, as Emmanuelle 
Levinas expressed it, “the da of my Dasein…is the usurpation of somebody 
else’s place.”17 This feeling is more explicit in “Nigger’s Leap, New Eng-
land” (15), a meditation on a place not far from the Wright property where in 
the nineteenth century a group of Aboriginal people had been driven over 
the cliff in retribution for spearing the settlers’ cattle: 

Did we not know their blood channelled our rivers 
and the black dust our crops ate was our dust? 
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O all men are one man at last. We should have known 
the night that tided up the cliffs and hid them 
had the same question on its tongue for us. 
And there they lie that were ourselves writ strange. (15) 

The land, ‘my blood’s country’ contests the claims of ‘the selfish I’ which 
sets itself up as the “basis and referent of the whole of reality spread out at 
their feet”18 in the name of these others who once belonged to it, demand-
ing the ‘laying down of the ego’ which Levinas saw as the source of ethics, 
“the very spirituality of the soul…[and of] the question of the meaning of be-
ing, that is, its appeal for justification.”19  

For Wright, therefore, the land became the arbiter. “[N]o land is lost or 
won by wars, / for earth is spirit” (140) and the self is obligated to live with, 
care for and learn from it. It is also the source of a properly ethical life: 

All the heart’s courage is the  
echoing response to the  
first call of Being which 
gathers our thinking into the 
play of the world. (20) 

Wright has always had a sense of the risk involved in this commitment, and 
this gives her poetry a dramatic quality often absent from the work of other 
nature poets. “The Child” (34), for instance, dramatises this risk: 

To be alone in a strange place in spring 
shakes the heart. The others are somewhere else; 
the shouting, the running, the eating, the drinking –  
never alone and thinking, 
never remembering the Dream or finding the Thing, 
always striving with your breath hardly above the water. 

Trusting oneself in this way to what Heidegger calls “the Open…the striv-
ing-drawing ramification into the whole of what is,”20 may be dangerous but 
it is rewarding since the self is empowered by the energies of existence as 
a whole,  

…the blood’s leap and retreat  
warm in you; 
burning, going and returning 
like a thrust of green leaves 
out of your eyes, out of your hands and feet –  
like a noise of bees, growing, increasing. (34)  

This is not mere romanticism, however. Rather, it is a response to our 
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actual situation, at least as contemporary science understands it.21 Accord-
ing to Einstein, for example, we human beings are:  

[P]art of the whole we call the Universe, a small region in time and 
space. We regard ourselves, our ideas and feelings, as separate 
and apart from all the rest … [This] is something like an optical illu-
sion…a sort of prison [which] restricts us so that we put personal 
aspirations first and limit our affective life to a few people very close 
to us. Our task should be to free ourselves from this prison, opening 
up our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and all of 
nature in its beauty. 22

Aware of this in her middle period, Wright explored the lives of plants, ani-
mals and birds; not to catalogue or proclaim her supremacy over them but 
to praise them, and in this way to establish community with them. Human 
beings are “not single or alone” but, she believed, part of the “towering uni-
verse,” and this became the source of her confidence: 

While world’s our own and our heart’s food. 
No need to fear eternity. 
…[L]et us, who hang like a wave on the sea, 
praise all the dead and all who live. (188) 

Ego makes no attempt to impose its understanding on the world. “Scribbly 
Gum” (131) is about this kind of surrender: 

The gum-tree stands by the spring. 
I peeled its splitting bark 
and found the written track 
of a life I could not read. (131)  

It is relationship of love and mutual respect described, for instance, in “Sol-
dier’s Farm” (11): 

This ploughland vapoured with the dust of dreams; 
these delicate gatherings of dancing trees, 
answered the question of his searching eyes 
as his wife’s body answered to his arms. (11)  

But as Wright increasingly understood that creation does not need justifica-
tion from us, she also became a savage critic of those she thought were 
responsible for the environmental devastation which was becoming evi-
dent. So “At A Public Dinner” (312) represents the assembled politicians 
and business leaders as cannibals, “eating and drinking my country’s hon-
our, / my country’s flesh,” in effect celebrating a kind of Black Mass. But her 
anger is also deeply personal:  
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I am what land has made 
and land’s myself, I said. 
And therefore, when land dies? 
opened by whips of greed 
these plains lie torn and scarred. 
Then I erode; my blood 
reddens the stream in flood. (279)  

Civilisation is in question here, which for Wright does not mean “the 
enslavement of a stable and constant earth [but] a state of mutual and in-
dependent cooperation between human animals, other animals, plants and 
soils, which may be destroyed at any moment by the failure of any of 
them.”23 Poetry has an important part to play in this since it attempts to lis-
ten to and as far as it can express the language of the earth. The world 
needed to be re-imagined in a way more consonant with what is actually 
the case. As she wrote to Shirley Walker: 

I don’t think even scientists any longer regard the physical and the 
psychic as separate…What is the observer, what the observed? Can 
you tell the dancer from the dance…[Many of them are] now more 
interested in studying relations than in studying the object itself, 
ecology rather than taxonomy; the distinctions that get made are 
more and more blurred.24

She celebrated this interrelatedness in poems like “Rainforest” (412): 

The forest drips and glows with green. 
The tree-frog croaks his far-off song. 
His voice is stillness, moss and rain 
drunk from the forest ages long, 

contrasting its abiding splendours with the brevity of our present culture in 
which 

[w]e with our quick, dividing eyes 
measure, distinguish and are gone. (412) 

As Wright grew older her sense of this culture’s destitution increased, 
realising that we are becoming less and less aware and capable of our 
mortality as “[d]eath withdraws into the enigmatic. The mystery of pain re-
mains veiled. Love has not been learned” as we become less and less 
aware of mystery at the heart of existence. Attempting to redress this loss, 
her last poems a tragic dignity, facing loneliness and death yet affirming the 
abiding power of life. “Rockpool”(419), for example, insists on the splen-
dour as well as the pain of things as it contemplates the savage life of a 
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rockpool battered by the ocean: 

My generation is dying, after long lives 
swung from war to depression to war to fatness, 
I watch the claws in the rockpool, the scuttle, the crouch –  
green humps, the biggest barnacled, eaten by sea worms. 
In comes the biggest wave, the irresistible 
clean wash and backswirl. Where have all the dead gone? 

There is no attempt to shrink from this savagery. Instead the poem cele-
brates it: 

I hang on the rockpool’s edge, its wild embroideries: 
admire it, pore on it, this, the devouring and mating, 
ridges of coloured tracery, occupants, all the living, 
the stretching of toothed claws to food, the breeding 
on the ocean’s edge. ’Accept it? Gad, madam, you had better. 
(419) 

The final poem in the Collected Poems looks squarely at the terrors of 
contemporary history, with the explosion of the first atomic bomb in the de-
serts of New Mexico in 1945: 

‘Brighter than a thousand suns’ – that blinding glare 
circled the world and settled in our bones –  

and then expanding to the continuing threat it represents: 

Round earth’s circumference and atmosphere 
bombs and warheads crouch, waiting their time  –  

it then sets it in a cosmic perspective, contemplating the logic of the uni-
verse: 

All’s fire, said Heraclitus; measures of it 
kindle as others fade. All changes, yet all’s one. 

In this perspective it may be that ‘the dark itself is the source of meaning.’ 
While it is true that we “have not found the road to virtue,” we are not the fi-
nal arbiters and cannot comprehend this cosmic logic: 

The play of opposites, their interpretation, 
There’s the reality, the fission and the fusion… 
We are all of us born of fire, possessed by darkness. (426) 

To reinvent the world therefore we may need to be true to this logic, be true 
to the earth and let it go on its ways to life. So Wright’s final position is awe: 
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When I look up at the stars I don’t try counting, 
But I know the lights I see can pass right through me. 
What mind could weave such a complicated web? 

But it also calls for obedient involvement:  

…[W]ho wants to be a mere onlooker? Every cell of me 
has been pierced through by plunging intergalactic messages. 
(422) 

This poetic understanding may represent the ultimate realism expressed by 
a contemporary Chinese scholar: “We must engage in a dialogue with 
Heaven because human nature, as conferred by Heaven, realises itself not 
by departing from its source but by returning to it. Humanity, so conceived, 
is the public property of the cosmos.”25
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Longing to Belong: 

Judith Wright’s Poetics of Place 

Jenny Kohn 

It has often been noted that Judith Wright struggled with two opposing 
ideas: her love of the land on which she was raised, and her knowledge 
that her family’s ownership of that land was preceded by the dispossession 
of indigenous Australians. The presence of dualities in general is strong 
throughout all of Wright’s work – from her early “The Twins” to “Patterns,” 
the last of the ghazals. This duality in particular, however, is such a preoc-
cupation in her work that, in some ways, it superimposed itself on Wright’s 
life, or rather the way Wright’s life has been represented. So, we have, on 
the one hand, Wright the celebrator of all things Australian. This Wright is 
the writer of “South of My Days” and “Bullocky,” the poet who was instru-
mental in forging the Australian poetic conception. This is the poet who is, 
in the words of Jennifer Strauss, an “Australian poetic institution.”1 On the 
other hand, we have Wright the activist, the campaigner. This is the Wright 
we see in poems like “Nigger’s Leap, New England,” and later, more overtly 
political poems like “Two Dreamtimes.”2

These two seemingly distinct aspects of Wright and her work are not 
reality but a myth: a misrepresentation offered to us by critics. I will argue 
that a fresh reading of several of Wright’s best known and, possibly, best 
loved poems illustrates the way these apparently separate strands inter-
twine. This myth which reduces Wright’s feelings about the landscape into 
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two separate and simple positions is reductive, and does not allow for the 
complexity of Wright’s feelings about the landscape. I will argue that a 
knowledge of, and disquiet about, not only the specific history of the land-
scape on which she grew up, but also the process of history in general, in-
fluences the way Wright conceptualised and wrote about the landscape.  

That Wright was passionate about the natural landscape cannot be 
disputed – not only the land, but the creatures who inhabited it. One needs 
only to look to a poem like “Birds” to know that though Wright recognised 
the cruelty and harshness of nature, she nevertheless longed for the “clear” 
and “simple” existence of the birds, preferred it over being “torn and belea-
guered” by her own people. Born in the shadow of the Great War, and 
reaching maturity during the heights of another terrible war, Wright could 
not escape a knowledge of the cruelty of humanity, and it is perhaps no 
wonder that the simple, unselfconscious cruelty of the animal world 
seemed appealing in contrast. The longing to “be simple to myself as the 
bird is to the bird” is expressed in the poem as a longing for atemporality: “If 
I could leave their battleground for the forest of the bird / I could melt the 
past, the present and the future in one / and find the words that lie behind 
all these languages” (86).  

It is not only in “Birds” that longing to belong in the natural landscape 
is bound up with temporality. Wright suffered from that peculiarly modern 
ailment which I will term “temporal anxiety”: an anxiousness directed at the 
passage of time, the processes of history, and also modernity itself. Tem-
poral anxiety is personified in Walter Benjamin’s angel of history. His face 
turned towards the past, he watches the catastrophe that is the unfolding of 
historical events. He would like to “make whole what has been smashed,” 
but the storm of progress propels him forward, and he is unable to make 
good the past.3 To this, Wright adds a particularly Australian flavour. Aus-
tralian historical anxiety is more than simply guilt about a brutal past, 
though this is almost always involved; at issue is the legitimacy of the past 
itself. An understanding – often unconscious, or not stated – of the unjust-
ness of the colonial past manifests itself in an uneasiness about the histori-
cal process and history itself, and a longing for stable origins and historical 
legitimacy.  

In colonial societies such as ours where the possession of land rests 
on the dispossession of prior occupants, historical anxiety and the desire 
for historical origins involves a desire for origins in the spatial sense, a 
longing to come to terms with the landscape, to render it wholly owned and 
possessed. The desire for a legitimate past, to be vindicated rather than 
condemned by history, is also a yearning to take imaginative as well as ac-
tual possession of the land, to become, as it were, native, and so to redress 
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feelings of dislocation, or, as Canadian writer Margaret Atwood puts it, “the 
feeling of being alien, of being shut out, and the overwhelming wish to be 
let in.”4 There has been a trend in Australian writing to attempt to forge a 
sense of belonging through literature, and specifically through poetry, a 
trend to which Wright certainly contributed. Through writing about the land-
scape, the poet takes possession of it, and becomes native to it. In a coun-
try such as Australia, to lay claim to nativeness necessarily involves a cer-
tain degree of appropriation.  

Wright was certainly aware that this was a potential consequence of a 
desire to be at one with the Australian landscape. She reveals her complex 
understanding of this issue in a poem written for Kath Walker, “Two Dream-
times” (315-8). It is a poem that has been criticised often: for romanticising 
Aboriginality and white guilt,5 or for being too political and not poetical 
enough. I will return to this poem in due course, for it is in fact a wonderfully 
complex poem, a poem that exhibits a great deal of faith in the power of 
poetry and its potential to create meaning in, and improve, an imperfect 
world. In “Two Dreamtimes” Wright works through the issue of appropria-
tion: she begins in asserting a shared sense of loss – that the white 
speaker and her black friend are sisters in grief. However, Wright ultimately 
moves to a position in which she realises that the loss of one cannot be 
compared to the loss of another. Wright might long to absorb the landscape 
and be at home in it, to “write, no longer as transplanted Europeans, nor as 
rootless men who reject the past and put their hopes only in the future, but 
as men with a present to be lived in and a past to nourish,” as she once 
wrote;6 however she cannot escape the knowledge that her desire to fully 
possess the land would implicitly involve the displacement of her “shadow-
sister” and her people. 

This acknowledgement of the dark side of a desire to possess beloved 
landscape informs much of the poetry that has typically been characterised 
as “dark.” “Nigger’s Leap, New England” (15) is one such poem. “Nigger’s 
Leap” is based on a favourite family camping spot frequented by Wright as 
a child. Lookout Point was, to young Judith, “magical” but had “a darkness 
in it.” Darkie Point, cliffs just north of the camping grounds, had been the 
site of massacres of Aborigines, forced off the cliff by whites as punishment 
for stealing cattle. The problem of loving a land with a dark past was thus 
an obsession of Wright’s from an early age: “those two strands – the love of 
the land we have invaded, and the guilt of the invasion – have become part 
of me. It is a haunted country,” she wrote.7 There is a strong sense of that 
hauntedness in “Nigger’s Leap.” The poem begins with a description of the 
encroachment of the night that is also a plea for darkness, for the night to 
swallow the landscape: “Swallow the spine of range; be dark, O lonely air. / 
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Make a cold quilt across the bone and skull / that screamed falling in flesh 
from the lipped cliff.” The image of the “cold quilt” is an uneasy one, and not 
simply because the quilt functions as a shroud for the corpses. The quilt, 
which should represent warmth and comfort, is made strange by coldness; 
what should be reassuring is the opposite, and thus the image lends to the 
darkly terrifying first stanza a feeling of the uncanny – the anxiety that re-
sults when something familiar becomes alien because it has been re-
pressed.8 The image of the night dominates this poem. The desire for 
nightfall indicates what Strauss calls the imperative of repression. It is so 
strong in the poem that the “traditionally feared capacity of time to devour 
becomes something desired.”9 Not only are the events of the past and the 
resulting guilt repressed, but so are Aborigines themselves. Thus, they 
(“ourselves writ strange”) become uncanny.10  

“Nigger’s Leap” is not essentially a poem about historical events, but 
rather a poem about the colonial state of mind. If the drawing in of night 
represents repression – of the landscape, the past, and Aboriginality – the 
final stanza can be interpreted as the effects of repression. “Night floods us 
suddenly as history / that has sunk many islands in its good time.” Signifi-
cantly, both night and history return to flood us, as what is repressed re-
turns to assail the consciousness. This moment, the confronting and often 
violent return of the past, is frequently repeated throughout Wright’s poetry. 
In “Bora Ring” (8), the absence of an Aboriginal presence on the land is 
symbolised by the ring of the title – a ceremonial ring that has literally left 
its mark on the landscape, on the grass that “stands up” to mark its place. 
Faced with this indication of both absence and continued presence, the 
presumably white rider is confronted by a “sightless shadow, an unsaid 
word.” In her excellent biography of Wright, Veronica Brady writes that 
Wright’s life was always filled with “unseen presences” – the land, as well 
as “memories of Aboriginal people and their culture” – that remain with her 
“as a kind of melancholy longing for a vanished space, a grief for a lost 
country, a lost paradise, an image of some past she will never be able to 
recover and from which she is and always will be shut out.”11 In poems like 
“Niggers Leap” and “Bora Ring,” these unseen or absent presences, which 
are written on the landscape itself, make the landscape strange. They are 
compelling reminders of the hauntedness that, for Wright, was an acknowl-
edgement that the land her family owned could never, at least morally, be 
wholly possessed.  

Shirley Walker typifies the view that there is a clear duality between 
the historical point of view that comes across in the pessimistic poems, of 
which “Nigger’s Leap” is one, and poems such as “South of My Days” and 
“Bullocky.” These poems, she argues, “recover and revalue colonial history, 
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elevate it to an almost religious level by the use of biblical allusion, and 
place it in the long history of human effort.”12 The effect of this, according to 
Walker, is to “bridge the generations, establish traditions and culture he-
roes … in a raw new land, and altogether alleviate that sense of spatial and 
temporal exile.”13 This is not a singular reading of these poems. Interpreta-
tions such as this were frequent enough that, as Strauss points out, Wright 
became distressed by those who took her poems as a simple valorising of 
the pastoral past, given her “own hardening view of it as a process of inva-
sion.”14 In my view, an ambivalence about history that prevents an easy re-
lationship with the land is present in these well-known, so called “celebra-
tory” poems inasmuch as it is present in poems such as “Nigger’s Leap.” 

A.D. Hope thought that “Bullocky” (17) was Wright’s best poem, and 
believed it to be a representation of the success of Australian poets in com-
ing to terms with the land.15 Walker claims that the poem shows compas-
sion for the bullocky, and celebrates his heroic virtues, his readiness to suf-
fer for his vision, in which past, present, and future are fused “into a mythic 
continuum of suffering and sacrifice which are necessary for the progress 
of the race.”16 Yet there is an uneasiness throughout, which undermines 
the bullocky’s vision and the sense of celebration. The passage of time is 
threatening, here as in so many of Wright’s poems: it makes the bullocky 
go mad. The word Wright uses to indicate this – “widdershins” – can mean 
simply “in the wrong direction”, or it can mean anticlockwise, in the opposite 
direction to the sun. Taken in the second sense, the word locates the bul-
locky, and by implication the enterprise of which he is a part, at odds with 
the workings of nature. The second stanza is quite often taken literally; crit-
ics assert, as did W.N. Scott in another context, that “the landscape is in-
habited.”17 The landscape does become inhabited, in a sense; the “solitary 
tracks” become “populous before his eyes, / and fiends and angels used 
his road.” However, it is not a landscape meaningfully or productively popu-
lated; in fact, the landscape is “populous” only in the deluded eyes of the 
bullocky. The bullocky is a truth-teller only in the sense that his dreams are 
“apocalyptic”: his is a world that is coming to an end. To Walker, the bul-
locky is a visionary;18 but in my view, the sense of unease throughout the 
poem demands an ironic reading.  

In the poem, night creeps up on the bullocky,19 and he hears the 
“sweet, uneasy sound” of “centuries of cattlebells.” John Salter accurately 
points out that the cattlebells he is hearing cannot be Australian, for cattle 
have not existed in Australia for “centuries.”20 This is another moment of 
the uncanny: in the sound of centuries of cattlebells, the past is recurring, 
but it is the British past transposed onto the Australian landscape – it is at 
once familiar and strange, “sweet” and “uneasy.” The uncanniness in this 
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poem has great significance for Australian history, which is made clear in 
the two final stanzas. The land is being used for a different purpose and the 
world of the bullocky is no more. That the vineyards cover “all the slopes” 
(my emphasis) suggests progress and productivity, yet there still remains a 
deep connection to the past. The vine, as it will “grow close upon” the 
bones of the bullocky and grasp them in its “rooted hand”, is literally holding 
on to history. The present inherits the bullocky’s anxieties; his fate is 
doomed to be theirs. “Bullocky” thus makes clear that the productivity of the 
new age is based on a past that was not entirely moral and unproblematic 
– rather a history in which Salter’s “European consciousness” imposed it-
self on the Australian landscape and the indigenous people. New endeav-
ours cannot escape the ghosts of the past.  

Like “Bullocky,” “South of My Days” (20-1) has been read as a nation-
alistic poem, and like “Bullocky” it contains a palpable sense of threat. It is 
evident in the loving yet almost violent description of the land; though beau-
tiful and even beloved, it is inhospitable. Wright’s language matches the 
harshness of the landscape: “bony slopes wincing under the winter,” the 
“clean, lean, hungry country”, the creek which is “leaf-silenced, / willow-
choked.” The landscape is embodied and alive, “hungry country” that 
threatens to consume and devour, a not uncommon fear throughout Aus-
tralian literature.21 The coldness and darkness of the “black-frost night” is 
Wright’s stock indication of uneasiness. Inside, the drawing in of the walls, 
the cracking of the roof, and the hissing kettle create an eerie atmosphere. 
Like the bullocky, old Dan attempts to populate the landscape in order to 
protect himself against the sense of unease represented by the cold and 
the winter. However, Dan’s attempts to populate and possess the land-
scape through stories is as unsuccessful as the bullocky’s prayers, for “no 
one is listening.” The stories are slippery and do not stick, but “slide and 
vanish”, and Dan “shuffles the years like a pack of conjurer’s cards”, which 
strengthens the sense that the stories are no more than illusion: the ele-
ments intrude and the reality of the winter imposes itself. The stories that 
“still go walking” in the final stanza are plainly not the stories of old Dan to 
which “no one is listening.” They are the stories of the Aboriginal Austra-
lians, that, as in “Bora Ring”, are inscribed in the landscape, and arise to 
haunt the colonisers. 

One cannot examine the way Wright deals poetically with the legacy of 
the past without mentioning “At Cooloolah” (140-1), published in The Two 
Fires in 1955, about a decade after the earlier poems to which I have al-
ready referred. In this poem, the haunted landscape again serves to remind 
us that our possession of the land is tenuous at best. The vitalistic blue 
crane “fishing in Cooloolah’s twilight / has fished there longer than our cen-
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turies”, and is thus majestic, a symbol of the eternity of nature. In contrast, 
the speaker is a “stranger,” and uneasy in nature because rejected – 
“unloved” – by it. The “dark-skinned people who once named Cooloolah” 
are not the source of fear; rather, they know what is ignored in peril, that 
the land is spirit, and is thus itself the source of threat, as “the invader’s feet 
will tangle in nets there and his blood be thinned by fears.” The ghost which 
beckons the grandfather, the “black accoutred warrior armed for fighting, / 
who sank into bare plain, as now into time past”, is part of the landscape 
(“bare plain”) as well as history (“time past”). It is clear from this that the 
dislocation the speaker feels in the landscape has at least as much to do 
with history. Like the grandfather, the speaker is confronted by a spectre 
from the landscape – the spear “thrust from the water” – yet the speaker’s 
heart is “accused by its own fear.” Interestingly, in the end, though the 
speaker is uneasy about past murders, feels out of place in the land and 
challenged by history, the source of the speaker’s anxiousness is not Abo-
rigines, nor the land, nor even history: the speaker’s fear comes from 
within.22

It is characteristic of Wright’s complex understanding of the issues 
that, while she raises many questions in poems such as “At Cooloolah,” 
she rarely attempts to offer any solutions. “Two Dreamtimes” is unusual in 
this respect. It is arguably an optimistic poem, despite Strauss’ argument 
that nothing is resolved in the poem, that it “finishes in sad perplexity.”23 To 
an extent, this is true. The poet attempts to make amends, but it is uncer-
tain whether or not this is accomplished: “The knife’s between us. I turn it 
round, / the handle to your side, / the weapon made from your country’s 
bones. / I have no right to take it.” The knife, made from the past as much 
as from the landscape, is not the poet’s “to give as a free gift,” as Strauss 
notes, and “with this rupture in the ceremonial giving and taking … the 
poem ends inconclusively.”24 The ending of the poem is inconclusive, cer-
tainly (“But both of us die as our dreamtime dies. / I don’t know what to give 
you / for your gay stories, your sad eyes, / but that, and a poem, sister.”) 
yet not entirely without hope. Wright exhibits a profound faith in poetry 
here, as the poem can be offered in recompense for the lost sacred. It is 
clear that poetry cannot make good the past, nor restore the speaker or her 
friend to the land; but it can do something towards restoring a lost sense of 
meaning.  

For much of her poetic career, Wright believed she could effect a res-
toration of meaning, to the land as well as to the past, through the moral 
authority of poetry. Ultimately, however, this belief failed her. She ceased to 
believe that meaning could be restored, and that transplanted Europeans 
could gain access to an Australian sacred through poetry. Shirley Walker 
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published her Flame and Shadow in 1991, and ended it by stating that 
there could be no “real conclusion” to the study, “for there is as yet no con-
clusion to Wright’s work.”25 This carries a sense of irony Wright would have 
appreciated, as Phantom Dwelling, published in 1985, was in fact to be 
Wright’s last poetic endeavour: she made a deliberate, conscious decision 
to stop writing poetry.  

It was not only the failure of Wright’s belief in the possibility of restor-
ing meaning to the land that caused Wright to cease writing poetry. It was 
also a loss of faith in poetry itself, a faith which she had struggled to main-
tain throughout her poetic career. “The Unnecessary Angel” (291-2) is an 
articulation of Wright’s wavering faith in poetry. To Strauss, the poem is 
part of a trio – along with “Australia 1970” and “Eurydice in Hades” – of 
“early warning signs” of Wright’s decision to remain poetically silent.26 The 
poem begins seeming like an affirmation – “Yes, we can still sing / who 
reach this barren shore” – but it is a poem about the “limits” of art, a poem 
that mourns the “truth” that “Law surpasses Art.” The ending of the poem is 
powerful, and does strike a note of premonition: “Yet we still can sing, / this 
proviso made: / Do not take for truth / any word we said. // Let the song be 
bare / that was richly dressed. / Sing with one reserve: / Silence might be 
best.” Walker argues that the poem “concedes man’s inability to capture 
reality… yet affirms both the continuity of art and the persistence of the art-
ist”;27 but the outlook of the poem is not as positive as her reading renders 
it. The two final lines suggest that while the artist may continue to “sing”, 
she sings with the knowledge of her song’s futility; that the “small chords” 
are fruitless in the face of the overriding power of “Law”; and that, as Wright 
observes in Going On Talking, the poet with “a private vision and a con-
science” will be unappreciated by the society for which she writes.28 In a 
sense, “The Unnecessary Angel” is a more poetic – and, I think, sadder – 
expression of the bitterly sarcastic “Advice to a Young Poet” (269-70) in 
which Wright gives advice on what a poet must do (“There’s a carefully 
neutral tone / you must obey; / there are certain things you must learn / 
never to say.”), and ends sarcastically questioning, “What – sunk already?” 
These poems may exude a bitter hopelessness about poetry, however, to 
express this within a poetic framework suggests that some hope in poetry 
remains. 

Later poems return to a position in which faith in poetry is more explic-
itly possible – as, for instance, “Two Dreamtimes” – but unfortunately 
Wright was not ultimately able to maintain this belief. “The Unnecessary 
Angel” marks a shift in Wright’s poetic form that the poet Chris Wallace-
Crabbe characterises as a move away from “the grandeur of language” to 
sparser poetry. Wallace-Crabbe argues that underlying this shift was 
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Wright’s “belief that language and a worldwide nuclear threat could 
scarcely exist side by side.”29 This reveals a sense of Wright’s loss of faith 
in poetic language, but does not quite take it far enough. In Because I Was 
Invited, Wright maintains that the role of the contemporary poet is different 
from that in the past, and that society is often inimical to the values or 
knowledge of the poet. “His hope must then lie”, she writes, “not in society, 
but rather in humanity, and in the human possibilities that ‘society’ is often 
organised to include.”30 This is the catch; for it is precisely this hope and 
faith in humanity which failed Wright, so that in an interview in 1993 she 
said, “The fact of the matter … is that the world is in such a bloody awful 
state that I cannot find words for it. The whole situation that we’ve got our-
selves into is too immense, too insane as it were, for verse to encompass 
… I simply feel incapable of dealing poetically with what is happening 
now.”31  

The inconclusive end to Wright’s poetic career leaves us with a series 
of unresolved questions and issues that Wright attempted to deal with in 
her poetry, and later, when she came to believe it was no longer a suitable 
vehicle, in prose. That Wright failed to find answers to these questions 
does not, I think, signal her own personal failure, but a failure that impli-
cates us all. The uneasiness of her poetry is an uneasiness which (as she 
has a character say in her semi-fictional, semi-historical family narrative, 
Generations of Men) could “remain forever at the root of this country.”32 
Wright never achieved her desire to acknowledge, and to an extent make 
amends for, the brutality of the past, to remove the burden of the past from 
the shoulders not only of the colonised, but also of the invaders them-
selves. The disgust in humanity that lead Wright to quit writing poetry was, 
somewhat paradoxically, the result of her love for humanity and her love for 
her country. This love was perhaps only made stronger and deeper be-
cause she acknowledged its flaws. It is therefore unfortunate that Wright is 
best known for those poems which lend themselves to a congratulatory 
reading, which have been used to celebrate an Australia Wright did not 
want to be celebrated. As Strauss notes, Wright grew to detest “Bullocky” 
because “it became intolerable that the poems expressing this view [set-
tlement as invasion] should be neglected while this one poem became ca-
nonical because it could be taken as an endorsement.”33 This is indeed un-
fortunate, not only because it does not do justice to Wright’s somewhat un-
conventional and extraordinary life and talent, but also because it detracts 
from the opportunity we have to learn something from what Wright 
achieved, and, perhaps even more importantly, from what she failed to 
achieve. Reading her poems alert to the sense of haunting they contain 
gives us an opportunity to examine the answering feelings of unease that 
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arise in us – to examine, as the speaker is forced to in “At Cooloolah”, the 
fear in our own hearts. Only then can the poems which have been called 
“negative” or “too political” have their full effect. For in them, Wright is con-
stantly striving not only for a connection with the land, but a better, more 
moral world, and the chance that we will someday, in Wright’s own words, 
“know ourselves no longer exiles, but at home here in a proper sense of the 
term.”34

Monash University 
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The Degradation of Land and the Position of Poetry 

Martin Harrison 

“Words are not meanings for a tree....”  
       Judith Wright 

There could be a very long version of this essay, but this will have to 
be the short version. Occasionally, there will be far too obvious indications 
of where a much longer, more argued version ought to take over. This ver-
sion is a short cut. This last remark has to be said with a certain un-
abashedness because, really, a short cut is something impossible in such a 
large terrain. The questions I am asking are ones provoked by the almost 
automatic connection made between poetry and ecological issues, matters 
to do with the poem and matters of the environment and nature. Is there in 
fact any reason to make such a connection? Does poetry have any part in 
the current array of activities necessary to maintain the environment in the 
face of the new millennium’s pressures of urbanism, of technology, of pov-
erty, of capitalism and population growth? Anyway, how much contempo-
rary Australian poetry is ecological?  

A Note from Mindi Station  

Mostly I want to discuss Philip Hodgins’ poem “A Note from Mindi Sta-
tion” with its immediately provocative opening line about the spaciousness 
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of Australian landscape: “The isolation seemed so reasonable.”1 Yet before 
saying anything more about the poem, one further aspect of the short cut 
must be mentioned straight away: there seems to me to be a difference (I 
derive a sense of this difference, in part, from my own practice) between 
poetry which offers a “picture window” account of the environment and one 
which offers a level of immersedness and provisionality in relation to the 
environment.2 My “picture window” characterisation is not unlike the Ameri-
can critic, Charles Altieri’s famous 1984 critique of what he termed the 
“scenic mode,” a mode which he traced in much late 20th Century poetry. 
For Altieri, the scenic mode is excessively resorted to in poetry which con-
nects with landscape. For Altieri, the “scenic mode” is a repetitive poetic 
gesture – mainly derived from the ongoing influence of Romantic poetry – 
by which a poet isolates or snaps off a moment in nature (a scene) and 
then, in the poem, identifies the make up of that scene as part of the poet’s 
own psyche or mood within some or other version of a privileged moment 
of structured insight.3 The “picture window” poem is like this: only, as the 
reference to an architectonics of viewing might suggest, it is pivoted around 
a conscious act of seeing, of identifying and naming. Altieri argues that the 
problem with the scenic mode starts with the issue of the poet’s over-
whelming centrality to the poem, a suffocating Romantic egoism which, ar-
guably, lingers more in the American tradition than it does in the Australian. 
For me, however, the emphasis on an architecture of sight and seeing 
marks a genuine cultural divide between Australian and American poetry. 
Recent Australian poetry often stresses the newness of how a supposedly 
“strange” desertic or arid landscape is describable, or draws attention to the 
relative newness of typically Australian senses of placement. The issue, in 
other words, is less about the ego – the presence of the democratic self 
amid the landscape – than about cultural perception and, arguably, cultural 
originality. This difference in sensibility is usually expressed in a deeply 
conscious attention to the visual behaviour of things or the visual images of 
humans in landscape.  

This emphasis on visual form is one of the ways in which Philip Hodg-
ins' poem “A Note from Mindi Station” – a poem so concerned with how the 
poet views an arid landscape – is of particular interest. Via the picture win-
dow Hodgins is able to look on with great patience and sensitivity. He even, 
for instance, “sees” the difference between focus and blur. Quickly filling us 
in on the scattered layout of buildings on a large property he talks of how: 

…the North Cottage has been a base, 
a kind of focus in this blur of scrub. 
It’s near a dried-up section of the creek 
about five miles from where the homestead is.4
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Thus, if the settled placement of a dwelling place is in focus, its surrounds 
are not: thus, the cottage works indeed as “a kind of focus in this blur of 
scrub.” Similarly the final stanzas of the poem derive much from the con-
trast between panoramic and then close-up photography techniques and 
the manipulation of focus in foreground and background. A reader needs to 
get an overall sense of the visual dynamics of the poem in order to under-
stand this feature fully. For the poem moves (via a conversation with a 
young woman delivering supplies from the homestead) through a series of 
different takes which shift from surround senses into a vertical construction 
of space:  

She says she loves to watch the tiny jets 
adhering to their flight-path eight miles up 
and wonder where they might be headed for. 
By straining you can just make out their shape 
but nothing of the isolated roar.  
They’re silent as a particle of dust.  
 
Today a sparrow hawk was hovering there. 
Its legs had been let down with claws outstretched, 
the wings had worked themselves into a blur, 
the head was changing settings like a switch; 
but what was fixed in place was one small bird, 
which might have been the pivot of the world.5

Such reflectiveness about the architectonics of the view also includes, it 
seems to me, an awareness of the newness of how “we” (i.e. the sort of 
people who set up bases, have radios, dream of aeroplanes etc) construct 
our seeing of Australia. At the very least, “A Note from Mindi Station” invites 
the reader to acknowledge a degree of extremity in which we look at the 
harshness of landscape. It is woven with sparse but very telling details of 
this extremity – the “strangely ferrous” colour of the soil, the days of slow 
four wheel driving to get there, the dried up creek. Hodgins’ poem mani-
fests a fully self-aware visual acuity. It is, besides, a poem which plays to 
such a degree on the “seeming” nature of the reasonableness of being so 
far away from a town ("the isolation seemed so reasonable") that any 
reader will immediately suspect that really it is a poem to do with the “un-
reasonableness” of the isolation he describes out at Mindi, south of the 
Hammersley Ranges: in short, every gesture of being there is surrounded 
by an intense, watchful sense of the presence of landscape, of the horizon 
and visual depth. This is somewhere where the hugeness of the sky lacks a 
name and where implications to be drawn from that realisation are not 
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clear. It's a place where jet planes are “tiny” and hard to make out in the 
sky's intense glitter. Such pictorial or photographic isolatedness brings with 
it a self conscious intellectual and psychological edge, or frame, which both 
marks the uniqueness of the moment and, at the same time, suggests a 
“something else” which cannot be developed or named.  

Here, however, are some other characteristics of the picture window. 
Firstly, the viewpoint in the poem is entirely ballistic: it is to do with straight 
lines drawn across space, in which target areas (the cottage, the sparrow 
hawk) are in focus and others not. Even the woman seems to stand in front 
of us, as if in the hairline of a rifle’s eyepiece or in a camera lens. The 
poem sets up, in other words, a geometrically constructed cinema scene. A 
second characteristic, closely connected to the first, is the non-negotiable 
distance between speaker and the things (a woman, a place) observed: it is 
not that nothing happens to motivate that sense of space, nor that there is 
no sense of “event,” but that the relationship between the speaker and the 
things going on is oddly stabilised. The same distance is maintained 
throughout, much like a contour-copy made by a pantograph – that me-
chanical device which allows you to trace contours and diagrams exactly 
and which maintains an unchanging distance between the pointer which 
traces on one piece of paper and the pencil which draws on another. The 
distance is, so to speak, a fixed distance which an entire discourse struc-
ture can take up in a transparent, untroubled way: illusionistically, the poem 
offers a correspondingly “entire” and unwavering state of mind. (Again the 
“seeming” reasonableness mentioned in the poem's opening line is closely 
suggested here.) Further, there is a third characteristic deeply implicated in 
the way the poem proceeds as a discursive structure – namely that the im-
ages of the poem are seamlessly folded into it. Whether we consider the 
visual references – the dried up creek, the ferrous colours – or the similes 
(silence like a particle of dust, the bird's head-movements like a switch), 
these are not disjunctive, shock-filled images. Each image contributes to 
the singular direction of meaning and intention which the discourse carries. 
Image is, in other words, absorbed by thought; vision leads back to dis-
course, so that ultimately nothing extraneous or vagabond can disrupt the 
carefully formalised play-off between thought and emptiness, between 
viewpoint and non-reason.  

Hodgins’s finely honed poem is in many ways the straw man of this 
essay. It comes from someone who had a deeply knowledgeable relation-
ship with country. It is a finely managed piece of writing. But to speak 
frankly, there is also something disturbing (and even irritating) in the way 
the poem formalises the relationship between speech and space: it's that 
descriptiveness, I suppose, and the care with which the place is so well 
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“captured” in images which immaculately feed back into thought-structure. 
For a fourth characteristic of the poem is the way in which the poem’s inci-
dental narrative is, unquestioningly, wholly in the domain of the speaker’s 
project: the result is that the place is offered in an ideal fashion, without 
equivocation, without a sense of searching for how to account for it – and 
only from the vantage point of the speaker. Even the woman’s observations 
are blended in, and taken over, by the speaker. Epistemologically, in other 
words, Mindi is a place where (to borrow a phrase from the philosopher 
Charles Taylor writing about Heidegger) the understanding of reality is dis-
posed principally “through the power of a subject.”6 There is very little to 
suggest that subjective awareness is operating other than in control of the 
place. There is no skepticism as to whether or not the real is what can be 
represented by that subject. 

Immersion  

"A Note from Mindi Station” is poetry closely identified with land and 
country. It is by a poet whose work often reckons elegantly with land, with 
working on land, with the nature of technology and the impact of techno-
logical visions of country. It is one of the pieces in which Hodgins uses a 
formulation I much admire – his notion of “landspeak” (“strong ancient 
landspeak on the radio”): 

The isolation seemed so reasonable: 
three days of stasis on a broken track 
with big cogs grinding in low ratio, 
a survey map to make it possible, 
strong ancient land-speak on the radio 
and unexpected camels staring back.7

The concept of lands-speak and the tone of the line it occurs in are very 
Hodgins.  

If you read a number of Australian poets, especially those publishing 
towards the end of the last century as was the late Philip Hodgins, it is hard 
not to be surprised how often the originality of recent Australian poetry is in 
part to do with what I have elsewhere termed a kind of subjunctiveness, a 
conditionality, in relation to European-derived terms land, landscape and 
countryside.8 To be in an Australian place and to “see” it brings a number 
of conditions, a number of reflexive and reflective moments of awareness. 
Here, again, there is the risk of offering only a “short cut” version of this 
statement about a conditional mode, since obviously the category is com-
plex. But one fairly obvious way of thinking about conditionality is to think 
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about it in cultural or bi-cultural terms: namely that, given the recentness of 
European settlement in Australia, a sense of how European structures, 
land forms and land uses have been imposed on the country is relevant, 
living and thinkable. It is possible, for instance, to become conscious of 
how someone may “see” country in an exclusive, imperialistic way. It be-
comes possible, too, to understand how, if you overlook or refuse a sense 
of a multi-sided construction of Indigenous and westernised vision, then 
you suffer a kind of amnesia in relation to the past. But worse, you suffer 
too what might be termed amnesia towards present time: in other words, 
certain things simply do not come into vision. These might range from is-
sues to do with the use of land, its re-shaping and sculpting, through to a 
sense of the multiplicity of names which places have historically and a 
reckoning with the recentness of European nominalisation. Or it might be to 
do with an awareness of how many traces of Indigenous settlement are still 
visible when looking out, say, across a hill side. Indeed, this sort of many 
sided “viewing” may invoke even an understanding of the different forms of 
custodianship, care and ownership which country is subject to.9  

To envisage this conditionality as primarily bi-cultural teases out the 
concept but at the same time risks reducing it to history and politics in a 
way which, unintentionally, effaces the real memories of real people. For 
many less obviously intercultural ways of seeing offer a kind of condition-
ality – such as how movement, colour, senses of dimension, or an intuitive 
reckoning with the relations of the built and unbuilt environment, can work 
together to suggest a totality or a sense of deep relatedness between these 
elements. These factors when drawn into the imaginative texture of a piece 
of writing – a poem or a fiction – start to bring into play a sense of the ap-
propriateness and inappropriateness of some metaphors of sight, listening 
and atmosphere over others. There are conditions, in other words, by 
which we can accurately account for our seeing, for how the world looks to 
us. This subjunctive state requires that a particular style of sensing and 
feeling is invented, one cognizant of the given limits of a singular vantage 
point in time and space. Put another way, there is a series of phenomenol-
ogical subject-object relations available here which are not just part of the 
observer’s social or psychological context but are part of the phenomenol-
ogical settings of the things themselves. Equally, there are deeply historical 
requirements in the inherited texture of language and sensation (especially 
some of the earlier mentioned issues which cohere around memories of 
settlement, or around direct, personal experiences of country and around 
perceptions of the environment) which not only oblige poetry to acquire a 
phenomenological fullness but which open up ways to do so. A number of 
Australian poets have responded to this many-sided sense of the environ-
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ment, including very notable examples like Jennifer Rankin or the later Tao-
ist-influenced work of David Campbell. Contemporarily I can think of exam-
ples such as John Jenkins’s precise, almost botanical observational po-
ems, or recent poems by Louise Crisp. The most outstanding example re-
mains, however, Judith Wright's poetry, with its re-iterations of the multiple 
sense of local vision and her persistent, at times ecstatic awareness of both 
the limits and the necessary centrality of language in the formation of per-
ception.  

At heart, an awareness of the controlling position of the subject has to 
address how consciousness constructs the world and is constructed 
through it, and particularly in relation to the medium in which, as poets, we 
constitute our sense of the world – namely language. To go back to Tay-
lor’s phrase, the disposition of an understanding of reality which has the 
speaker or the he or she who utters at the centre of language is one which 
will not acknowledge the problem of an absence of authentic being in a 
highly technologised world, or the breakdown of an ontologically founded 
relationship between human consciousness and things and the abyssal 
problem of how to construct meaning, how to be meaningful. These, as 
Australia’s greatest environmental poet, Judith Wright, repeatedly said, are 
centrally problems to do with language and how knowledge is constructed.  

Her thoughts about poetry consistently reflected this concern to step 
over the position of the subject and a reductive form of subjectivity. To 
some degree this awareness of the reductive, narrowing nature of human 
presence is the meaning of her term “wisdom” in a poem like “Gum-Trees 
Stripping”: wisdom, here, is a deeply attuned and observant “quietness” in 
which human reason does not look ''for reasons past the edge of reason.”10 
On the other hand, this very same sense of provisionality is what obliges an 
understanding, not without its own tragic dimension, that it is language 
which makes the place for significant experience. It is, to quote from the 
poem “Nameless Flower”, the poet's ability to set “a word upon a word” 
which allows for evanescent, nameless events and things – in this case, a 
botanically unidentified white flower – to become meaningful: 

Flakes that drop at the flight of a bird 
and have no name, 
I'll set a word upon a word 
to be your home.11

Many of her best poems are, like “Nameless Flower”, deeply intimate, yet 
at the same time seem to proceed from a place in the mind which is not 
subjective and, indeed, is even impersonal. Experience goes hand in hand 
with the way that this seemingly impersonal requirement – a requirement 
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borne by language and by an awareness of the limited place of human con-
sciousness in the wider world – is handled and brought to fruition. Such 
understanding is not a matter of intention but of immersion.  

We know, too, from her own account, of the extent of her engagement 
with aspects of her husband Jack McKinney’s work in philosophy and the 
history of science – for example, the impact on both of them of the then 
new concepts of immeasurability (such as Heisenberg’s theories and other 
areas of quantum physics). Both McKinney and Wright are equally con-
cerned about how such scientific theories challenge the notion of experi-
ence and set up paradoxical conditions for intuition and reason. The con-
gruence of this with Heidegger’s work at the same time – he is also re-
sponding to Heisenberg’s physics, no less than to Heisenberg’s writings on 
language – are striking.12 For our purposes, what is clear is that Judith 
Wright was thinking about the relation between human experience and the 
technologisation of nature through most of her life. Within her evolving phi-
losophy of the environment and nature, there is inevitably a comparable 
read-through, so to speak, to her views on subjecthood. Thus, for instance, 
when, in her memoir Half a Lifetime, she starts to think about the signifi-
cance or lack of significance of the personal memories on which a life story 
is founded, she starts to muse on subatomic particles which are, as she 
puts it, “shot through with cosmic relationships”. Selfhood too cannot be 
seen as unified and measurable. “‘I,’” she goes on to write, “is a shimmer-
ing multiple and multitude, it seems.”13 This is an extraordinary and im-
mensely interesting version of what I term “provisionality.”  

Land and Poetry 

References to Heidegger have hovered behind this essay. Not uncon-
nected with the broad theme of language and land, Charles Taylor and 
others such as Robert Zimmerman wanted some years ago to argue for a 
link between the sort of consciousness theory at work in Heideggerian lan-
guage theory and many of the concerns of so-called “deep” ecology.14  

For the moment it may suffice to say that, given Heidegger’s focus on 
how systemic elements of consciousness construct meaning and how hu-
man participation in meaning-making is motivated by response, by atten-
tiveness and by self-conscious reflection on a dimensional awareness of 
things and their settings, Heidegger offers, in my view, an ecological, or a 
proto-ecological, language theory. For Heidegger, “we hear what language 
says only because we belong within it.”15 In the well known essay “Lan-
guage” (“Die Sprache”) Heidegger offers not a refutation of structuralist or 
grammatical theorisations of language but rather an attempt to refound the 
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study of language within a hermeneutic account of the intertwined relation-
ship between utterance and being – in particular a way to move the 
speaker (the subject and the subjective domain of discourse) to one side of 
language and away from a central controlling role. While Heidegger warns 
of the dangers of taking his acoustic metaphors too literally, the phraseol-
ogy of calling and response, the modelling of meaning on the displacing 
and mobile behaviour of wave-effects (sound waves, for instance) and the 
intense meditation on the category of stillness (both inertia and silence) are 
all means of redefining where the “I” or the subject speaks from. The “I” 
speaks from a displaced, moving and partly unconscious relationship with 
meaning. Indeed it might be true to say that, in his concern for realising the 
highly ambiguous way in which utterance engages both with the presence 
and absence of being, Heidegger is trying to let into language a role for the 
pre-linguistic and unconscious way in which meanings are evoked in 
speech. In every regard, human attentiveness focusses not on words but 
on things and on their meanings and voicings in human consciousness. 
Such an intertwining of things and consciousness is not only best under-
stood as a feature of poetic language, it provokes in human consciousness 
a deeply structured, never fully resolved interplay between intimate senses 
of environing things and no less compelling senses of differentiation and 
objectification.16 It is founded in short on the insight which the epigraph 
from Judith Wright which starts this essay offers: “Words are not meanings 
for a tree.”17  

Likewise, we can find, in the contemporary context, other not entirely 
dissimilar de-centring and potentially ecological accounts of subject rela-
tions in regard to the constitutive function of language: for example, cogni-
tive theories of language, especially those which focus on the deeply im-
planted nature of metaphor in concept formation. Here, as Lakoff and 
Johnson have pointed out, there is no ideal point of removal from immer-
sion in already emerging meaning and experience: there is no glass wall 
from behind which to view the world. “Metaphorical thought is,” as they put 
it, “normal, not deviant.”18 Metaphors are like deeply structured morphemic 
elements in discourse which inevitably engage with the sensory and physi-
cal constructions of human experience. Far from being a deviation from 
correct theorisation, they are the pre-requisite of theory. Meaning, similarly, 
cannot be dissociated from a context of embodied and environing experi-
ences, whether to do with the specific cognitive structures which construct 
both overt and autonomic consciousness or to do with the construction of 
space and location which, more broadly, are part of human modalities to do 
with the senses.  

For Lakoff and Johnson, the embodiment of meaning “locates mean-
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ing in the body and in the unconscious conceptual system” of the body’s 
own reflexive structure. For them: 

(o)ur brains and minds do not operate using abstract formal symbols 
which are given meaning by correlations to an allegedly mind-
independent world that comes with categories and essences built in. 
The body and mind are where meanings arise in and through our in-
teractions with the environment and other people.19  

Thus, language and thinking are (biologically) part of a two-way bio-
feedback process between mind and thing: they are implanted in the con-
ceptual and sensory mapping which we call being-in-the-world.20 Nor are 
the environmental implications of recognising “meaning” as (in my terms) a 
located, immersive modality overlooked. “The environment,” they write, “is 
not an ‘other’ to us. It is not a collection of things that we encounter. Rather, 
it is part of our being...We cannot and do not exist apart from it.”21 Descrip-
tiveness is something, in short, which cannot be separated out from the en-
vironment. Similarly metaphors do not articulate only a space within dis-
course, but articulate the integration of discourse in event-filled, conscious 
space.  

With these thoughts in mind then, it is time to turn back to “A Note 
from Mindi Station.” Philip Hodgins’s poem seems at first sight to come out 
of the tradition of Australian land-centred and landscape poetry. If it has 
been introduced here as something of a straw man for a discussion be-
tween the polarities of landscape on the one hand and ecology on the 
other, that may have disguised the fact that even this poem is not in any 
straightforward sense about landscape – or, arguably, even about a place. 
As with so much of his poetry, we can happily lose our way in the skill with 
which he offers descriptive richness and forget how much his poems are 
about intention, about psychological senses of doing and not-doing: in this 
case, about a deeply structured lack of communication. The lack of infor-
mation (what are “we” doing there, out there?), the failure of the speaker to 
engage in conversation with the woman, the uncanny silence of the pre-
sumably male speaker, the silence which surrounds the sparrow hawk, all 
make the poem intensely memorable. It is as if the poet wishes to silence 
pathos, to silence language in a way which offers no further communica-
tion. It is in many ways a poem about language, about the blockage of ut-
terance.  

There is no intention, then, to argue against the poem in the sense of 
failing to acknowledge its worth or subsuming it into my own ideas about 
language and the environment. The point all along has been to trace the 
connections between poetry which focusses on landscape and a by no 
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means automatically identical set of thoughts about subjectivity and lan-
guage which are inherited through ecological philosophy. Landscape po-
etry, after all, may not be ecological at all. The ecological position of poetry 
is more than just a representational one in which the bare ground, the cot-
tage and the plane’s vapour trail find themselves. This conclusion – in ef-
fect, that the demands of an ecological perception break open the picture 
window and the concept of landscape alike – brings with it two further con-
sequences. Firstly: no matter how well intended, we cannot protect the 
world through more and more irony about our uncomfortable location in it. 
Putting an aesthetic framework around the absence of a connection with a 
fullness and a responsiveness in the environment does not respond to the 
reasons for that absence. Even the way the calculated, symbolic refusal of 
a sense of place blends into a much deeper, more psychological sort of 
denial – this is, in the final analysis, what probably most motivates “A Note 
from Mindi Station” – does not lead through automatically to a re-thinking 
and regrounding of a sustainable, livable place. Such landscapes may be 
no less part of the conscious and unconscious degrading of land at the 
hands of consumerist, late capitalist economies than any other form of 
submersion and conversion of country. For it is not possible to carry 
through a thinking about sustainability without thinking through what has 
emerged in the interfusion of contemporary technologies and contemporary 
scientific understanding and what is still meant by the term “nature.” 

Secondly, the environmental work of poetry in the world is not suffi-
ciently explicable in terms of a psychology or a “sentiment” of place. Of 
course, those who love particular environments and locales do so with 
deep feeling. Sooner or later, as in “Nameless Flower”, the awareness of 
interlinkage between human presence and natural process emerges as an 
understanding of what Wright calls “(b)eing now; being love.”22 Yet, as 
Wright also saw, the link between poetry and land is, ultimately, a technical 
one. It is do with a set of technically parallel relationships: it is about what 
sort of relationship you take up with language – in effect, how you inhabit it. 
If the ego remains imperialistically at the centre of utterance, then the con-
sequences are rational control, a self-defeating sense of irony, an inability 
to deal with non-human meaning. Unlike this way of proceeding, an eco-
logical language lets the poem become a place to work out a relationship 
with meaning: literally, to work out the embodied nature of how being a 
subject inhabits meaning and is part of making meaning. Poetry written in 
the midst of today's ecological crisis, inevitably will have much to do with an 
attentiveness to things and their setting. For poetry is what occurs – it is the 
event – when things come, for themselves, into place.  
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Human Rights: 

An Earth-based Ethics 

Rebecca Garcia Lucas Rose 

There exists the misconception that rejecting strong anthropocentrism 
or human-centeredness equates with denying or rejecting the special na-
ture of human-human relationship. Drawing attention to and calling for care 
towards nonhumans does not disadvantage humans. An ecocentric ethics 
promotes an ethics of care that is inclusive of all life, human and nonhu-
man, whereby the kinship and welfare of humans are neither diminished 
nor neglected. All life benefits from an ecocentric approach. An ecophiloso-
phical perspective needs to be a foundational element for the theory and 
practice of human rights. Although I will be discussing human rights specifi-
cally, we should keep in mind that the ecophilosophical basis to human 
rights that will be introduced advocates for the rights of all life, not only hu-
man life. Indeed, the subject of nonhuman rights will be understood as in-
tegral to human rights, and a necessary consideration within any honest ef-
fort to understand and help resolve situations characterized by extreme vio-
lations of human rights, in particular military conflict and terrorism. 

To what does the term ‘human rights’ refer? Although rules and the 
concept of the dignity of humans have long existed and have continued to 
evolve, we can consider that it is not until relatively recently that the term 
‘human rights’ has become common in philosophical and political dis-
course, and has been central to the ethical attempt to see all as equal. A 
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history of human rights could note that religions and past civilizations had 
social laws, however we could also observe lawful inhumane social rela-
tions, such as slavery. The development of human rights through the British 
Magna Carta (1215), the French Declaration of the Rights of Man (1789), 
The American Bill of Rights (1789), Thomas Paine’s The Rights of Man 
(1792) or the Geneva Convention (1864), are significant but different to the 
contemporary scope of human rights discourse. Robyn Eckersley charts 
the political history of human rights and states that “rights now form a part 
of ordinary language.”1 ‘Human rights’ seems in some ways to be a 
uniquely modern notion, having grown into a global discourse only in the 
past fifty years.2 Arguably, human rights could be described as a predomi-
nantly post World War II movement. The crimes against humanity perpe-
trated by fascist powers consolidated a new resolve to improve the human 
condition, though the modern commitment to developing human rights can-
not be attributed solely to reactions against these atrocities. We repeatedly 
witness humans doing terrible things to other humans in many contexts 
other than WWII, or for that matter in situations other than war. However, it 
is surely important to single out modern war as a context for extreme viola-
tions of human rights. The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in 
New York on 11 September 2001, the American led ‘War Against Terror’ 
that has followed, and ongoing instances of terrorism and military activity 
that are threatening communities world-wide, such as terrorist bombings, 
have compelled many of us to seek renewed insight into humanity’s 
strengths and flaws. This project has today become a part of human rights 
development. 

In 1945 the United Nations was established, and in 1948 the General 
Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the ‘Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights’. Consisting of a preamble and thirty articles, 
the simple sentences of the Declaration each bear a message, a hope: “All 
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.” “Everyone has 
the right to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.”3 
Reading the Declaration from beginning to end takes about ten minutes 
and despite its ideal vision for humanity – or precisely because of this vi-
sion – the experience can be disturbing. Readers cannot help but recog-
nise the acute disconnection between the ideal and the real, and are struck 
by the awareness that human rights are commonly violated. While not a le-
gally binding document, the Declaration provides international aspirations 
and ideals, stating that the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights [is] a 
common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end 
that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration 
constantly in mind, shall strive.”4
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That these ideals are, at the very least, in some form familiar to people 
almost everywhere is an achievement which gives the concept of ‘human 
rights’ its global currency and shape. Undoubtedly though, the thoughts 
and feelings of ordinary people play a significant role in constituting and 
securing human rights. Ultimately, it is individuals and the individual in rela-
tion to community that becomes a manifestation of the practice of human 
rights. Although human rights appears to be an increasingly familiar con-
cept, an inconsistency between the theory and practice of human rights be-
trays a critical problem. Increasing numbers of people recognise the notion 
of human rights, and most governments and social powers throughout the 
world would claim to recognize others in accord with theoretical definitions 
of human rights. Yet this apparent consensus around the notion of human 
rights is doing little to abate the abuse of human rights which goes on, and 
looks like going on for the foreseeable future.  

Given the degree of violations of human rights evident in the context of 
modern war, it is unsurprising that the predominant subject of human rights 
discourse is the human-human relationship. Modern ethical inquiry has 
consolidated within theoretical frameworks what many peoples’ life experi-
ences recount to them daily: human coexistence is a critical matter in need 
of radical change if we are to better our collective reality, if we are to estab-
lish some sort of peace for our interconnected present and future lives. I 
use the words ‘we’ and ‘our’ to emphasize how humans belong to a kind 
and act upon each other. Therefore this ‘we’ does not diminish the fact of 
human differences but represents it, and does not imply an ideological 
unity. 

In recent decades concern for the human-human relationship has 
brought attention to the human-nonhuman relationship. The argument that 
the crises faced by humans do not exist in isolation but are inseparable 
from environmental crises is seldom rejected outright.5 It is clear to many 
that humans and nonhumans live interdependently – a conviction at the 
heart of the environmental movement. In 1982 ‘The World Charter for Na-
ture’ was adopted by the UN General Assembly and in 1997 an Earth Char-
ter Commission was formed to oversee a “worldwide, cross-cultural con-
versation” that produced the ‘Earth Charter’ document.6 The Earth Charter 
is a declaration of fundamental principles “to bring forth a sustainable 
global society founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, eco-
nomic justice, and a culture of peace.”7 It appears similar in form and pur-
pose to the Universal Declaration. Both documents share the same vision-
ary quality and both resonate with a determination to initiate positive 
change for the future. A crucial difference is the extent to which the Earth 
Charter’s vision for world peace centralizes environmental ethics. Rockefel-
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ler describes the Earth Charter as “a declaration of global interdependence 
and universal responsibility.”8

Despite the soft legal status of the ideals articulated within the Earth 
Charter and the Universal Declaration, they may be regarded as sets of 
principles which influence disciplines and practices that provide direction 
for humanity, including ethics and international law. They help establish in-
ternationally shared principles essential for international or cross-cultural 
dialogue. For example, the principles of the Earth Charter underlay the 
World Summit for Sustainable Development, which ostensibly promoted the 
interdependence of humankind and the natural environment.9 The roles of 
the Earth Charter and Universal Declaration do not extend to identifying 
“the mechanisms and instruments required to implement [their] ethical and 
strategic vision.”10 Acting upon ideals in order to change reality is a collabo-
rative task to be undertaken by the plurality of subjects and their knowl-
edges which construct human culture. I am considering here the contribu-
tion of a perspective based in ecophilosophy and environmental ethics. 

Ecophilosophy and environmental ethics are raising understanding of 
human-nonhuman interdependence, and nonhuman value, in an effort to 
end denial and inaction. Three distinct modes of recognizing nonhuman 
rights have developed and may be summarized as follows. One approach 
views nonhuman rights through the condition of human benefit; the per-
ceived worth of nonhuman life is derived from human interest. For example, 
we should value and prevent the destruction of the river, the fish, the soil, 
or else we shall destroy ourselves.11 This is a reconfiguration of working to 
prevent humans abusing humans, but here the abuse is manifested 
through abuse of the earth. Human responsibility towards the nonhuman is 
indirect and the value of nonhuman rights precarious. Another mode for 
developing nonhuman rights has been to extend human rights. Basic hu-
man rights are modified, or partly or fully extended to certain nonhumans 
that are compared to humans. For example, many people understand that 
animals may possess significant consciousness and are able to suffer from 
cruelty, and therefore animals should not be subjected to cruel treatment.12 
Nonhuman rights are conferred according to a qualification process that is 
biased towards human qualities and against nonhuman qualities, so many 
nonhumans are not recognised or treated by humans as significant beings 
with rights. Mick Smith is critical of popular animal rights ethicist Peter 
Singer for this reason: “Singer’s thesis of the expanding circle, and moral 
extensionism in general, is a graphic representation of anthropocentrism. 
Humanity sits at the center of a concentrically ordered nature, as the arche-
type of ethical value – both the measure and the measurer of all things.” 13  
Val Plumwood criticizes Peter Singer and Tom Regan as moral dualists 
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who continue Cartesian frameworks, and as theorists who “have success-
fully put some issues about animals on the philosophical and social 
agenda, but have no larger conceptual resources to critique the rationalist 
framework of commodification that makes so many animal lives a living 
hell.”14 Thus, while we might extend certain rights to animals deemed sen-
tient, those that are not, along with a myriad other entities, such as rivers or 
forests, are awarded no moral standing. These human-centred modes of 
developing rights for nonhumans deny them inherent value. 

Arguing that nonhumans are inherently valuable, that is, nonhumans 
have rights independent of human interest or human resemblance, is met 
with general resistance, which is exceedingly powerful when coming from a 
dominant modern culture. Consumption by humans is a core tenet of this 
dominant modern culture. Recognising the inherent value and rights of 
nonhumans leads to recognising the necessary responsibility and care of 
humans towards nonhumans, and threatens the ideal, or rather the ideol-
ogy, of unconditional consumption, because it is nonhumans who are being 
consumed excessively and without respect.15 That a foremost cause of 
humans violating other humans’ rights follows directly from this culture 
supporting a slight minority of humans who consume excessively and indif-
ferently at the expense of all others, is an established criticism that I will not 
address directly.16 For now, I am skeptical of any reasoning which sug-
gests that showing care towards nonhumans compromises human well-
being. 

If at all, it is the human-centric theories for admitting nonhumans into 
ethical consideration that are likely to be accepted within the dominating 
modern culture. Even then, such acceptance of an ethical code is irregu-
larly or improperly conducted into practice. As for valuing nonhumans for 
their inherent selves – this possible social development is at the farthest 
peripheries of theoretical ethical consideration, let alone being a code evi-
dent in practice within the human-nonhuman relationship typical of the 
dominant culture. 

An argument for human rights may be drawn by examining the founda-
tions of present human rights work. A fundamental cause of the failure of 
human rights work to achieve an enduring and positive difference can be 
identified in its underlying reasoning. It seems sound: strengthen human 
rights by targeting those who appear to violate them. Nearly all human 
rights work is based upon bettering the human-human relationship. The 
ideal human-human relationship, the kind envisioned by the Universal Dec-
laration, has been established as the theoretical foundation of world peace. 
By implication we perceive real human-human relationship as the basic 
problem. Supposedly, if we fix the way humans treat each other, then the 
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world’s problems will disappear. I partly agree. Without doubt, human be-
ings are today an unprecedented and fierce force. The immediate future of 
earthly life does appear to be dependent upon what we humans do. How-
ever, I would disagree that what we humans do to each other is the essen-
tial determinant of peace. I am not sure, in other words, that the mistreat-
ment of humans by humans is the foremost problem. 

The centralization of human-human relationships continues into the 
burgeoning work for nonhuman rights, which is largely developing as sec-
ondary to human rights: either as a reinforcement or extension of human 
rights. It is significant that work for nonhuman rights follows on from work 
for human rights. The ideal human-human relationship is constructed as a 
pre-existent, or a priori ethical ideal for the human-nonhuman relationship. 
Taking human rights as the foundation for nonhuman rights misdirects ethi-
cal development. Although I might proceed by bringing nonhuman rights 
solely into the foreground, my specific intention here is to develop human 
rights. Orientating discussion towards the development of human rights 
specifically does not undermine my belief that human and nonhuman rights 
cannot be treated as exclusive subjects or forked ethical paths. Continual 
and inevitable recourse to the subject of nonhuman rights will attest this. 

My rejection of human-centric ethical development is not driven en-
tirely by the failure of human-centrism to really recognise nonhuman rights. 
Taking human rights as the foundation for nonhuman rights misdirects ethi-
cal theory and practice to the detriment of nonhumans and humans. The 
rest of this discussion aims to clarify how recognizing nonhuman rights in-
dependent from human interest lays a true foundation for human rights. Ar-
guably, an ethical human-nonhuman relationship is a prerequisite for an 
ethical human-human relationship. To support this argument, I’ll start by 
drawing attention to epistemological processes within human-nonhuman 
abuse, and will continue by considering how violations of human rights by 
humans originate in human-nonhuman abuse in the context of contempo-
rary war, including terrorism. 

If reflecting upon how we relate to others is constitutive of human 
rights work, then understanding why we practice those relations, or thinking 
about the epistemological foundation of our selves, is critical. The dominant 
modern relationship between human self and other is shaped by an epis-
temology of hyperseparation. Modern paradigms of rationality and objectifi-
cation have constructed others as radically other. We might note how 
common and standard are the critiques that expose modern technoscience, 
politics and economics as socially powerful and potentially selfish agents 
that may act to disengage from, marginalise, exclude and control that which 
gets otherized.17 There is nothing unfamiliar about humans regarding 
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themselves as exceptional and superior to the ‘other’. History is a chronicle 
of human mistreatment of the ‘other’ predominantly identified as nonhuman 
nature: the human/nature dualism appears in classical epistemology.18  

At present, the extremity of environmental destruction is grossly and 
dangerously demonstrating the human attitude of superiority towards the 
other, and underlies the modern human-human relationship forged by epis-
temic hyperseparation. An inclusion of humans into the prior construction of 
‘radical nonhuman other’ has escalated in the modern world. These hu-
mans are identified and otherized as variously continuous with nonhuman 
nature and thereat discontinuous with the human. Human difference is 
constructed as radical difference. Human others have typically included 
people with ‘other’ skin colour or ‘other’ religions, cultures or languages, 
women, the poor, or minorities. In the interest of human rights then, our re-
consideration of dominant modern epistemology, and its inherent episte-
mology of hyperseparation, should be unreserved. This reconsideration, 
then, involves challenging human/nonhuman, mind/nature, mind/body dual-
isms . 

The ethical implications of centralizing the human-human relationship 
through an epistemology of hyperseparation are immense. Nonhumans are 
excluded from ethical concern on the premise that, as a human-human 
field, ethics is disengaged from the radically other.19 Developing from an 
epistemic rejection of human-nonhuman interrelationship, and subse-
quently upon the radical exclusion of those classed as ‘other’, ethics is a 
flawed agency for human rights.20 As philosopher and sociologist Mick 
Smith puts it, “the ethical cannot be located entirely in the systemic inter-
changes between individual humans. Ethics also has to include our rela-
tions to nature; it is a lived multidimensional relation of care for natural (and 
human) others, a relation that originates in part from the environment it-
self.”21

The ethical consequences of human-nonhuman hyperseparation for 
human-human relationship can be demonstrated readily in the context of 
was, partly because it regularly devastates the natural environment, but 
also because there is probably a unanimous view that human rights are 
violated in the context of war. My intention is to clarify how violations of 
human rights during war may originate from human-nonhuman hypersepa-
ration. 

Analysts can enumerate many causes of war, and probably countless 
more causes are untold. Certainly though, notions of territory commonly in-
stigate international or intranational conflict. Today’s terrifying conflict be-
tween Israel and Lebanon is one such example of humans killing each 
other through powerful convictions of land ownership. The radical otheriza-
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tion of nonhuman nature as that without mind or as lifeless (and right-less) 
supports our understanding of nonhuman nature (such as ‘land’) as a hu-
man resource. Governments interested in national resources and economy 
value land as commodity and property to be amassed and defended.22 
Land figures in war in another basic but highly consequential way. However 
it is instigated, warring takes place within the land. This also applies to ter-
rorism: the psychological expectation of a terrorist attack taking place within 
the land makes the threat acute. I’ll consider how the epistemology of hy-
perseparation operates firstly in war by military conflict and then by terror-
ism. 

Damage by military conflict is generally palpable damage to land or to 
a place. Bombs that blast the ground apart, radioactive, chemical, biologi-
cal and nuclear weapons: this abbreviated and inexpert list of modern 
weaponry is sufficient to signal the disturbing nature of modern war. In this 
discussion, rather than particularizing a technical inventory of modern im-
plements of war and elaborating upon what precisely these do or have the 
potential to do (the term ‘weapons of mass destruction’ is self-explanatory), 
it is more helpful to question why challenging the epistemology that sup-
ports such things is not the prioritized task in a world where war is fre-
quently, if not continually, witnessed in the modern global context? 

The dominant understanding of land and sea as intrinsically lifeless, 
and therefore as morally valueless, is fundamentally implicated in the viola-
tions of human rights. Firstly, the root of many conflicts – the very notion 
and practice of human ownership of land (the nonhuman) – originates from 
failing to recognise and denying nonhuman inherent rights. Secondly, as 
long as land and see are understood as lifeless, they will remain insignifi-
cant and a morally acceptable location for an immoral activity: military con-
flict. There exists the perception of the land or sea merely as somewhere 
for war to take place. A region becomes a circumscribed ‘war-zone’ 
wherein humans supposedly confine their attacks upon each other. Physi-
cal human conflict is the only registered activity in this zone. Or it is at least 
the only activity of real concern, for land understood as lifeless and morally 
valueless cannot be understood as that which can be killed or killed with 
regret. Environmental activist Captain Paul Watson recognises the habitu-
ally unrecognised victims of war: “When I see the daily bombing on televi-
sion, I am not thinking of the Taliban or Bin Laden or even the victims of the 
absurd concept of ‘friendly fire’. My thoughts and concerns go to those 
species of nonhumans, both plant and animal that are dying under that mili-
tary assault.”23 Watson pushes us to view the problems of war from beyond 
the anthropocentric position of perceiving it as an exclusively human crisis. 
From an ecophilosophical perspective, an absence of ethical consideration 
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for the nonhuman derived from denying their inherent rights continues into 
unethical treatment of humans. I have now started to support this claim by 
putting forward the simple assertion that to accept that war can take place 
as though the literal place does not matter ethically exposes a critical omis-
sion and failure in human ethical codes. The illusion of a radically autono-
mous human self-identity constructed by radical otherisation (and epistemic 
hyperseparation) is part of the problem. 

The complexity of the human relationship to place is not fully compre-
hended. Military weapons are invented to ensure ‘efficient’ destruction and 
this efficiency is derived in part from a particular level of understanding of 
human-nonhuman interrelation. Effective weapons are designed to devas-
tate nonhuman nature precisely because human life depends upon water, 
soil, air, plants, animals and other living things. The impact of war-ravaged 
land upon humans is incontestable: humans suffer and die along with the 
suffering and dying more-than-human community of life. Watson writes: 
“Vietnam was a horrific killing field where humans died alongside ele-
phants, tigers, trees, frogs, water buffalo and birds – burned by napalm, 
riddled by claymores, incinerated by bombs, defoliated by agent orange.”24 
War destroyed land equals war destroyed life forms, including people, 
maybe for unforeseen generations. 

If some weapons are designed through a level of understanding hu-
man-nonhuman interdependence, on another level the epistemology of hy-
perseparation counteracts an understanding of human-nonhuman insepa-
rability and conceals the extent of warfare’s destruction. Although the land 
and much life living on (and as) the land is destroyed, this destruction is 
perceived as localized and isolated. Not only may a nation targeting a local-
ity claim, and possibly believe, that it is not targeting civilians but that it tar-
gets national resources, it views itself as discontinuous from the locality 
and its destruction. The denial of human-nonhuman (or self-other) interrela-
tion and ecological connection is self-destructive. There do not exist eco-
logical boundaries that comply with human notions of territory, no matter 
how distant warring nations on earth are geographically.25 So called ‘local-
ized’ destruction of life affects all other life, including humans. The conjec-
ture that a ‘localized’ war initiates widespread impact is not incredible, par-
ticularly considering the kind of weaponry used, or threatened to be used, 
and the numerous wars taking place within the world that are devastating 
places and people, physically, socially and emotionally. 

The epistemology of hyperseparation also operates strongly in terror-
ism in a number of ways. Firstly, both the terrorists and terrorized perceive 
each other as radically other. In part, this demarcation may be self-
cultivated. For the terrorists it amplifies their effect upon the terrorized, and 
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for the terrorized it justifies constructing the terrorists as radically uncivilized 
or as the dehumanized other. Otherisation strengthens the perception of 
self as the civilized and blameless victim. The civilized/uncivilized dichot-
omy reconfigures the self/other dichotomy, and is derivative of the classical 
human/nature or human/nonhuman dichotomy. 

We can investigate how understanding terrorists as radical others en-
dorses a military response for dealing with terrorism. Earlier I argued that 
the nonhuman other is excluded from ethical consideration. Denying the 
ethical status of the nonhuman continues into diminished ethical responsi-
bility towards the other identified as uncivilised/dehumanized human other. 
Moral accountability of actions towards the other (terrorists) is lessened, or 
is at least qualified and legitimized in favour of a military response. De-
pending on who you are and who your other is, some human lives are 
worth more or less than others. The saying ‘violence begets violence’ re-
mains unheeded by both the terrorists and those directing the ‘War Against 
Terrorism’.26 Defining ‘violence’ is partially dependent upon the ethical in-
clusion of the other (the target of violence) by the self (the sender of vio-
lence). The classification of violence, with its ethical implications, is irrele-
vant to those operating within self-interested ethical frameworks that ex-
clude the other. In other words, what I do is not violence if it is done to a 
subject outside my ethical framework. Marking the boundary for ethical in-
clusion and exclusion originates from the perception of human-nonhuman 
hyperseparation. 

With the psychological or emotional target being so significant in ter-
rorist attacks, in some cases it may appear more accurate to locate terror-
ism in mindscape rather than following my earlier assertion that warring 
takes place in landscape. The psychological preoccupation with possibility, 
with ‘what if’ scenarios, is a key means of maintaining terror beyond the ac-
tual event of a physical attack. Nevertheless, psychologically registered 
possibility remains a highly situated threat. The possibility of a terrorist at-
tack taking place is only a possibility and only terrifying in its connection to 
the possibility that it takes place in my place. Furthermore, while psycho-
logical abuse is imperative for effective terrorizing, ultimately the psycho-
logical domain is physically embedded. Every terrorized mind is embodied, 
and our bodies, our selves, inhabit physical places that can be targeted, in-
vaded, attacked, bombed, poisoned, etcetera. 

An understanding of human dependency upon the nonhuman is ap-
parent within the anxiety that a place may be attacked. The terrified person 
perceives their self as connected with the place they inhabit. Naturally, per-
ception of human-nonhuman interdependence is clearer within the immedi-
ate context. If the air I breathe is contaminated with bio-chemical agents 
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then I am in danger. Terrorism exploits this context specific perception of 
human-nonhuman connection by widely generating the possibility of local-
ized targeting – that something terrible could happen where I live.  People 
are not terrified – or are terrified to a much lesser degree – if they feel that 
an attack on the place which they inhabit or value is a remote possibility. 
The sense of discontinuity from another place reduces or eliminates terror. 
For example, much more concern is shown towards nuclear conflict be-
tween other countries if the direct fallout could reach our country and there-
fore us. 

To some extent, terrorism relies upon the epistemology of hypersepa-
ration by utilizing the deeply established illusion of the self’s radical auton-
omy from the other. The sense of safety fabricated through the illusion of 
disconnection, can be challenged by terrorist threat only because it has 
been established in the first place. The strength of illusory safety estab-
lished by hyperseparation is itself a susceptible target for terrorists. The 
psychological safety mechanism of confining terrorist attacks to an other 
place has been largely dismantled. Christian Reus-Smit describes interna-
tional terrorism as “essentially a faceless and territorially unbound en-
emy.”27 Hence, the fear and suspicion of any ‘others’ are raised even in 
relatively stable communities, resulting in tense, hostile social conditions. 
The sense of safety in disconnection is an extreme illusion then vulnerable 
to being converted into an inverse extremity of fear. Without this illusion of 
safety in disconnection, the threat of attack would be a less effective agent 
of terror. I am not then claiming that holding an understanding of our con-
nections to the nonhuman and to other places would result in us living with 
a permanent degree of terror in our recognition that the destruction of land-
scape, near and far, affects all life including our own. Instead I am wonder-
ing, if the dominant epistemology of hyperseparation were reconsidered, if 
hyperseparation no longer strongly informed what we do and how we un-
derstand self, other and world, would we then relate in such destructive un-
ethical ways? 

How we relate to each other and overcoming our tendency towards 
destructive relations remains the preoccupation for those working to estab-
lish a level of world peace. However, if efforts to resolve global conflict re-
main exclusively preoccupied with the relations between human ‘selves’ 
and ‘others’ an important consideration will be overlooked. Watson writes: 
“Osama Bin Laden is not the problem nor is George Bush or Saddam Hus-
sein. They will be gone tomorrow and replaced by new hominid clowns. 
The problem is us. As Pogo once said, ‘We have met the enemy and he is 
us’.”28 Watson’s words should not be interpreted as a call to intensify our 
focus upon our human selves as the problem, in the egocentric manner we 
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have predominantly followed. We might clarify the condition of Watson’s 
“us” by adding that the problem is us humans in our relationship with the 
nonhuman other. The aim is to re-view the global problem by viewing hu-
man conflict in connection with the wider earth community. An ecophiloso-
phical approach towards conflict resolution aims to balance the anthropo-
centric mindset towards human relations with a perception of human rela-
tions on a comprehensive scale. The perception of an interdependent earth 
community takes into account destructive human behaviour as it impacts 
not only upon humans but also nonhumans. Watson puts this more pro-
vocatively and perhaps less carefully, however he better expresses a frus-
tration with the anthropocentric blindspot that turns our focus inwards and 
away from a biocentric perspective that could help resolve global problems: 

So we can either waste our time rooting for this side or that side – 
West vs. East, North vs. South, Right vs. Left, Muslim vs. Jew vs. 
Christian vs. Hindu, Conservative vs. Liberal, Communist vs. Capi-
talist. Or we can turn our back on all these anthropocentric concepts 
and see the world for what it is – one world, one planet, one complex 
biodiversity of life whose one purpose is simply to live and let live 
according to a design that has been billions of years in the making.29

I would like repeat the question I posed earlier: If the dominant epistemol-
ogy of hyperseparation were reconsidered, if hyperseparation no longer 
strongly informed what we do and how we understand self, other and 
world, would we then relate in such destructive unethical ways? Such a 
question may not be answerable at present, however as the epistemology 
of human-nonhuman hyperseparation is arguably a foundation for the viola-
tion of human and nonhuman rights, it seems likely that overcoming hyper-
separation would have profound ethical and political implications. This dis-
cussion about war has made clear that epistemology – in particular the 
epistemology of hyperseparation – may lay the foundations for the violation 
of human rights. 

The misidentification and assumption of the source of violation of hu-
man rights as internal human-human relationship has overruled human 
rights work, preventing the identification of a more primary source of human 
rights abuse.30 We must consider that abuse of human rights by humans 
has extended from the initial abuse of nonhuman rights by humans, and 
then centralize the human-nonhuman relationship.31 Coexistence is at the 
heart of human rights in theory and in (attempted) practice. So far, human 
rights work has given extensive attention to human-human coexistence, 
and has posited the ideal human-human relationship as the foundation for 
world peace. This demonstrates a limited understanding of coexistence. 
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Developing nonhuman rights independent from human interest also makes 
a commitment to coexistence – the interdependent coexistence of all earth 
beings. The greatest danger that is destroying this all-inclusive coexis-
tence, with horrifying momentum, is human activity that does not honestly 
recognise or admit human-nonhuman interdependence. Ecophilosophy 
seeks to improve human rights by developing the understanding that the 
epistemology of hyperseparation sustains harmful illusions, in particular the 
self-denial of not recognizing human-nonhuman relationships as the foun-
dation of human life.  

At present, the global human dialogue around the notion of ‘human 
rights’ has not examined how hyperseparation – inseparable from human-
nonhuman dualism – is part of the violation of human rights, and is a con-
stituent of war. If dialogue continues to exclude the nonhuman, then human 
and nonhuman rights will continue to be violated, and the quality of life for 
all will continue to deteriorate. 

Trinity College, University of Melbourne  
rlucas@trinity.unimelb.edu.au 
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The Artistic and the Literary Imagination in Australia and Beyond: 

Finding Places of the Heart Among the Gum Trees  

Nonie Sharp 

I. Australian Landscapes, A Painting Tradition  

During 150 years, non-indigenous people’s celebration of the land-
scape in Australia found its main expression in painting. Only since the late 
1930s has the lyric of place taken major literary form, first in poetry and 
more recently in a literature of place, often described as nature writing. The 
world rise of nature writing has now begun to take hold in Australia so offer-
ing an opportunity to look back and deepen our understanding of times 
marked by its absence.  

The pervasive shift toward the dissolution of embodied grassroots ex-
istence – the nowhereness of cyberspace – stirs a yearning for the sense 
of embodiment that goes with place and home. This two-sided process 
provides an opportunity to understand the shaping of an Australian imagi-
nation, the aesthetic dimension of a growing attunement to place, to a po-
etic sensibility that goes beyond poetry in seeking to defend and reaffirm 
places of the heart.  

Was the distinctiveness, the originality, the variation of colour and 
shape of the foliage, the luminosity of a sunlit landscape in Australia more 
readily accessible to the artist than the poet or writer? Did its unfamiliarity 
put a brake on a sense of attunement to place? If so, was there little open-
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ing in the early days for a literary response to the lyric of place? I go for 
‘yes’ to each of these three questions. In exploring the expressions of a 
search for a sense of place today, this essay considers the reasons for the 
early dominance of the painting tradition and the later blossoming of both 
visual and literary art forms in the past half-century.  

Because the poetic form is so inward, sensibilities had to become in 
tune with the landscape before a language of poetic feeling could develop. 
Poetry and painting are sisters in the evocation of feeling: ut pictura poesis, 
in the words of Horace. Poetry addresses the subjective. It is the expres-
sion of the poet’s feelings, and its power to touch the heart is a power to 
deepen and expand feeling as it gathers meaning. A poetry of place – po-
etry, lyric prose, music – could only thrive when people’s hearts were with 
Australian places in something of the way Aboriginal people feel about their 
place. Artists paved the way for this to happen as did the early bush bal-
ladists and versifiers, the writers about bush and rural life. They have a 
unique place in the stories of place and landscape in Australia. I think of 
Charles Harpur, Henry Kendall, and Bernard O’Dowd, of the latter’s belief 
in the indwelling spirits of the bush, of his image of the bush in “Delicate 
Amber Leaflings of the Gum.” He was writing poetry about the same time 
as May Gibbs was breathing life into the gumnut children around the turn of 
the century – iconic characters who have lived on through five generations. 
Christopher Brennan also comes to mind. His province is the Australian 
landscape, the setting for dances of classical spirits in a half-light.  

Although the reactions of settler people were varied and contradictory, 
looking back, one may discern a continuous thread of outlook and senti-
ment. Those who claim that reactions to the Australian landscape were uni-
formly negative – that the early settlers “hated trees,” as W. K. Hancock 
wrote in Australia in 1930,1 a view that persists even today – are rather 
mistaken. The reality is much more complex and contradictory. Some peo-
ple found unfamiliarity exhilarating and some aspects of landscape charm-
ing. Complementing this belief about the uniformly negative reaction is an-
other: that people’s emotional ties with the land reversed suddenly. It is 
said, for example, that landscape painter Louis Buvelot in the 1860s “dis-
covered” the gum tree, thereby changing his contemporaries’ perception of 
Australian nature more or less overnight: a claim so wild that art critic and 
environmental writer Tim Bonyhady has compared it with the transforma-
tion of perception from mountain gloom to mountain glory in 18th-century 
Europe.2 Profound indeed. A much more prescient view is that artists, and 
Louis Buvelot is important here, tapped into the cross-currents of opinion 
about the landscape and burst forth with gloom and with praise. Because of 
the controversy their paintings stirred up, the artists became rather like in-
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visible lochs holding and releasing the flow of response that was over a 
time to fashion a place called home. There is no sudden transformation 
from encircling gloom to golden sunlight, no metamorphosis from melan-
choly to happiness. In the long run, these adjectives may be the right ones, 
but they are embedded in a coil of living that spiralled along its non-linear 
path, uncoiling at times in backwards arcs, refurling once more and moving 
onward. Even in Russell Drysdale’s 1941 Albury paintings, the old vision of 
“a landscape alien to man, harsh, weird, spacious and vacant, given over to 
the oddities and whimsies of nature” is rekindled, but in Drysdale’s own 
unique way.3  

The early immigrants projected onto their surroundings a loneliness of 
the heart. Few were able to reach out to clasp the hands of those who had 
long found ways of giving and returning with the unique lands, trees, and 
waters of Australia – the indigenous peoples. In 1886, Frederick McCubbin, 
an artist with a palpable sense of place and life, painted the young girl Edith 
who has lost her way in the bush and is crying. Is “The Lost Child” a state-
ment about us, the non-indigenous ones? That we are not yet at home 
here? That we don’t yet belong to this place? A painting of non-belonging?  

Even at the end of the century, the belief of not belonging, of loneli-
ness, was projected onto the landscape. In 1903, Tom Collins, author of 
the classic Such Is Life wrote in the Bulletin of how our continent “waited in 
serene loneliness.”4 Of course, this lonely story contrasts sombrely with 
that of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. Through the years when the 
newcomers behaved as though the land was strange, unoccupied, lonely, 
and waiting for them, where they could, indigenous people continued to 
dance, sing, and depict their landscapes and seascapes.  

II. From the Melancholy into the Sunlight  

It is mid-August 2004, and I am walking slowly through the life of artist 
John Glover. The light is changing as we move from the England of his 
youth and middle years to Van Diemen’s Land and back again in memory. 
His mind’s eye, now lit by Australian sunlight, reworks his Old World 
scenes. And Glover himself has changed as he reflects the light of his new 
home back onto the old, so transforming his vision. There are a hundred 
paintings gathered here in Melbourne, and these span his life.  

Migrating to Australia in 1831, already an established artist in the 
manner of John Constable, he looked forward to “a new and Beautiful 
world” in Australia. Fidelity to nature was a motto of the landscape art he 
represented and, as the Age critic wrote on August 18, 2004, he “achieved 
amazing fidelity and atmosphere in landscape.”5 That faithfulness to the 
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appearance of the gum tree earned him the disdain of critic G. T. W. B. 
Boyes in the 1830s. This critic’s view of his trees as “designed with hideous 
fidelity to Nature”6 says as much about an influential attitude to Australian 
nature as it does about Glover’s paintings.  

Glover was one of the exceptional people of his time – as an artist of 
Australian landscape and as a person who hoped through his paintings to 
imbue the migrants (including the convicts and their rulers) with moral vir-
tues. Already in his 60s when he arrived in Van Diemens Land, he was an 
artist open to new experience, a man of fluid imagination, an important con-
tributor to the maturing of a new sensibility that others were to deepen and 
expand. He perceived the whole landscape as a vista through and beyond 
the light foliage, the hints and glimmers of light, land and more leaves be-
yond; however numerous, one can still trace “the whole distant country” 
beyond the leaves.7  

Responses to the landscape artists’ impressions, together with com-
ments and evaluation of the landscape by their contemporaries, provide 
some sense of their turbulent times. Among Glover’s twisted and inter-
twined branches of varieties of Tasmanian eucalypts, a landscape in which 
he quickly found “a trilling and graceful play,”8 one may discern both a 
gloom and a glory in the reactions of his contemporaries and of later gen-
erations.  

At a time when the uniform trees of native forests had the blessing of 
the romantic poets (Wordsworth being one), there were mixed reactions to 
the gum tree forests. An influential view was that the gums are not as 
adapted to the beauties of landscape as the oak or the elm; their sameness 
of appearance creates less interest. In 1836, Major Thomas Mitchell, often 
seen as the Cook of the inland, took an opposite view as he traveled south 
along the Murray and the Darling. What he saw were the “yarra” gums ris-
ing more than 100 feet, their “huge gnarled trunks, wild romantic formed 
branches often twisting in coils, shining white or light red bark, and dark 
masses of foliage, with consequent streaks of shadow below.”9 They 
evoked for Mitchell a beauty “fully equal to the wildest forest scenery of 
Waterloo or Ruysdael.”10 In his quest for comparable beauty, Mitchell dis-
cerned the shapes of gothic cathedrals, in this way making the landscape 
more exalted and hence more desirable.  

Even the writer Marcus Clarke, who wrote in 1871 of how only in Aus-
tralia may one find “the Grotesque, the Weird” in “the strange scribblings of 
Nature learning how to write,” also sought to become “familiar with the 
beauty of loneliness.”11 Perhaps Clarke is reflecting upon a struggle within 
himself. Importantly, Clarke is giving expression to a terrible loneliness of 
his heart; a desolation that comes with engulfment in the singularity of the 
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strange unrequited by the solace of a familiar ‘real’ world now being shad-
owed and supplanted. He is also reflecting upon Louis Buvelot’s paintings 
and of how the artist may have come to love “the barren and the uncouth” 
to become at home in a nature given to “strange scribblings.”12 Notwith-
standing his own feelings about the “fantastical land of monstrosities,” 
Clarke responded to the poetry of a landscape refracted in Buvelot’s paint-
ings. As “the Southern Cross freezes in a cloudless sky of icy blue,” Clarke 
senses that whatever the “haggard gum-trees blown into odd shapes” that 
Buvelot’s “poetic fancy” is attuned to a nature he has come to love.13 Writ-
ing of Buvelot’s 1869 painting “Waterpool at Coleraine,” he senses that 
home is a pool of water reflecting the trees that surround it. In living a new 
aesthetic, Buvelot, the father of Australian landscape painting, was taking 
others along an unknown and winding path in the search for home. For 
many, an encircling gloom into the sunlight. Louis Buvelot began painting in 
Australia in 1860, and although he did not change the way people viewed 
the gum tree – in one fell swoop as it were – he was very influential. Yet 
Buvelot’s mind was no tabula rasa. Even he, an artist who found the gums 
“so poetic,” took in his new surroundings with images of oak and elm al-
ready imprinted like the mirrors of his mind’s eye. A man who inspired the 
Heidelberg artists in the beauties of the Australian landscape painted euca-
lypts with qualities of “oak-gums.”14  

Perhaps more than anything, the reason reflective writers today point 
to an absence in the celebration of Australian nature is because the proc-
ess was only partly conscious. It zig-zagged, it was questioning, often con-
tradictory. In responding to the poetry of the place, artists were stretching 
their minds and souls to see in new ways. Cultures are not made; they 
grow. Within the crucible of life and experience, a new vision began to be 
fashioned. The landscape, the trees that had appeared strange and un-
beautiful were taking on new hues, casting patterns of shade and blazing in 
a clear sunlight.  

Against a background of some indifference to the art of Tom Roberts 
and Frederick McCubbin, in 1890, artist Sidney Dickinson summed up the 
task of artists in gaining public interest as “the expression, with all the 
power and feeling” they could command “of the intimate facts of our own 
life and environment.”15 Importantly, the emergence of an aesthetic is a 
process; it is not something carved as a monument, nor a sudden change 
in visual perception. Nature painting in the late 19th century was integral 
with life: The Heidelberg artists drew their feeling from a distinctive, unique 
natural world. They also drew on the life, mainly rural, being lived in that 
world. In catching the poetry of a scene, they also captured the life of the 
newcomers whose human nature it was reshaping. Nature artists they 
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were, in a sense. Their art was also as much a response to the lives of dig-
gers, bush workers, rural settlers, and prospectors. They were integral with 
gum trees, rivers, billabongs, cows, cottages, with a fidelity to depicting 
what they saw, even a little soil erosion.  

As the preeminent art historian Bernard Smith has observed, the Hei-
delberg artists showed “affection for the lyrical moods of nature.”16 Arthur 
Streeton was to find peace “among the great silent trees” as he wrote in a 
letter to Tom Roberts on September 20, 1890.17 These were his cathe-
drals. Given to him as a gift of nature. Light and shadow in the great ash 
forests in the hills northeast of Melbourne. These were the 1890s and be-
yond, the time of Australian nationalism; it was from the natural world 
Streeton and the Heidelberg artists of Melbourne took their strength of 
spirit. They also gave voice to the complexities of light and shadow of an 
all-encompassing bush and the inspiring qualities of our native forests and 
fern gullies. Smith concluded that the romantic mood flows strongly through 
this school of painters, and it was their work that moved into “the full blaze 
of sunlight” the eucalypt and the melaleuca.18  

III. Changing Sensibilities – The Literary Tradition  

Today, when the poetic or lyric aspect of nature is beginning to receive 
some careful attention, perhaps there comes a deeper perception of the 
range of responses to the variety of forms in which that dimension may be 
appreciated. Those who give “lyric witness” in writing nature “are listening 
and speaking as a poet does, and that work depends upon a musical, a 
lyric, sensibility and voice.”19 The lyrical voice finds expression in musical, 
in visual, in poetic forms. Today, many non-indigenous people are finding a 
new responsiveness in themselves, even letting “the country do the talk-
ing.”20 Has our collective sense of loss of nature endowed us with the ca-
pacity to hear the country speaking to us? This responsiveness is precious 
and new among non-indigenous people, something to be proud of and, for 
reasons I will explain, something to be nurtured. A gathering awakening to 
the spirit of place in Australia, a changing sensibility with roots both in our 
own history and in a more general societal transformation have begun to 
carry us along on a second wave of nature writing.  

It was a group of poets dedicated to celebrate the unique environment 
of Australia in the 1930s who gave articulate expression in their writings 
and poetry to that uniqueness. They called themselves Jindyworobaks, 
from an Aboriginal word meaning to join. In this case, joining the non-
indigenous people with their environment.  

To me, more than anyone else among the Jindyworobaks, Rex In-
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gamells has a sense of the distinctiveness of Australian culture and the 
crucial role of a unique environment in the formation of an artistic sensibil-
ity. “The real test of a people’s culture,” he wrote in 1938, “is the way in 
which they can express themselves in relation to their environment” and the 
consequent “loftiness and universality of their artistic conceptions.”21 Ap-
preciation of natural distinctiveness, whether this be “the atonal music of 
the magpie” or “the strange, unorthodox trees along the Murray,” is the key 
to “the birth of a new soul,” for these “belong to the indestructible spirit of 
the place.” 22 Poetry about the experience of the landscape and nature can 
only be poetry if it can capture the spirit of the place. It may call out feelings 
that create and foster spiritual values, at times in exalted form. Here we are 
entering a realm where an aesthetic comes into being in a profound way, 
often resting at the edge of awareness.  

Painting concentrates on direct experience of the natural world; poetry 
and prose, especially lyric prose, as in nature writing, speak to and recreate 
the subjective. In this important sense, poetry – and the literary endeavour 
as a whole – and painting are reversals of each other. Importantly, they are 
also complementary to one another. In the first, nature talks back, or does 
the talking; in the second, she is (mainly) silent.  

In 1905, artist Sydney Long drew important attention to the limits of 
painting to “express the lonely and primitive feeling of this country” and the 
greater possibilities of music in rendering its melancholy and plangent 
voice. 23 This awaited a maturing and crystallisation of feelings that ran 
deep enough to become accessible to a language of the heart. Of course, 
there have been those, Turner especially, who saw painting itself as a liter-
ary pursuit. For him, poetry represented the ideal vehicle for landscape 
painting and he looked to the visual effect of poetry.24 The close relation 
between the two is manifest the other way around, too, where real or imag-
ined works of art prompt an exhilarating poetic response.25  

Moreover, whereas a person is moved to paint or to write a poem, the 
latter is an introspection, often brought on by the exile of absence, or of a 
returning after a notable absence, or in the context of a threat to that place. 
As it is in Judith Wright’s beautiful poem “South of My Days,” a wartime re-
flection on the New England of her growing up in the time of a real threat to 
that homeland. Here we are entering a realm where an aesthetic comes 
into being in a profound way:  

South of my days’ circle, part of my blood’s country,  
rises that tableland, high delicate outline  
of bony slopes wincing under the winter,  
low trees blue-leaved and olive, outcropping granite –  
clean, lean, hungry country.26  
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A poem ahead of its time in many ways, “South of My Days” is like a bea-
con looking toward the creation of others’ places of the heart in the next 
half-century. It also speaks of that build-up of a sensibility, an aesthetic that 
could only come to be over a period. The last lines of the poem point to this 
accretion of feeling, of “the high lean country/full of old stories that still go 
walking in my sleep.”27 Without these memories, there is no poetry. Po-
etry’s power is to deepen and expand feeling as it gathers meaning – a 
power to touch the heart. Australia had awaited the Judith Wrights with 
their old stories.  

IV. Nature Writing on a New Wave 28

The birth of nature writing in the English-speaking world is generally 
associated with the writings of Henry Thoreau. He celebrates wildness as 
the epitome of all that is good. Like Wordsworth, whose study was “out of 
doors,” Thoreau glories in the landscape. In Walking, written not long be-
fore his death in 1862, he praises wildness: “In Wildness is the preservation 
of the world.”29 Glorying in its wildest manifestation – in the darkest wood 
one finds “the marrow of Nature” – he abjures what his contemporaries saw 
as simply modifications of nature for humans’ benefit. He wrote, “Man’s im-
provements, so called, as the building of houses, the cutting down of the 
forest and of all large trees, simply deform the landscape and make it more 
tame and cheap.”30 Thoreau’s praise of the wild is a search for otherness, 
a refuge from the self, a release of the spirit. He is necessarily unaware 
that the deformation of the landscape and its cheapening is but the first in-
stance of a tragedy that has come to confront us today. 

The emergence of nature writing in the mid-19th century intimates a 
recognition of nature as Otherness, not simply as a taken-for-granted ex-
pression of God’s bountifulness. In this sense, Thoreau’s celebration of the 
landscape in its primal glory is like one early response to the loss of God at 
the beginning of the industrial age when nature was becoming semi-
secularised. Nature writing, then, was an attempt to recover meaning that 
had begun to lose its Christian moorings.  

Nature writing in the manner of the lyric essay is in this mode. But it 
may also take other more prosaic forms. As a literature of place, nature 
writing came to take varied forms: Field guides, natural history, nature ex-
perience both personal and interpretive, humans’ role in nature all qualify. 
Nature writing in the 21st century is framed by the humanly made crises of 
the natural world. Not surprisingly, those who praise the places they know 
and love are often moved to speak with sadness, indignation, even anger. 
For example, Peter Cundall, ABC’s thoughtful and cheerful gardening pre-
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senter, becomes loud and passionate on the cruelty, the contemptuous-
ness in the looting of the Styx, a “truthful place” of old growth forest in 
Tasmania, his home state.31

Are our sensibilities changing? The answer is certainly yes. Several 
years ago, a Melbourne writer brought up among the gums confided with 
honesty that, seen from London, his home in exile, and even on his return, 
he had found Australian trees – the landscape – unappealing. “Now,” he 
said, “I feel differently; I see its beauty.”32 He was not alone. Even twenty 
years ago, it was rare to find an Australian like the late H. C. (Nugget) 
Coombs who spoke to me of his felt joy at sighting the eucalypts on return 
from abroad. “I wanted to put my arms around them;”33 his voice is firm, no 
sense of self-consciousness. There were others, of course: the works of 
Eric Rolls and many others in recent times are part of a fine thread of writ-
ing in praise and defence of nature and place that goes back to the 19th 
century. Yet, it has taken a long time for something like an ode to the won-
der and glory of our eucalypts to appear.  

The new sensibility is finding literary form: Murray Bail’s 2000 novel 
Eucalyptus has received remarkable and widespread acclaim. Gum: The 
Story of Eucalypts and Their Champions by Ashley Hay, published in 2002 
on the manifold responses to the gum trees of Australia during more than 
two centuries, traces the winding paths of response. (In Australia, the euca-
lypt, a member of the Myrtaceæ family, is synonymous with the gum tree. 
The unopened flower is covered by a cap, hence the name eucalypt, from a 
Greek word meaning to conceal.) These works and others offer mirrors in 
which we may see ourselves. They also assist us in looking at artists, their 
critics, and other writers of the early days with new eyes. In their loneliness, 
in their aspirations, their coming to terms with the “unnaturalness” of the 
natural world of Australia.  

This brief look at the beginnings of a literature of place offers a clue to 
what is happening now. We are seeing a second wave of nature writing 
worldwide, and it is taking Australia along with it. If the first wave was a re-
sponse to the rise of industrialism, the second is called out by a new revo-
lution symbolised in the nowhereness of cyberspace and a tendency to-
ward the dissolution of embodied grassroots existence. Importantly, today 
we find a decline of ritual and an emergent reflexivity, a capacity to probe 
and identify the sources of one’s existence and consciousness.  

The celebration of place today, particularly lyricism, is a sign of an 
awareness that nature exists within humanly created categories, not as an 
unmediated Other. Although shimmering waters and moonlight on the trees 
may call out a universal response of beauty, what is seen as beautiful, 
even pristine, in nature is characteristically created culturally.  
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In Australia, there are exciting signs of a break in the silence. The 
bringing together of people who combine literary flair with ecological sensi-
bility in nature writers’ festivals, anthologies, and artistic endeavours is 
timely and appealing. The International Watermark Nature Writers’ Muster 
2003 combined an international focus with a locally based Australian initia-
tive. The place was Camden Haven near Laurieton and Kendall, a place of 
merging waters on the north coast of New South Wales. Following on the 
heels of Watermark 2003 were the Tasmanian-sponsored Nature Writing 
Prize, an anthology of nature writing from Australia and North America, A 
Place on Earth, and a book of essays on changing places and their mean-
ings in Australia, Changing Places: Reimagining Australia. Each of these 
books contributes importantly to our perceptions of place at a time when its 
meaning is undergoing rapid change. All of these developments are signs 
of an attunement with a worldwide response to the transformation of the 
meanings we give to nature. In other words, whatever their local Australian 
stamp, they are in step with a second stage of nature writing – a world 
phenomenon.  

Not surprisingly, the two 2003 books of essays on place – some 50 al-
together by talented writers from Australia, New Zealand, and North Amer-
ica – are complementary, overlapping in authorship but also, to a degree, 
disjunctive in their aims. A Place on Earth gives special priority to lyric es-
says or prose poems of place. Writers in this genre “are listening and 
speaking as a poet does, and that work depends on a musical, a lyric, sen-
sibility and voice.” “They are,” editor Tredinnick continues, “giving lyric wit-
ness.”34  

And although lyricism is part of the strength of each of these volumes, 
Changing Places puts the development of a sense of place in Australia into 
the larger frame of change, especially global change, so raising burning 
and highly controversial questions. Editor John Cameron introduces what 
for me is the site of a major paradox we ignore at our peril. A sense of 
place presumes embodiment; it is local, the home of stories of persons tied 
by quite immediate but often invisible threads to one another and to locale. 
Yet, “cyberspace is a disembodied space that is no place at all.”35 Put to-
gether, these two conceptions create puzzling questions.  

The most salient is this: can embodiment survive the onslaught of dis-
embodied space? Can we reconcile the new luxury of an awareness of our 
place in the world and the universe with retaining that sense of place that 
ties us together with a locale and persons who also belong there? Can the 
Internet, along with other media of disembodiment, give people “a much-
expanded sense of place in the world?”36 Paradoxically, that expanded 
consciousness gives impetus to the process of finding an Australian sense 
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of place. The various authors fit themselves around the theme of the 
changing meanings we attribute to place. The outcome is neither benign 
nor anemic. An extreme view where the old sense of place has become 
past its use-by date sits uncomfortably beside the concerns of those who 
could in certain circumstances opt to die defending the place they love.  

V. A Vision and a Defence of Nature  

Within a shared sensibility, there lie perceptible differences among na-
ture writers. Can the lyrical be more than a poetic genre, I wonder? May 
expanding feeling instil a sense of disquiet? May such a sense reach out 
“to show possibility,” in the words of environmental thinker, essayist, and 
poet Peter Hay? May changing hearts and minds be part of the artistic and 
literary endeavour?  

Nature writing or a literature of place is akin to poetry; but it is also dif-
ferent. Poetry is written or spoken from the standpoint of the self; it is per-
sonal, characteristically oriented toward the natural world to which it re-
sponds as given. Some nature writing is very like poetry – the lyric essay.  

The lyrical as something more than simply a poetic genre is given re-
markable and powerful expression in much of the environmental writing in 
the spring 2003 edition of the Tasmanian-based literary journal Island. Ser-
endipitously, this issue “both celebrating the natural world and cautioning 
against its misuse”37 coincided with the first Watermark Nature Writers’ 
Muster. Both celebrate nature writing, and each claim that it is undervalued 
in Australia compared with say, North America. Each contributes to 
change. Published in Island is a small selection of more than 100 hundred 
entries in the inaugural Wildcare Tasmanian Nature Writing Prize. There, in 
Island, one finds an interweaving of lyrical writing with accounts of the de-
fense of Tasmania’s forests and rivers. Interwoven, too, is a memory of 
tragedy – the deaths of two wilderness photographers who believed that “if 
people could see the beauty of Australia’s wild places, they may be moved 
to save them.”38  

There are passages in Island that speak from the depths of people’s 
souls, souls tempered in an often excruciatingly painful struggle to save a 
river, to save Tasmania. Rarely does one find such passionate expression 
of the lyrical as something more than a poetic genre than in some of the 
writing around the Tasmanian artists’ exhibition, “Future Perfect,” held in 
April 2003. Artists, a senator, and others made an appeal at the artists’ fes-
tival seeking redemption for past wrongs. Writer Richard Flanagan’s appre-
ciation of his fellow artists is a lucid example of the lyrical at its height. He 
speaks of his fellow artists who divined “that through their work they might 
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help to remake Tasmania in the raiment of dreams.”39 He is admiring their 
vision, their determination, their guts. And he draws on a well of feeling that 
has deepened in the years of struggle to save a river. The dream is vision-
ary yet born out of often bitter struggle.  

His feelings about Tasmania’s future – people joined together by 
goodwill – are bound up with the dreams of the last thirty years: “… the be-
ginning of a time when our stories and our images, unbeholden to anything 
other than the cosmos of our souls, will reinvent this island.”40 As in 
Wordsworth’s or Shakespeare’s sonnets, this is surely “a cry from the 
heart.” Richard has a lyrical way of saying things he feels deeply about our 
engagement with the land. Arising out of feeling, it is more accessible to 
poetry than prose. What he says expresses a relation to the land, to place, 
to the future that our culture suppresses. His essay is the voice of con-
science, a beautiful example of how one may be lyrical and passionate at 
the same time.  

This is a visionary moment, and his lyric is a paean of praise and 
thanksgiving for those “extraordinary fresh forces, seething and bursting to 
break out” of the imprisonment still encircling them within Tasmania.41 We 
are speaking of an extraordinary power, a unique beauty, a power at last 
finding a voice to say passionate things that those whose thoughts drop 
groundward and that narrow-minded governments have refused to hear. 
Like all visions, it is “an opening up, as the heavens are opened up by a 
rainbow when the rain stops falling,”42 Elizabeth Costello’s words in J. M. 
Coetzee’s novel resound here. In the hands of persons inspired by a sense 
of possibility, these visions, these rainbows may be seen as akin to reli-
gious illumination.  

VI. The Evocation of Feeling and the Quest for Home  

Essays in A Place on Earth resonate with Judith Wright’s feelings in 
“South of My Days” – of “old stories that still go walking in my sleep.”43 
They are essays about places in Australia and beyond that live through the 
landscape as Judith hoped, not by imposing ourselves upon it.  

In her chapter “Wind Ensembles,” poet Laurie Kutchins answers my 
question in words of beauty and wonder. The wind of her home place, 
Wyoming, echoes through her body, “human speck in this country made 
out of wind and sky,” body of country, Laurie’s body joined through wind 
and breath.44

Wyoming, place of winds, formed her in symbiosis “as deeply as any 
human love,” and the work of embodiment continues on elementally even 
into a time of enforced exile from her birthplace. The landscape of spirit 
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remains one with physical terrain. The wind as connective breath goes on 
sculpting her even in physical absence from home. Laurie’s “connective 
breath” resonates with the murmurings and loud talk of the wind in the sea 
that joined Eddie Koiki Mabo to the sea and the land at his homeplace, Las 
on Murray Island. Saltwater man exiled from his place, a man with an ache 
in his heart, joined to it by unbreakable threads. Laurie or Eddie, we are 
speaking about embodied lives. In his essay “Writing Place,” Peter Hay, 
Tasmanian environmentalist and poet, evokes the same relationship to 
place: “A concern for place is a concern for community is a concern for 
home.”45 Hay is speaking the same language as Kutchins, of many but not 
all indigenous peoples. The many-faceted interrelatedness of place and 
persons is founded upon this understanding. Barry Lopez, whose own 
place has long been in Western Oregon, sees the connections this way: 
Growing into the love of a place is much the same as growing into the love 
of a person. “Our blessing ... is not what we know, but that we know each 
other.”46 What ties these two together? He looks to opening yourself in the 
way of trust that place and people will give you. Intimacy and vulnerability 
are crucial to a form of awareness that draws upon the whole self. It is less 
analytic and cognitive, more intuitive.  

Lopez is able to draw on his own experience of being in the land-
scape, of being with and of it. This puts him in tune with indigenous people. 
Unsurprisingly, he turns to his experience of indigenous people as they en-
ter one of their villages or landscapes: Their intercourse with that place is 
many-faceted as they weave together diverse elements. Theirs is the ob-
verse of the tourist experience that turns nature into scenery and commodi-
ties to be consumed. It is more, much more than this. There is a spiritual 
alongside a corporeal human affinity with the landscape, a profound recip-
rocity. Lopez’s understanding puts me in mind of William Stanner’s sense 
of Yolngu people’s two-sided ties with land – both corporeal and spiritual.  

Critical theorist and environmentalist Kate Rigby offers a sense of the 
interconnection between the spiritual and the corporeal in her essay, “Tun-
ing in to Spirit of Place,” through “embodied co-presence.”47 Hers is a “cou-
pling of physical manifestation and sensuous perception.”48 Here we have 
again something like the I and the thou of human and place; going with that 
living intertwining is again a recognition of the mystery and arcaneness of 
what she calls “the indwelling spirits of place.”49 As in Lopez’s understand-
ing, the many-faceted sense of the complex interrelatedness of place and 
community rests upon the realisation that divine knowledge is a mystery 
and, like all mysteries, only partly fathomable. These essays and others 
inch close to a sense of living through a sentient landscape rather than off it 
as a thing to be managed and coerced.  
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Are these writers responding to an awareness of malaise? Is there a 
connection between some people’s sense of urgency about conserving, re-
affirming, and nurturing an embodied life and its inexorable undermining by 
those remote and faceless processes whose outcomes we find so conven-
ient – the Internet, our e-mails, the mobile, the One World? What should 
nature writing be about, what is its role and value? And are the second 
wave nature writers among the children of a privileged age able to indulge 
ourselves as the last dancers on the planet earth celebrating and lyricising 
the beauties of forest and river before they vanish?  

Peter Hay’s sense of the task of nature writing today accords with that 
of Lopez and others. Perhaps “the primary project of place and nature writ-
ing is to reclaim and to assert the corporeality of place and the processes 
of nature.”50 This context is a recognition of a growing tendency to deny the 
existence of anything beyond the text. This spells dissolution, a total free-
dom from constraint. He is among the writers with something like a primal 
responsiveness – with people like Judith Wright ahead and behind them – 
to the deathly terror of our times. Place is a gift – like parents, family, chil-
dren – and gifts have a claim on us to give back. Alaska, nature writer 
Richard Nelson’s long adopted place, is a gift of “incomparable magnitude,” 
and he explains in “Island of the Rain Bear” his feeling of responsibility to 
give back in return.51 This, as everyone senses, is a knowledge people feel 
in their bone marrow. The spirit of the gift. Alaska or Wyoming, Glenlyon or 
Tasmania or Sherbrooke Forest, it doesn’t matter. They nurture us and bid 
us nurture them. “Responsible occupancy,” Barry Lopez’s phrase, means 
nurturing. It may also denote beginning to live differently not only to suc-
cour one’s place on earth but as witness to others.  

Among the second wave of nature writers, there are some shared un-
derstandings: that progress is not linear, that living through nature is quali-
tatively distinct from absorbing scenery and commodities, and, above all, 
that where we lose touch with an embodied existence we lose ourselves.  

Environmental historian Tom Griffiths conjures up an image of the 
mighty rivers of inland Australia drawn from Francis Ratcliffe’s Flying Fox 
and Drifting Sands: as tigers, slumbering and in their wakefulness, stirring 
powerful emotions;52 for me, a Blakeian nostalgia deepened in memory by 
the majestic Murray River of my youth. Are the nature writings of the sec-
ond wave like advancing tigers – powerful, resilient, beautiful – giving 
promise of oncoming understandings between humans and landscapes as 
living, sentient beings? Do these celebrations signify that we may live 
through landscape, not impose ourselves upon it – a plea made by Judith 
Wright thirty years ago? Or are they simply feeble, self-centered glorifica-
tions of what is left as the rivers still, depleted by the pumps, or dammed up 
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before they can flow and bound, leap and frolic spreading over their banks 
to lap along the flood plains as of old?  

Fortunately, I believe, the thinking and intuitions of many writers and 
artists of place, often living in far-flung climes unknown to one another, tend 
to cluster (miraculously?) around the theme of place and embodiment. 
There is a sense that people are tied to place in much the same way as 
they are tied to one another and to nonhumans. In this time of a terrible de-
struction of places and people – their dislocation – in varied ways, the 
question is being asked: How might we live in reciprocity with nature and 
with each other? There is an intuition that the land is like poetry. In his 
beautiful book Arctic Dreams, Barry Lopez says just this: “The land is like 
poetry; it is inexplicably coherent, it is transcendent in its meaning, and it 
has the power to elevate a consideration of human life.”53 And if this is true 
of land, what about we humans?  

Some people’s experiences take them beyond celebration, even to a 
way of being lyrical that resounds with the spirits of the places they have 
struggled to defend. Exemplary people. As I have said before of some of 
those who gave their all to save a river, to remake Tasmania, here the lyri-
cal may transform into something more than a poetic genre. To return to 
the metaphor about river tigers, I find these people like tigers – powerful, 
resilient, shimmering like the striped waters of the beginnings of morning. 
From dark to light? 

La Trobe University 
n.sharp@latrobe.edu.au 
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Freya Mathews. Reinhabiting Reality: Towards a Recovery 

of Culture. Sydney: UNSW Press, 2005. ISBN: 0-86840-809-3 

Peter C. Coleman 

The ecophilosophical project is driven by the conviction that the en-
demic environmental problems that presently confront us have not been 
caused by mere human carelessness, but are the direct consequence of 
certain beliefs and assumptions being deeply entrenched in dominant 
Western discourse. Ecophilosophers maintain that due to a culturally le-
gitimated faith in the validity of oppressive and destructive ideologies, hu-
manity has seen fit to engage in systemically oppressive and destructive 
activities that have resulted in the current global crisis. Accordingly, ecophi-
losophers have sought to expose the flaws inherent in ecologically destruc-
tive ideologies and to envision models of thinking conducive to humanity’s 
continued existence in a more-than-human world.  

In For Love of Matter Freya Mathews undertakes this task in a critically 
sophisticated and innovative fashion. According to Mathews, ecologically 
destructive ideologies have found legitimation in the dominant ‘materialist’ 
metaphysical worldview which holds physical reality to be devoid of any 
‘mentality’ or meaning other than that which human beings impose upon it. 
She argues that because of this ‘deanimated’ view of reality, humanity has 
lost reverence for material existence, thereby engendering an attitude of 
mindless contempt in our treatment of the earth. Mathews contends that 
this form of ‘materialism’ is not only ecologically destructive, but also phi-
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losophically problematic. She insists that if we are to properly treat and un-
derstand the world around us, we are best served to adopt a metaphysical 
worldview that encompasses the fundamental unity of ‘mind’ and ‘matter’.  

Accordingly, Mathews advocates a ‘panpsychist’ metaphysical frame-
work that attributes a subjectival dimension to all physical reality. This is not 
to suggest that physical entities such as tables, chairs and telegraph poles 
are possessed of intentionality in the same way that human beings and 
others complex organisms are. Rather, Mathews maintains that such enti-
ties, while devoid of conscious awareness, are animated by the ‘mindlike’ 
energy of “the world at large.” This relates to Mathews’ cosmological 
schema of “the One and the Many” in which she envisages the Universe as 
a conscious whole (the One) engaged in a constant process of self-
realization by means of individuation into “finite centers of subjectivity” (the 
Many). Although these centers of subjectivity arise from the One, they ex-
perience themselves as distinct from the One, providing them with the op-
portunity to pursue self-realization as independent entities. Thus, the exis-
tence of the Many furthers the One’s movement toward self-realization 
through the Many’s experience of self-realization as self-perpetuating indi-
viduals.  

Insofar as the One pursues its self-realization through individuation 
into a multitude of ‘secondary selves’, Mathews argues that it is not in ac-
cordance with the One’s ‘Way’ that these secondary selves should seek to 
lose their individuality in ‘union’ with the One. Likewise, it is equally discor-
dant with the “Way of the One” that these secondary selves should adopt 
an ‘autoic orientation’ in which they view themselves as radically separate 
from others, thereby positioning themselves in opposition to the One. 
Mathews asserts that the One neither seeks to be unified with, or in opposi-
tion to the Many, but longs to experience a communicative and loving rela-
tionship with all its secondary selves. Thus, the Many are called into a rela-
tionship of ‘eros’ with the One, facilitated through love of the manifold ‘sub-
jects’ through which the One realizes itself. Mathews maintains that it is in 
this relationship of ‘erotic’ engagement that the process of self-realization 
can be most fully actualised, to the greater benefit of both the individual 
and the whole.  

In Reinhabiting Reality, the sequel to For Love of Matter, Mathews ad-
dresses the question of praxis in the context of her panpsychist metaphys-
ics, elaborating methods by which human beings might most lovingly en-
gage with their more-than-human reality. In this work of first-rate ecological 
thought, Mathews explores a notion of human ‘culture’ that is defined in 
terms of the word’s root meaning, to til or to cherish. In this practice of ‘cul-
ture’, human beings are collectively called upon to cherish the world, and 
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tend to it with devotion. She describes this ‘cherishing’ as grounded in a 
fundamental modality of ‘grace’ – a deeply rooted sense of gratitude for 
one’s own life and the life of reality at large. She holds that in cultivating 
such a sense of profound appreciation for the given, humanity will cease 
the destructive quest to mould the world into its own image, and learn to 
live in alignment with the earth’s own unfolding.  

In accordance with these principles of ‘culture’ and ‘grace’, Mathews 
elucidates the ethos of “letting the world grow old,” in which she promotes 
radical acceptance of the world in its present condition, and co-operative 
engagement with it. Mathews argues that if we are to stem the tide of hu-
manity’s destructiveness, we must cease the quest to mould the world into 
any image whatsoever, whether it be anthropocentric or ecocentric. Rather 
than envision an ‘ecotopia’ in which the humanly created is denigrated in 
preference to the ‘naturally’ given, rather than encourage us to destroy that 
which is in favour of that which might be, Mathews argues that we must 
strive to cherish that which already exists, engaging with it in such a man-
ner that it can ultimately contribute to the thriving of our more-than-human 
reality.  

Mathews continues exploring the virtues of cherishing and gratitude in 
the ethos of “becoming native.” Careful to explain that the process of “let-
ting the world grow old” does not entail a willingness to stand by while acts 
of social injustice and ecological destruction continue unabated, Mathews 
describes “becoming native” as a form of vibrant activism that combines the 
nurturing of the given with resistance to those forces that hinder the flour-
ishing of more-than-human life. Mathews describes this nativism as arising 
out of a deep attentiveness to one’s surroundings and, although she em-
phasises the importance of the ‘home’ in this process, she affirms that na-
tivism can be experienced in relation to any ‘place’ if one is sufficiently 
open to it. While Mathews emphasises the value of developing a strong 
connection with a particular place and community over an extended period 
of time, she also strongly advocates the value of internationalism and genu-
ine openness to the stranger. While the native strives to cultivate a loving 
relationship with the small corner of the Earth in which they have made 
their home, they can also draw much from establishing open-hearted con-
nections with unknown people and unknown places as they travel through-
out the wider world. In order to further the reader’s understanding of this 
process, Mathews provides beautifully written “ground studies” of engage-
ment with ‘place’ as understood in a panpsychist framework, concluding 
that that the reinhabitation of reality is far from being merely an abstract 
ideal.  

Both For Love of Matter and Reinhabiting Reality are significant works 
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that address significant ideas for our time. Admittedly, the philosophical ar-
guments Matthews uses to substantiate her metaphysical framework are 
not without their problems; many will doubtless find them overly faith-based 
and perhaps even implicitly theological in nature, despite Mathews’ en-
deavours to ground her arguments in analytic reasoning. This said, 
Mathews demonstrates awareness of these limitations and acknowledges 
the fundamentally experimental nature of her work. With good humour, in-
sight and creativity, Mathews dares to explore ideas that have for far too 
long been deemed ‘outside’ the sphere of acceptable philosophical discus-
sion. Moreover, she does the important work of articulating how these 
ideas might not only change our thinking, but our very practice of being 
human. Demanding, poetic and sometimes funny, For Love of Matter and 
Reinhabiting Reality offer genuine insights and inspiration for those who 
wish to be engaged in the healing of our wounded world.  

Monash University  
Peter.Coleman@arts.monash.edu.au 



Thomas M. Wilson. The Recurrent Green Universe of John Fowles. 

Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2006. ISBN 90-420-1989-1. 

Chris Coughran 

Although John Fowles’ non-fiction has long been a staple of “nature 
writing” anthologies – his essay The Tree, for instance, having been re-
printed in several collections over the past twenty years – The Recurrent 
Green Universe of John Fowles is the first comprehensive, ecologically-
oriented approach to the British writer’s novels, poems, essays and jour-
nals.  

In the book’s introduction, Thomas M. Wilson discloses “one of 
Fowles’ central insights,” namely, 

that more than one manner of perceiving nature is needed in order 
for us to have a full and humanly satisfying relationship with the 
natural world. In a similar manner this volume champions the value 
of a multiplicity of routes towards uncovering useful knowledge 
about John Fowles’ writings. (21) 

By “multiplicity of routes” Wilson means, primarily, both science and the 
humanities – the “two cultures” of C. P. Snow (18, 197, 204) – as embodied 
in the figure of Fowles, an “amateur field naturalist” and “Wordsworthian 
lover of natural places” (9). “Consilience” in fact emerges as the predomi-
nant theme of Wilson’s argument, which traverses a promising pastoral re-
visionism, neo-Romanticist aesthetic criticism, and a variety of scientific 
perspectives. Eschewing “the usual range of critical schools in Anglo-
Saxon literary studies” (15) and above all, “post-modernism” (134), Wilson 
incorporates into his argument “the vocabulary of neurophysiology” (50), 
“modern personality theory” (40), “evolutionary psychology” (52) and other 
strands of contemporary scientific thought, grafting these tokens of “eco-
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logical” wisdom onto otherwise tolerable readings of Fowles’ miscellaneous 
writings. 

Literary specialists are unlikely to be convinced by Wilson’s scientism. 
The fact that “pet ownership,” for example, has been observed to reduce 
“cholesterol, triglycerides and systolic blood pressure” (106) hardly vali-
dates the “biophilia hypothesis” put forward by entomologist Edward O. 
Wilson. Nevertheless, the “biophilic instinct” is subsequently mobilised – in 
the name of ecocriticism – to explain everything from “the continuing ap-
peal of pastoral in human history” (106, 113) to Fowles’ fascination with 
“the mystery of wild nature” (167-68): “If the biophilia hypothesis is … cor-
rect then Fowles is not an eccentric nature recluse, but a human being liv-
ing a well-adapted existence” (107). No less outlandish is Wilson’s claim 
that a Heideggerian “ecopoetics of dwelling are [sic] … explicable … as 
brain states characterised by small and fragile neural constellations” (203). 
Elsewhere, large claims are made on behalf of evolutionary psychology: 
“Non-human animals might feel momentary fear, but they cannot experi-
ence anxiety or depression, states which require inner resources of mem-
ory, imagination and generalisation that only we fortunate humans pos-
sess” (50); anthropology: “universally, people group local plants and ani-
mals into various kinds that correspond to … the Linnaean classification 
system of professional biology”; and childhood psychology: “under the age 
of six children are egocentric and generally uncaring of the natural world; 
between six and nine they become interested in wild creatures; from nine to 
twelve their knowledge of the natural world rises sharply, and from thirteen 
to seventeen they readily acquire moral feeling towards species conserva-
tion” (120). What bearing any of this scientific “data” has on Fowles’ writing, 
remains unclear. In his appropriations of the discourse of popular science, 
particularly cognitive neuroscience, Wilson would have done well to consult 
a more sophisticated attempt at consilience, such as Karl Kroeber’s Eco-
logical Literary Criticism: Romantic Imagining and the Biology of Mind 
(1998).  

Wilson covers much safer ground in his chapters on Romanticism and 
pastoral aesthetics – both well-tended preserves of ecological literary criti-
cism. Wilson draws from British and American theorists of pastoral (Terry 
Gifford, Lawrence Buell, Leo Marx) to make a compelling case for an insis-
tent “post-pastoral” sensibility permeating Fowles’ fiction and autobio-
graphical writings. Wilson’s somewhat perfunctory treatment of the sublime 
is unfortunate, given his subject’s evident predilection for solitude (118-19, 
163-64). Wilson’s glib dismissal of Raymond Williams’ The Country and the 
City – an incisive and cogent interpretation of pastoral form and function – 
is also regrettable. On this score, Wilson’s allegiances lie (contra Snow) 
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with an earlier critic, F. R. Leavis, whose notion of “organic community” (87) 
Williams’ book had persuasively debunked. Wilson’s rehabilitation of the 
Leavisite myth would be considerably less perplexing if Fowles hadn’t him-
self – in terms remarkably congruent with those of The Country and the 
City – berated “the creators of the cosy myth of the contented cottager, the 
countryside as humble idyll, for the delectation of those, mostly urban, who 
preferred to ignore agricultural and rural reality” (94). It is difficult to see 
how Williams’ book – especially in comparison with Leavis’ Culture and En-
vironment – could be so readily misconstrued as a “politically dangerous” 
“oversimplification” of the British pastoral tradition (114). For Wilson, in-
deed, the measure of Fowles’ “personal authenticity” (139) is a discernible 
“love of the natural world” (73), “a feeling for agrarian culture” (83-84), an 
appreciation of “wild beauty” (78) – all construed not as signs of a recru-
descent pastoral subjectivity, but of a robust “biophilic instinct.”  

In keeping with an author-centred approach that verges on the bio-
graphical (14), Wilson suggests a “turn from the written text to a study of 
Fowles himself.” Ironically, however, “Fowles himself” turns out to be little 
more than the sum of his (and others’) “written texts” (156-57). Wilson 
seems reluctant to concede – in an apparently unsuspecting paraphrase of 
Emerson – that “the literary artist or poet, even one of greatness, still only 
provides a second-hand and unfortunately re-presentational perception of 
nature” (219). This reluctance is all the more striking, given Fowles’ obvious 
penchant for textual recycling. In his writings both fictional and personal, 
Fowles is apt to describe nature in terms of intertextual echoes. In his jour-
nals, for example: a Scandinavian farmhouse is extolled by virtue of “the 
unmistakably genuine Thoreau, or Jefferies, feel of the place” (164); the 
song of a species of finch that inhabits Fowles’ garden is “Stravinsky-like” 
(217); a contemporary rural scene is likened to “the England of Nash paint-
ings, dimly beyond that, of Palmer” (128); a secluded Greek island – “the 
land of the Odyssey” – is vividly perceived to be “partly French and medie-
val, partly Greek and classical, partly my own dreamworld” (80). By the 
same token, the protagonist of Daniel Martin apprehends nature with eyes 
that are “John Clare’s and Palmer’s … and Thoreau’s” (175). Wilson 
glosses over this abundant textual recycling, drawing attention instead to 
“the author’s admiration for the acknowledged masters of nineteenth-
century American and British nature writing” (164). Authorial influences and 
allusions – Henri Alain-Fournier, D. H. Lawrence, Thoreau – prevail over 
the conspicuous intertextuality of Fowles’ writing.  

In the penultimate chapter of his book, Wilson inquires – by way of 
Fowles’ fleeting acquaintance with Zen – into the possibility of “an alterna-
tive to a linguistically-mediated apprehension of nature” (212). Unsurpris-
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ingly, given Wilson’s dogged allegiance to a myth of origins – as attested to 
by his echoing, once more, the opening gambit of Emerson’s Nature: “the 
lives of our ancestors were surely full and satisfying” (220), etc. – Wilson 
suggests that it is indeed possible to “experience nature unmediated by 
language” (231). Eschewing the term “logocentric” and its rather more dras-
tic implications, Wilson posits an alternative to “scriptocentric” culture in 
specifically oral forms of nature poetry: sympathetic utterances to be “spo-
ken aloud rather than written down on the page” (226). However, it seems 
ludicrous to suggest, as Wilson does, that Fowles’ “nature poetry” is ecol-
ogically viable when spoken, “but that when presented to the public in writ-
ten form … encourage[s] a regrettable alienation from nature” (226). It is 
ironic that this Platonic throwback should serve as Wilson’s remedy for 
“Western society’s scriptocentric disassociation from the natural environ-
ment” (226). 

The context of Wilson’s study, as of ecocriticism generally, is the 
global “environmental crisis” and a concomitant need for “widespread social 
change” (55, 59-60). Although Wilson preempts, only to dismiss the charge 
of implementing “a morally-committed agenda” (260, cf. 37-38), it is clear 
that Wilson considers himself a “participant … in a pandisciplinary inquiry of 
the first order of historical significance” (Lawrence Buell, qtd. in Wilson 
260). Responding to the urgent claims of an environment in crisis, Wilson 
writes: “I am surprised, and saddened, that the great majority of literary crit-
ics continue to politely fiddle at their desks, ignoring both ‘nature writing,’ 
and the state of their species’ ancestral home outside the library window” 
(260). In consequence, lurking always beneath the surface of Wilson’s 
analysis is the imperative that “we scriptocentric and selfish Westerners” 
(259) look to writers such as Fowles that we might learn “the ideal way in 
which to construe nature as … interested non-specialist[s]” (19).  

The singular contribution of Wilson’s book to the burgeoning field of 
ecocriticism is its comprehensive presentation of Fowles’ writings on na-
ture, including obscure journal entries inaccessible to the “interested non-
specialist.” Wilson’s engagement with Fowles’ fiction is particularly wel-
come, even though Daniel Martin is discussed at much greater length than, 
say, The French Lieutenant’s Woman. In a characteristic move, Wilson col-
lapses the notorious multiple endings of the latter novel into a positivistic in-
terpretation loosely based on evolutionary theory (145-46). Regrettably, 
while Fowles’ standing as an early master of British postmodernist fiction 
presents Wilson with a rare opportunity to bring ecocriticism and postmod-
ernism into a fruitful, mutually illuminating dialogue, the question of Fowles’ 
postmodernism is altogether elided by Wilson’s orthodox ecocritical ap-
proach. Rather than break new ground, The Recurrent Green Universe of 
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John Fowles rehearses some familiar themes of ecological literary criticism. 
And yet, despite various flaws (including several bibliographic oversights), 
Wilson’s book remains a useful introduction to the work of a significant 
twentieth-century “nature writer.” 

University of Melbourne  
coughran@unimelb.edu.au 



Gersdorf, Catrin and Mayer, Sylvia (eds). Nature in Literary and 

Cultural Studies: Transatlantic Conversations on Ecocriticism. 

Amsterdam, New York: Rodopi, 2006. IBSN: 90-420-2096-2. 

Iris Ralph 

The brief and remarkable introduction to this collection of essays, 
speaks eloquently for the publication as a whole. Its intention is to disabuse 
scholars of the notion that ecocriticism as a critical theory and methodology 
is limited because of its focus on what normatively is considered to exist 
outside of the realm of language or textuality, that “dry and intolerable chiti-
nous murmur”1 of terrestrial allusions, as Jameson puts it; a focus which 
discredits the discipline as a proper participant within poststructuralist the-
ory and its arenas of politically enfranchising “social constructivism” and 
“linguistic determinism” (10). The collection treats the figure of nature as at 
once “material phenomenon and aesthetically charged category” (13), and 
ecocriticism, having caught up in the twenty-first century with the estab-
lished theories of structuralism, new historicism, feminism, psychoanalytic 
criticism, and postcolonialism, as a methodology that “re-examines the his-
tory of ideologically, aesthetically, and ethically motivated conceptualisa-
tions of nature, of the function of its constructions and metaphorisations in 
literary and other cultural practices, and of the potential effects these dis-
cursive, imaginative constructions have on our bodies as well as our natu-
ral and cultural environments” (10). These remarks are welcome to schol-
ars famished for writing within a field that contributor Louise Westling 
states, in the first essay in the collection, is still undertheorized (26). Her-
bert Zapf, another contributor to the collection, notes theory itself as this re-
fers to the late hallmark of poststructuralism is partly to blame for the la-
cuna. Until recently, during the period when poststructuralism emerged as 
a dominant critical practice, writing that addressed the physical world as a 
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figure equal to the human in either or both its material and non-material ef-
fects was considered “politically questionable and epistemologically naive 
in the pansemiotic universe of poststructuralism” (50). The collection con-
tributes to dispelling this condescension. They are exemplary, respecting 
nature and language, not as disparate and antithetical figures but, analo-
gous to Marianne Moore’s “real toads with imaginary gardens,” as richly in-
tertwined. 

Westling’s essay begins by briefly summarizing the history of ecocriti-
cism since its formal inception in the late seventies. The most recent devel-
opment, posthumanism, is characterized by two main tendencies. The first 
Westling identifies as “Techno or Cyborg” posthumanism. The second, in-
debted to the early twentieth-century philosophy of American pragmatist 
John Dewey and phenomenologist Maurice Merleau Ponty, and the theo-
ries of Jacques Derrida, Jean-Francois Lyotard, Cary Wolfe and Donna 
Haraway, she characterizes as “Animot” posthumanism (29), borrowing 
Derrida’s pun on the French plural for animal, animaux, and the French for 
word, mot. She is skeptical of the first tendency, observing that the “redefi-
nition of our species as beings fused with the technologies and media ex-
perience we have designed as tools seems only further elaboration of the 
Cartesian mechanistic definition of humans as transcendent minds, ma-
nipulating a realm of material otherness” (29). The second, she intimates, 
avoids this pitfall. Inspired by the endeavor “to erase the dualisms of 
mind/body and human/nature” (32), writers who fit into this posthumanist 
model abandon “the claims of unique human access to language that have 
dominated Western philosophy” (38). 

Hubert Zapf’s essay recapitulates a classic formalist defense of art 
and so-called imaginative literature. These special forms of cultural textual-
ity (54), he contends, provide an alternative to the politically and socially 
restrictive, one-dimensional thinking that characterizes other cultural lin-
guistic productions. They disinter “hidden problems, deficits, and imbal-
ances of the larger culture,” and articulate “what is marginalized, neglected, 
repressed or excluded by dominant historical power structures,” restructur-
ing the “material of language” (56). Further, they are unique when placed 
against other “textual genres and types of discourse,” because they func-
tion as “an ecological principle […] within the large system of cultural dis-
courses” (55), espousing and performing “plurality, multiplicity, dynamic re-
lationships, and creative renewal” (56). These claims may rankle some 
readers. They are nettlesome to the argument that holds that literary lan-
guage, while distinguished from other kinds of expression in that it is self-
consciously about itself as much as it is about something other than itself, 
does not do more than what other kinds of language do, it merely does it 
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differently. As Sylvia Mayer notes in another essay, “[t]he long history of at-
tempts to distinguish between the literary has shown that it is impossible to 
draw any strict boundaries … Ultimately … literature must be regarded as 
one textual practice among others” (116). Zapf makes an unapologetic and 
passionate claim, however, for ecosystems, increasingly threatened by 
neoconservative governments committed to fossil fuel-based economies 
and violent intervention to secure and exploit the human and the environ-
ment, for what these systems tell us about the disadvantages of “concep-
tual thinking, with its tendency to generalization and classification, to inclu-
sion and exclusion … to the hierarchization and separation between 
spheres of consciousness and reality” (61). 

Christa Grewe-Volpp offers a compelling and lucid argument that is 
less polemical than Zapf’s. Like Westling, she identifies some critical junc-
tures in ecocritical discourse, including its extreme positions, namely a 
radical constructivism, which asserts language makes the world, and a na-
ïve realism or scientific objectivism, which seeks to make language respon-
sible to the claims of the world upon it. Both extremes have stalked the dis-
cipline from its inception, and been used as straw men to detract from it. 
Grewe-Volpp references two posthumanist theorists, N. Katherine Hayles 
and Donna Haraway, who attempt to steer a middle path, understanding 
nature as both text and extratextual phenomenon. The final two essays in 
the first of the four sections of the collection, “Theorizing the Nature of Eco-
criticism,” concern the theoretical and historical material legacy of environ-
mental justice movements, and feminist and postcolonial theory. Simone 
Birgitt Hartmann contrasts the “spiritualist-essentialist” position of cultural 
ecofeminism, which celebrates “an elemental connection between women 
and ‘nature’” with the “social-constructivist” position, which emphasizes the 
“historical and contextual basis” of the relation between the female figure 
and the figure of nature (93). She gives more weight to the second position, 
illustrating this by way of her reading of Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing and 
Thomas King’s Truth and Bright Water. She uses King’s work also to re-
mark on the relation between environmental issues and indigenous rights. 
Sylvia Mayer also offers a close reading of Surfacing, along with Margaret 
Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, using cultural criticism and ecofeminist method-
ology to assert the critical role played by literary studies in environmental-
ism, including an “intellectual responsibility” considered until quite recently 
the burden of the scientific community (111), and the critical role that “the 
culturally most formative texts – largely texts of Western capitalist and so-
cialist/communist societies” have played in conceptualizing nature and the 
human in ways that have been detrimental (113).  

Beatrix Busse’s essay stands out in the collection as it applies ecolin-
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guistics to an analysis of vocatives in Shakespeare (131). Hannes 
Bergthaller’s reading of Dr. Seuss’ children’s story The Lorax (1970), like a 
later essay in the collection by Thomas Claviez, questions en face the 
claim of biocentrism, which, while it respects the “intrinsic value of nature,” 
does so from within Jameson’s prisonhouse of human language (172). The 
figure of Kenneth Burke, North American philosopher, rhetorician, and envi-
ronmental thinker – “man is the condition of the negative” – comes to mind 
when Bergthaller argues that the “stories we tell about the human interac-
tion with the natural environment, no matter how earnestly they aspire to 
‘speak for the trees’ [as does the character of the Lorax in Dr. Seuss’ story] 
… do not spring from the knowledge of what nature is in and of itself, but 
rather from a negative form of knowledge that comes to know nature only 
by its absence” (173). Ursula K. Heise’s “Afterglow: Chernobyl and the eve-
ryday” addresses in the context of environmental crisis a common expecta-
tion of ecological writing that it be responsible to the local and particular. 
This “sense of place” has become almost de rigueur for environmental lit-
erature to be recognized as such. Heise defends an alternative narrative 
strategy, that which she identifies as “deterritorialization,” a term she bor-
rows from Ulrich Beck. She illustrates her argument by way of a close read-
ing of two German novels written in the aftermath of the nuclear accident at 
Chernobyl in 1986: Störfall: Nachrichten eines Tages (1987) by Christa 
Wolf and Der Flötenton (1987) by Gabriele Wohmann. Christine Gerhardt’s 
essay on Walt Whitman’s poetics reflects the common tendency of literary 
critical practice in the last two decades or so, the balancing of a text’s mer-
its against its deficits based on given criteria. She juxtaposes Whitman’s 
“green language,” as this pertains to the links it forges between the figure of 
the Native American and the figure of the American landscape, and Whit-
man’s racist, colonizer’s language, as this is betrayed by the singular ab-
sence of Native American persons in the poetry, an absence ingenuously 
concealed by the panoply of references to Native American place names. 
Tonia L. Payne reads two fictions by Ursula Le Guin, “Newton’s Sleep” and 
“Paradises Lost,” drawing on the theories of David Ehrenfeld, Karl Kroeber 
and N. Katherine Hayles to show how Le Guin’s extraterrestrial narratives 
question both rationalist and religious faith as these “attempt to reduce ‘re-
ality’ (admittedly a problematic term) to something that can be fully con-
tained in and thus in a sense controlled by the human mind” (230).  

Payne, Gerhardt, Heise, Bergthaller, and Busse are five authors rep-
resented in the second section of the collection, “Locating Nature in Lan-
guage, Literature, and Everyday Culture.” Irena Ragaisiene, Caroline 
Delph, and Simon Meacher appear in the following section, “Nature, Litera-
ture and the Space of the National.” Their studies are respectively of the 
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contemporary poet and Lithuanian émigré Danute Paskeviciute, the eight-
eenth-century writer Ernst Moritz Arndt, and two First World War era writ-
ers, Herman Löns and the poet Edward Thomas. In addition to these, three 
essays in this same section provide overviews of the ecocritical terrain of 
German literature prior to 1914, between 1933 and 1945, and in the 1980s. 
The first, by Colin Riordan, is sobering in its conclusion that despite the 
evidence of an “increasingly sophisticated” literary engagement with “the 
problem of nature and modernity” between the late eighteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, this engagement, characterized by a “cultural pessi-
mism and practical impotence,” persists today (329). 

A sledgehammer against ecocriticism is that it is specious because of 
its egregious presumption as arbiter of the nonhuman. Thomas Claviez an-
ticipates this allegation at the outset of his argument. Similar to Bergthaller, 
he is keenly aware that when one speaks for another without being asked 
to do so by that other being, one does not necessarily reflect the other’s in-
terests. Bergthaller draws upon Emmanual Levinas’ “Ethics of Otherness” 
in grappling with this apparent impasse. His and two other essays repre-
sent the fourth, final section, “Ethics of Nature.” 

I have not commented on all of the writers represented in Gersdorf 
and Mayer and do a disservice to those not mentioned here: Christian 
Krug, Andrew A. Liston, Katherine Griffiths, Axel Goodbody, Patrick D. 
Murphy, and Timo Maran. A weakness of the collection perhaps is the logic 
of its organization. It is a little unclear sometimes why the essays are 
placed where they are. The complexity of the arguments, however, may 
account for the apparent categorical fuzziness. They cannot be confined to 
a single contextual inquiry. Like the diminutive, domestic garden of an im-
poverished rural southern tenant family in Alabama, U.S.A., in 1936, as 
presented in James Agee’s quasi-documentary Let Us Now Praise Famous 
Men, a garden that bursts from its seams despite being hemmed in by 
acres of subsistence crops, giving back to the family what the acres of the 
cash crops, namely cotton, can never bring to them, the essays spill out of 
their bounds. They speak for a voluble, rife, variegated, tumultuous, discur-
sive language within and without our nonhuman and human selves. 

iris.ralph@gmail.com 

NOTES 

1 Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act 
(London, New York: Routledge, 1989), p. 20. 
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The emergence of environmental criticism in recent decades stems 
from “very ancient roots.” While acknowledging that reflection about the 
material world has a long history based in early cosmologies and intellec-
tual concerns, Lawrence Buell’s book aims to assess what is new in the re-
lationship between writing and the environment, how such critical and crea-
tive engagement is relevant to life on earth today, and the potential for envi-
ronmental criticism to develop much needed interdisciplinary perceptions 
and values for an endangered earth. 

The book is valuable reading as a summary and introduction to envi-
ronmental criticism, however it also urges established scholars to con-
sciously review the field and to look forward. As an introduction, it is a 
comprehensive bibliography: a canon is articulated through Buell’s writing 
which is saturated with references to important fictional and critical works. 
However, even for a well-read scholar, there are historical and contempo-
rary texts to discover. At times, perhaps, the drawback of such extensive 
referencing is that the reading process becomes interrupted by a lack of 
familiarity with the briefly discussed texts. 

At the heart of Buell’s book is the desire to clarify how environmental 
criticism can help address the environmental crisis. His chapter “The World, 
the Text, and the Ecocritic” takes up the well-known problem of mimesis 
and the “divide between nature and discourse.” Buell reminds readers that 
the literary imagination translates into real environmental benefit, starting 
from the focus of its discourse and that “the subject of a text’s representa-
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tion of its environmental ground matters.” Buell does not limit environmental 
criticism to traditional nature writing, but explains that an ‘environmental 
consciousness’ may reside in writing that does not take ‘nature’ as its sub-
ject, or is not explicitly political or realist.  

In the chapter “Space, Place, and Imagination,” Buell notes that envi-
ronmental criticism “arises within and against the history of human modifi-
cation of planetary space.” Engaging with ethical tensions surrounding our 
local and global relationships, he asks practical questions, such as “does 
environmental citizenship really hinge on staying put?” “Can a person 
committed to life-in-place as value practice environmental criticism without 
spending long periods of time in offices and in transit?” Importantly, Buell 
raises the centrality of ethics to environmental criticism (particularly through 
ecofeminism and environmental justice), in the chapter “The Ethics and 
Politics of Environmental Criticism.”  

The final short chapter gestures towards the future of environmental 
criticism, with Buell reluctant to pass any stifling predictions. Instead he 
puts forward four challenges that the environmental criticism in literary and 
cultural studies face: “the challenge of organisation, the challenge of pro-
fessional legitimation, the challenge of defining distinctive models of critical 
inquiry, and the challenge of establishing their significance beyond the 
academy.” These challenges are currently beginning to be met – more than 
once Buell notes the global growth of The Association for the Study of Lit-
erature and the Environment, and the inclusion of environmental courses in 
Humanities departments in the university (marginal as these courses are). 
While Buell admits that environmental criticism has not changed the literary 
imaginative approach, it has introduced a progressive focus and perspec-
tive, which has a growing significance for how we think about our position 
in the living world. 

Trinity College, University of Melbourne 
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